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Abstract

The classical design of radiometer receivers involves continuous temperature stabilization and verification
with a reference load. Such a radiometer system is complex and expensive.
Research has been performed to investigate a novel approach to stabilize a radiometer receiver. If the

temperature behaviour of the radiometer system parts can be characterized, temperature stabilization
may be replaced by software-based compensation for observed ambient and local temperature excursions.

This approach requires system parts which are relatively insensitive to temperature fluctuations. Previous
research has shown poor radiometer sensitivity due to the strong temperature dependence of the

commonly used Schottky detector diode. A tunnel diode is expected to be less temperature dependent

and its voltage sensitivity is expected to be less degraded by the small impedance load used. To verify
these expectations, the performances of two radiometers are compared, one with a tunnel diode and the

other with a Zero-bias Schottky diode. These measurements have shown the necessity of using a tunnel
diode when the novel approach is applied.

The performances of the total power radiometer set-ups have been investigated as a function of ambient

and local temperatures. Therefore, all system parts are measured separately and modelled by regression
analysis on the obtained data. The models for the system parts compared well with the model for the
complete radiometer system and proved to be reproducible. This system analysis has indicated that only

one or two local temperatures have to be measured to ensure accurate software correction. The models

obtained are the tools for an algorithm to compensate for observed temperature excursions.
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1 General Introduction

The growing need for radiocommunication services requires more extensive exploration of new frequency
bands and investigation of propagation effects for these higher frequencies, well into the millimetre-wave
region. Travelling through the atmosphere, microwaves experience considerable attenuation and other
disturbances. Therefore, accurate data regarding the transfer function of the propagation medium has to
be obtained for the design of satellite communication systems.

This data can be obtained by active sensing of the atmosphere, by using well defined beacons. The
Olympus satellite, for example, is a satellite which transmits three beacons which are received by a large
number of groundstations for propagation measurements. However, when such signals are not available,
an alternative is the use of radiometry. Radiometry is a passive remote sensing technique which is based
on modelling of the relation between radiowave absorption by a medium and its emission of thermal
radiation. Highly sensitive microwave radiometer receivers are used to measure this thermal radiation.

Radiometers are valuable tools for sensing the earth's surface or sensing the atmosphere. However, these
applications require different radiometer systems. Earth sensing receivers are measuring relatively high
brightness temperatures (100-300 K), have short integration times to obtain good a dynamic response,
and relatively large bandwidths. Radio astronomy receivers are faced with very low brightness
temperatures and have narrow bandwidths for spectral measurements, and consequently large integration
times as compensation. Atmospheric sensors face a mixture of the above, usually high brightness
temperatures and narrow bandwidths along with long integration times (1-2 sec.).

The classical design of a radiometer receiver involves continuous temperature stabilization and
verification with a reference load, to give a reliable output. This, however, causes increase of system
complexity and costs. Therefore, a novel approach to the stabilizing problem is investigated.
If the temperature behaviour of the radiometer system parts can be characterized, temperature
stabilization may be replaced by software-based compensation of radiometer performance fluctuations
caused by temperature excursions. This requires a thorough investigation into the accuracy of
characterizing receiver components and the resulting accuracy of temperature compensation.

A first attempt to realize an accurate temperature compensated radiometer indicated that the detector
device, a Schottky diode, provoked the main temperature dependence of the radiometer receiverl1J• For
this research a compact IF and video section fitted in a messing block was used. This set-up troubled
measurements on separate system parts. Therefore, a total power radiometer consisting of single
components is used for a further research. This should facilitate the temperature behaviour
characterisation of the radiometer and improve flexibility in adjusting the system set-up.

The Schottky diode, commonly chosen for its high sensitivity, not only has a temperature dependent
behaviour, but its behaviour also depends on the resistance load applied. This situation arises in

~ Stabilizing radiometer performance by software-based temperature compensation



radiometry applications. To obtain measure of the input thermal noise power the detector diode is
operated in its square law region. As a consequence the diode input levels will be low. Therefore, the
additive noise of the video amplifier may limit the dynamic range of the radiometer. In practice, low
noise amplifiers have low input impedances and impedance matching between detector diode and video
amplifier may become a problem. As all diode performance specifications presented in data sheets are
obtained with very high load resistances, the presumed higher sensitivity of the Schottky diode may
appear to be an illusion. Due to these considerations, in addition to the various problems caused by the
Schottky diode, a tunnel diode which is expected to be less temperature dependent, is investigated and
applied within the total power radiometer for comparative research.

The design of the laboratory radiometer set-up for the research performed is based on the specifications
for a radiometer operating at the Eindhoven University of Technology groundstation. The radiometer is
designed for atmospheric sensing. The RF frequency of interest is 12.7 GHz with a bandwidth of about
100 MHz. The postdetection integration time is 1 second. For the research on the feasibility of the novel
stabilizing approach, a thermal resolution of 0.1 K is required. This property is based on regular values of
radiometer sensitivity. Very accurate radiometers do have a better sensitivity, other radiometers, however,
do have poorer sensitivity. The temperature stability of the temperature test chamber used to determine
the temperature dependence of radiometer system parts and the complete set-up is about 0.1 K. This
sensitivity, therefore, is set as an objective. The temperature range investigated is -20°C to 30°C, or 253 K
to 303 K.
Most modern components are insensitive to variations in supply voltage, due to stabilizing circuits. The
research performed, therefore, was concentrated merely on the temperature sensitive performance of the
radiometer and its system parts.

General principles of radiometry and radiometer types is reflected in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 the
semiconductor physics of both the Schottky diode and the tunnel diode is discussed. Chapters 4 and 5
discuss the temperature measurement set-up and the temperature characterisation measurements,
respectively. The overall system analysis is performed in Chapter 6, followed by conclusions and
recommendations given in Chapter 7.

General Introduction ----..!!



2 lladioEBetry

2.1 Introduction

Radiometry is a field of science and engineering related to the measurement of electromagnetic
radiation. It is a remote sensing technique which is based·on modelling of the relation between radiowave
absorption by a medium and the emission of thermal radiation. A radiometer is a highly sensitive
instrument to measure this thermal radiated noise power. It can be used for sensing the earth's surface,
for sensing the atmosphere, or for radioastronomy. The radiometer subject to the research to be
performed is designed for atmospheric sensing.

The classical design of a radiometer receiver involves continuous temperature stabilization and
verification with a reference load, to give a reliable output. A novel approach to the stabilization problem
through characterization of critical system parts and compensation for observed temperature excursions
using PC-based software, could result in a compact and less expensive design. To see whether such
system is feasible or not requires an investigation into the accuracy of characterizing receiver
components.

This chapter will discuss some general principles of radiometry as well as some basic radiometer types to
get a fine grasp of this field of science.

2.2 General Operation

A radiometer is a highly sensitive microwave receiver and antenna. The operation of a radiometer is
based on the measurement of the equivalent antenna noise temperature which is related to the brightness
temperature TB of a given object[21~31. Assuming an idealized lossless radiometer antenna pointed towards
the object, the output power of the radiometer receiver, Pow, is characterised by the antenna noise
temperature TA which can be related directly to the thermal radiated power TB to be measured.

I

ReceiverI-~~ Pout
G,B

Fig. 1 771e idealized radiometer system.

The object in the figure above does not have to be an actual object, it can be a representation of the
propagation medium too.

~ Stabilizing radiometer performance by software-based temperature compensation



The task of the radiometer is to measure the antenna noise temperature TA with sufficient resolution and
accuracy to estimate the noise temperature TB' The available output noise power of the radiometer
receiver is given by

(1)

with k the Boltzmann constant and B the bandwidth of the radiometer receiver. Since the radiometer
amplifies the received power emitted by the object, the output power of the radiometer can be
represented by

(2)

with G the amplification factor of the radiometer receiver.

However, the antenna and receiver are hardly ideal, additional noise will be introduced. Assuming these
two noise signals are independent, their noise powers will add. The measured output power, therefore,
should be represented as

(3)

where Toyl represents the system noise, illustrating the two noise signals are inseparable. A simplified
block diagram of a radiometer corresponding to Equation (3) is shown below.

Noiseless
Radiometer

Receiver

Tree
Fig. 2 Simplified radiometer block diagram.

To give an example, some values for a ground-based radiometer pointed towards clear sky, at 12 GHz,
are; antenna temperature TA ::::: 7 K, bandwidth B ::::: lOS Hz, so the available noise power will be PA ::::: 10
14 W, total gain at least G ::::: 80 dB, and the equivalent receiver noise temperature Tree::::: 500 K, resulting
in an output power of Poul ::::: -30d Bm.

Consider the radiometer system in Figure 314). The antenna is connected to a superheterodyne receiver
with bandwidth B and to~al power gain G of the predetection section, followed by a square-law detector
and a low-pass filter or integrator. The total power gain includes all amplification and attenuation which
takes place in the radiometer, it can be given by GRF, GIF, losses of the waveguide, etc. The power
delivered by the antenna usually is broadband noise extending over a wider bandwidth than the receiver
bandwidth B. The RF amplifier amplifies and filters the frequency components contained in bandwidth
BRF centred at the RF frequency f RF of interest. The mixer and IF amplifier translate the RF band of
signals to the same bandwidth centred around the IF-frequency flF and provide further amplification. The
corresponding bandwidth BIF of the IF amplifier is usually much smaller then the RF-bandwidth.
Predetection bandwidth B is determined by a sharp edged bandpass filter. The square-law detector and
postdetection properties will be discussed in next section.

Chapter 2. Radiometry ---.!!.
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Spectrum
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Fig. 3 Total power radiometer with signal voltages and correspollding spectra.

Such a system consisting of RF to IF conversion of a single band of width B is called a single-sideband
receiver. A double-sideband receiver usually does not use a RF amplifier mainly due to the wideband
demands. The IF signal band will contain signals from two RF bands centred at fw-flF and fw+ fIFo The
total power input will be twice the input power received by a single-sideband receiver.
Although the DSB signal power is larger by a factor of 2, the absence of a low-noise RF amplifier usually
results in an increase in receiver noise temperature by a much larger factor. Therefore, an IF amplifier
with very high gain should be used in a DSB system.

2.3 Performance Characterization

2.3.1 Sensitivity
The radiometer sensitivity t.T is defined as the smallest change in T')'I that can be detected. The
detectable change is defined as a change in the DC-level of the output voltage equal to the standard
deviation of the superimposed AC-component. There is no detectable difference between TA and Trec> so
uncertainties in Tree: reflect on uncertainties in TA•

To derive the equation for the radiometer's sensitivity, an insight into the operation of the different parts
of the radiometer is needed. Figure 3 illustrated the voltage waveforms and corresponding power spectra
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at several points between RF input and final baseband output. The input power consists of thermal noise
with a Gaussian probability distribution with zero mean and variance o. As amplification and mixing can
be considered as linear, the instantaneous IF voltage can be described by a random variable V with also a
Gaussian probability distribution with zero mean. This voltage can be considered as an addition of a
number of independently interfering components with random amplitude Vi and phase ,pi' The envelope
can be shown to have a Rayleigh distribution[4J~s).

N

V .. V,eJ• .. E V,eJ#'
'·1

with Ve the envelope and ,p the phase of the random components.

(4)

(5)

Where 0 is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution, and 0
2 its variance. The probability

density function for the phase of the IF voltage is uniform, p(,p) = 1/2'fr, since the phase of thermal noise
is random. The mean values of Ve and V~ can easily be given by:

V; .. jv;P(V,) dV, .. ~jv:e -'-:12,,2 dV, .. 202 (1)1 .. 202

0 0 0

(6) 1

o~ V; - V, 2 • 0.429 0 2

With a: the variance of the fluctuating, Rayleigh distributed, detector input Ve• Using the substitution x
= V~/202 for the gamma function, and r(3/2) = yzf'fr, Eq. (6) becomes clear.

The square-law detector output Vd is related to its input Vc via

V,," YV;1
V" .. YV; .. 2 Y 0 2 .. YP_ .. Yk B G T..,.,

p_ .. V;

with "Y the voltage sensitivity of the detector.

(7)

Pour is assumed to be the IF power developed across an 10 resistance. Vd represents the average value of
the input noise power. The detector output signal distribution can be calculated similarly

p(V) dV" .. p(V,) dV,

p(V) .. p(V,) .. 1 e -vJ~

2JyV" V"

(8)

Which is also is an exponential distribution, the mean and second moment can be calculated as in (6).

1 Applying the gamma function: r(t+ 1) .. /0·X'e -Jl dx ,for t an integer: r(t+l) .. t!
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Vd fVd p(V) dVd 2 0"
0

V; fv; p(V) dVd 2 V"
(9)

= d
0

" ~ -2 -2
°d d - Vd = Vd

In terms of the input power, Vd (the dc value of Vd) represents its average value and CTd (the rms value
of the ac component) represents the statistical uncertainty associated with the measurement of the input
noise power (by Vd). Apparently, after detection the signal mean and the signal standard deviation are
equal. This means that a high level of uncertainty is present if some measure of the mean of the power is
to be found.
The solution to this unacceptable result is to filter out the high-frequency fluctuations of the detected
voltage. Integration over a time l' leads to a reduction of its variance, normalized to the square of its
mean value, by the factor B1'. That is,

2
°4 1----

V2 Bot
4

1
Bot

(10)

This is equivalent to averaging Vd over some interval of time 1'. Which is precisely the function of the
integrator shown in Figure 3. A large integration time reduces the signal's variance considerable,
improving the radiometer sensitivity. On the other hand, a large integration time reduces the dynamic
response of the radiometer too, reducing the radiometric resolution for short changes in the input signal.

With Equation (9) the sensitivity of a total power radiometer is found,

0_

V....,
1

{fi
(11)

Where VOU!= Yd' Here, ~TN can be seen as the minimum change in Tsys that is necessary to produce a
detectable change at the radiometer output. Detectable change is defined as a change in the dc level of
the output voltage equal to the standard deviation of the ac component. This equation defines the
sensitivity of an ideal total-power radiometer with no gain fluctuations, only taking into account the noise
fluctuations.

The system factors were assumed to be constant so far. In practice, this is fair for the postdetection
stages, but may not be valid for the predetection power gain G. Gain variations in the predetection
section arise from the RF amplifier, mixer and IF amplifier.
Since VOU! is linearly related to the product GTsys, an increase in G by ~G will be misinterpreted by the
output as an increase in Tsys by ~TG=Tsys(~G/G). Statistically, the rms uncertainty in TA due to system
gain variations may be defined as

(12)aG
G

aTG

T.,..

Since the noise uncertainty ~TN and the gain uncertainty ~TG are caused by unrelated mechanisms, they
may be considered statistically independent, in which case the total rms uncertainty is given by
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1 + (l!.GG)2l!. T = (TA + TnJ B 't

Note that AG and AT are deterministic properties, while the rms uncertainties are statistical.

(13)

2.3.2 Absolute Accuracy
The absolute error in the temperature derived from the output voltage of the radiometer is referred to as
the absolute accuracy of the radiometer. Equation (3) links the output and input quantities. If B, G, and
T= were really constants, TA would be determined accurately from the measured output power. If the
RF and IF ruters are designed and built with care, the radiometer bandwidth can be regarded stable. The
gain and the receiver noise, however, originate from active components and strongly depend on the
supply voltage and the physical temperature.

To be able to establish a certain absolute accuracy the gain and receiver noise variations should be less
then this accuracy. To obtain an absolute accuracy of 1K when TA and Tree have the values 5K and 500K
respectively, the predetection gain G and the equivalent receiver noise temperature T= need to be
known and need to have a relative stability, together, within 20/00. This results in strict specifications for
physical temperature stability and gain accuracy. A 100 dB amplifier, for example, should be stable within
10l0g1o(1.002)=O'()09 dB, in order for T= to be constant.
Other aspects influencing absolute accuracy are losses in the signal paths, such as absorption losses and
reflections.

2.4 Radiometer Types

2.4.1 Total Power Radiometer
In Section 2.2 the general principle of radiometry is discussed. Several operational principles are used in
different radiometer types.

The total power radiometer (TPR) is nearest to the simplified block diagram shown in Figure 2. It
consists of an antenna, an amplification, and a detection system. Figure 4 displays, like Figure 3, an
extended block diagram of the TPR.

RF IF
Antenna Amplifier Mixer Amplifier

Local
Oscillator

Square-Ia.w Video
BPF Detector Amplifier Integrator

J
T

Voul

Fig. 4 The total power radiometer.

The predetection gain G is represented by the RF amplification GRF and the IF amplification G1F, such
that the detector diode operates either in the linear or in the square-law region. The detected voltage is
called the video signal of the detector diode. The gains include losses in the signal path. Usually the
detector output Vd is amplified again, before integration, to create an output voltage of 1V or more for
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the recording unit.

Although both the RF and IF amplifiers do have frequency selectivity the final frequency selectivity of
the radiometer is determined by a IF filter with bandwidth BIF• Since the RF bandwidth BRF exceeds BlF'
the bandwidth B of the radiometer equals BIF or the bandwidth of an additional sharp edged bandpass
filter.
After amplifying and filtering the noise within a certain frequency-band, an IF power detection is applied.
As detection device, a semiconductor diode is used. There are two states of operation; linear and square
law. There are different types of diodes suitable most for either linear or square-law operation. The
latter detector type is rather attractive in view of the proportionality of output voltage with the input
noise power and therefore the input noise temperature. So the amplification is needed to operate within
the square-law region of the diode, or otherwise in the linear region. Most often a Schottky barrier
diode, but sometimes a tunnel diode is used as detector device.
To find the mean of the detector output signal, an integrator can be used. A larger integration time
smoothens the signal more, but prevents detection of sudden changes in the antenna noise temperature
at the radiometer input. Regularly, an integration time of 1 or 2 s is chosen, for atmospheric sensing
applications.

The output voltage of the radiometer will be a slowly changing, pseudo DC signal:

VflfII = kG B (T... + T,..) y G~ = y k G'P B T'P (14)

Now G.,. is the sum of all gains, not only the predetection gains GRF and GIF, but the postdetection gain
Gvideo as well.
As already discussed, Vout is dependent on Troc and G which in general can not be regarded as stable
enough to satisfy reasonable requirements of absolute accuracy. The sensitivity of the total power
radiometer is given by (13). In absence of gain variations, the TPR would be the radiometer with the
best sensitivity t.T.

2.4.2 Dicke Radiometer
The performance of the TPR is strongly dependent on its gain stability. To reduce the effects of gain
fluctuations in a radiometer, the difference between the antenna temperature and a reference
temperature is measured. The receiver input is switched at a constant rate between the antenna and a
reference load, with constant noise temperature Tref> see Figure 5. The output is now proportional to the
temperature difference between the antenna and the reference load. A Dicke radiometer doesn't use a
RF amplifier, to prevent amplification of reflections and distortions while switching the RF signal. The IF
gain for a Dicke radiometer, therefore, is larger than the IF gain for a TPR.

r------------------r-- f
s

Integrator

J
T

Vout

o

Fig. 5 17fe Dicke radiometer.

Before integration, the output of the square-law detector is multiplied with +1 or -1, depending on the
position of the Dicke switch during a half period. The switching frequency has to be high enough to
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regard Troc and G as constants over a period. Furthermore, the switch period has to be much shorter
than the integration time. For VI the output voltage in the period with +1 amplification and V2 the
output voltage in the period with -1 amplification, the following expression can be given:

VI = y k B G (TA + T....)I
V"", = y k B G (TA - T,J

V:z - y k B G(T,ef + T....)
(15)

The sensitivity to gain and receiver noise temperature instabilities is now greatly reduced, especially if the
reference temperature Tref is closely to the expected available antenna noise temperature. The effect of
the receiver noise is eliminated, and the effect of predetection gain G is of far less weight.

Since the Dicke radiometer is only half the time measuring the antenna signal, the sensitivity is poorer
than for the total power radiometer. As the output signals for both half periods are statistically
independent, the sensitivity for the DR is:

AT = (T
A

+ T ,:z (_1 + (AG)2) + (T--I + T i_I + (AG)2)
ree' B-rf2 G "., I'tC lB-rf2 G

(16)

The gain variations indicated in the expression above are only the uncorrelated variations which remain
after subtracting the correlated gain variations in both periods. The effect of the gain variations is now
greatly reduced by switching the RF input and subtracting the detector output according to (15),
Equation (16), therefore, can be reduced to

(17)

Although the Dicke radiometer has a better immunity to gain variations, the radiometer's sensitivity is
still degraded by a factor of about 2, compared to the total power radiometer. Simply due to the fact that
the radiometer measures only half the time the antenna noise temperature.

2.4.3 Noise Injection Radiometer
To have the best performance, the reference load of the Dicke radiometer has to be chosen so that its
noise temperature is somewhere within the range of the antenna temperature. The noise injection
radiometer, however, is designed to adjust the reference temperature to match the antenna temperature.
This is done by a control loop shown in the diagram of Figure 6. This radiometer type, being the most
complex of the three radiometers, is independent of fluctuations of G and Troc.

The output TiDj of a variable noise generator is added to the antenna signal TA' so that the actual
radiometer input T~ equals the reference temperature Tref• The serve loop adjusts Tilli to maintain the
zero output condition, see Equation (15).

V_ = y k B G (7A - T,J
(18)

The accuracy with which TA is determined is independent of the accuracy of the Dicke switched
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radiometer, but is only dependent on the accuracy of Tinj and TreI.

Tinj

Noise
Source

,---------------...,.- f
s

Integrator

f
T

Vout
o

Feedback
Control

Fig. 6 The noise injection radiometer.

The noise injection radiometer is insensitive to gain variation too. The sensitivity of this radiometer,
therefore, can be written like Eq. (17):

aT -

For Tl equal to TreI' Eq. (19) results in:

beTA + T_)2 + 2eT~ + T-l2

JB't

(19)

(20)

The noise injection radiometer is expected to have the best sensitivity, since 6T is insensitive to gain
variations. If no gain variations would occur the TPR would have a better sensitivity. A major
disadvantage of this radiometer type is its complexity and expensiveness.

2.5 Selected Radiometer Type

The three radiometer types discussed in previous sections are those that are widely used in radiometry.
Section 24, therefore, provides a short introduction on radiometer types and the basics of radiometer
system parameters. However, other types may find use for special purposes.

In Section 2.4.2 it was stated that, provided that the reference temperature is known, the accuracy of the
Dicke radiometer depends merely on Troc stability. The accuracy of the total power radiometer, however,
depends on both the gain and the radiometer noise temperature. Both radiometers are affected by drift
in the DC coupled postdetection part of the radiometer, which has the same effect on the radiometer
output as a drift in the noise temperature.

Selection of radiometer type depends on a diversity of performance demands and other specifications.
For the research performed, the TPR is chosen. There are two practical considerations leading to this
choice.

The relatively simple system configuration of the TPR provides a conveniently arranged radiometer set
up for the attempt to correct output voltage changes due to temperature variations of the radiometer
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system itself.
Although the DR and the NIR are less dependent on gain variations, these more complex radiometer
systems would probably trouble the research to be performed, annihilating this advantage.

For classical expensive temperature stabilized radiometers, the demands for a temperature-stable TPR
system are more stringent than for the DR and NIR systems, due to more gain instabilities. For the
research to be performed, however, using a TPR could show more significant improvements after
correction of temperature variations. It should be noted that if the system gain appears to be
temperature dependent, this does not automatically hold for the relative gain fluctuations. Thus, as far as
gain instabilities are concerned, total power radiometer sensitivity might still be relatively stable.
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3 Diodes

3.1 Diodes as Detector Devices

The detection of a microwave signal involves the use of a suitable device to produce a steady voltage
which is related to the envelope of the original IF signal. A diode together with a capacitor can be used
for detection of a microwave signal. Used in forward bias, a relatively high current passes through the
diode which can be used to charge the capacitor. In backward bias, a diode has a very high dynamic
resistance, which results in a large time constant, so that the capacitor cannot be discharged and stays
close to the steady voltage, see Appendix C.
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Fig. 7 Example of square-law and linear behaviour ranges of a detector diode.

Diodes can be used as linear or square-law detectorsl81, depending on the range which they operate in,
see Figure 7 to convert a RF signal to a low frequency signal called the video signal. The latter state is
interesting for radiometer applications since the output voltage of the diode detector will be proportional
to the square of the signal amplitude, in this case the predetection noise power POUI '
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The performance of a detector diode depends on the following factors. The rectification efficiency, output
impedance and noise properties of the diode determine the response of the diode to incident microwave
power. The input impedance and noise properties of the video amplifier will affect the overall detector
performance. The most popular detector diodes for microwave applications are Schottky and tunnel
diodes, the latter as backward diode.

The Schottky diode uses the Schottky barrier, see Section 3.2, as rectifier. The current in a Schottky
barrier junction depends on majority carrier conduction and this diode is therefore potentially capable of
operating at high frequencies.
The tunnel diode is a p-n junction device whose doping device whose doping is made purposely high in
order to produce a very narrow junction across which electrons can tunnel easily. This tunnelling effect
leads to an N-shaped static I-V characteristic in forward direction. For detection purposes reduced
doping densities are used so that the negative resistance region, which is undesirable for this application,
is reduced to almost zero and a strong curvature of the I-V characteristic near zero-bias is obtained. The
tunnelling phenomenon is also a majority carrier effect which makes the tunnel diode also suitable for
use at microwave frequencies.

Schottky diodes are commonly preferred because of their higher sensitivity. However it is possible that
better overall performance is obtained using a tunnel diode, when other system parameters, such as
temperature dependence, low noise operation, and impedance matching are important. This situation
arises in radiometry applications.

3.2 Schottky Diode [6]

A Schottky-barrier diode uses a metal to semiconductor junction as barrier. The Schottky effect occurring
at such a barrier is the image-force-induced lowering of the potential energy for charge carrier emission
when an electric field is applied. Consider a metal-vacuum system first. The minimum energy necessary
for an electron to escape into vacuum from an initial energy at the Fermi level is defined as the work
function qtPm (tPm in volts) as shown in Figure 8. For metals qtPm is of the order of a few electron volts
and varies from 2 to 6 eV. The values of tPm are generally very sensitive to surface contamination.

o

fi.J

IoIETAL

o

Xm X--'

IoIETAL

~":-----Eclv>o)

~W=-3--Ee(VeO)

SEMICXlNDUCTOR

Fig. 8 Energy-band diagrams,· Q. metal and vacuum, b. metal and n-type semiconductor.

When an electron is at a distance x from the metal, a positive charge will be induced on the metal
surface. The force of attraction between the electron and the induced positive charge is equivalent to the
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force that would exist between the electron and an equal positive charge located at -x. This positive
charge is referred to as the image charge. The attraction is called the image force.
Sze (6) has calculated the barrier lowering t:.q, and the location of the lowering, xm:

t:.cj> =~- 23"xm47tE
o

-

(21)

xm ~167tEo3"

where q is the elementary charge, 3"the electric field, and fa the permittivity in vacuum. At high values
of the electric field g; the Schottky barrier is considerably lowered (t:.q, increases, x". decreases), and the
effective metal work function for thermionic emission (qq,B) is reduced.
For metal-semiconductor systems, the field should be replaced by the maximum field at the interface,
and the free-space permittivity fa should be replaced by an appropriate permittivity f. characterising the
semiconductor medium. The barrier height qq,Bo-qt:.q,F is slightly larger (Figure S.b) for positive forward
bias than at zero bias, qq,Bo' For reverse bias, the height qq,Bo-qt:.q,R is slightly smaller. Because of larger
values of permittivity f, in a metal-semiconductor system, the barrier lowerings are smaller than those for
a corresponding metal-vacuum system.

The Schottky diode's behaviour is similar to that of any standard rectifying device, the main difference
being that the minority carriers play practically no part in the operation. This means that it is possible to
pass very rapidly from the conducting to the non-conducting state without being limited by the time
needed to get rid of the minority carriers. This property, together with the technique enabling metal
deposits of very small surface area to be produced, is the basic reason why Schottky-barrier diodes are
important in the microwave region.

3.2.1 Current Transport Processes
As stated before, the current transport in metal-semiconductor contacts consists mainly of majority
carriers, in contrast to p-n junctions, where the minority carriers are important. In case of forward bias,
four basic transport processes occur, see Figure 9: 1. transport of electrons from the semiconductor over
the potential barrier into the metal, which is the dominant process for Schottky diodes with moderately
doped semiconductors and operating at moderate temperatures (e.g., Si with donor doping concentration
NO=SlO17 cm-] and about 300 K); 2. quantum-mechanical tunnelling of electrons through the barrier, which
is important for heavily doped semiconductors and is responsible for most ohmic contacts; 3.
recombination in the space-charge region, identical to the recombination process in a p-n junction; 4.
hole injection from the metal to the semiconductor, equivalent to recombination in the neutral region.
These processes, shown in Figure 9, occur inverse under reverse bias.

4
~--1l:::::R:::lL':'-_ Ec

-----EF

Fig. 9 Four basic transport processes under forward bias.
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In addition, edge leakage current due to a high electric field at the contact periphery or interface current
due to traps at the metal-semiconductor interface might occur.

Now, those four basic transport processes will be discussed sequentially:
1. For high-mobility semiconductors (e.g. Si) the transport of electrons can be adequately described by
the 'thermionic emission theory' which defines a total current density I D similar to the classical transport
equation for p-n junctions. However, the expressions for the saturation current densities are quite
different:

In I sr [eX~~)-l]

Isr = AOT2e~- q~) (22)

AO 4n:qm °k2
h3

where AO is the Richardson constant, h the Planck constant, and mO the effective mass of the
semiconductor.

For low-mobility semiconductors the 'diffusion theory' is applicable.

I. • {q~.[2q(\v)Nfexr{-~ll H~H

Iso [e~~)-l]

(23)

with DD the diffusion coefficient of electrons, Nc the effective density of states in the conduction band, No
the impurity density, and Vbi the built-in voltage.

The current expressions of the thermionic emission and diffusion theories, equations (22) and (23), are
basically very similar. However, the saturation current density Iso of the diffusion theory varies more
rapidly with the voltage but is less sensitive to temperature compared with the saturation current density
I sr of the thermionic emission theory.

A synthesis of the approaches described above is called 'thermionic emission-diffusion theory'. It is
derived from the boundary condition of a thermionic recombination velocity "R near the metal
semiconductor interface and an effective diffusion velocity "0' associated with the transport of electrons
from the edge of the depletion layer to the potential energy maximum. Furthermore, two factors f p and
f 0 are applied. One factor is a first approximation of the probability of electron emission over the
potential maximum and is given by f p = exp(-xlI./>.). The other is the ratio fo of the total current flow,
considering the quantum mechanical tunnelling and reflection, to the current flow neglecting these
effects. This ratio strongly depends on the electric field and the electron energy measured from the
potential maximum.
The complete expression of the I-V characteristics is:
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1 = Is(eqv/kT-l)

Is = A ••T2ex~ - q:;) (24)

A·· =
//~.

1+//QuJuo

2 For a heavily doped semiconductor or for operation at low temperatures, the tunnelling current JI

may become the dominant transport process.

(25)

where F. and Fm are the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions for the semiconductor and the metal,
respectively. T(17) is the transmission coefficient below the potential maximum. If the tunnel current
dominates the current flow, the transmission coefficient and tunnelling current have the form

T(fl)l
- exp(-q~BJEo)

It

where 1J is the reduced Planck constant.
This indicates that the tunnelling current will increase exponentially with .[ND •

(26)

3. The third basic transport process, recombination in the space-charge region, is identical to the
recombination process in a p-n junction. The net forward recombination current density can be given by

(27)

where W is the depletion-layer width, \lIb the thermal velocity, (1 the effective cross section of both
majority and minority carriers, and Il; the intrinsic density.

4. The minority carriers current density can be given by

(28)

where Dp is the minority diffusion coefficient, and l'p the minority life time.

The total current density J = I n + JI + J r + Jp, for the Schottky diode, can be expressed as
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n II

J = Js[exp{qV/nkT) -1]

-i.~
leT c3(1nJ)

(29)

where Is is the saturation current density obtained by extrapolation the current density from the log
linear region to v=o and n is the ideality factor 161~81.
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3.3 Tunnel Diode [6]

The tunnel diode, fIrst referred to in 1958 as the Esaki diode, exhibits a negative-resistance region over
part of the forward characteristic. This anomalous characteristic can be explained by the quantum
tunnelling concept.
The tunnelling phenomenon is a majority carrier effect. In addition, the tunnelling time of carriers
through the potential energy barrier is not governed by the conventional transit time concept (1' =W/v,
where W is the barrier width and v is the carrier velocity), but rather by the quantum transition proba
bility per unit time which is proportional to exp[-ik(O)W], where k(O) is the average value of momentum
encountered in the tunnelling path corresponding to an incident carrier with zero transverse momentum
and energy equal to the Fermi energy. Reciprocation gives the tunnelling time proportional to [2k(O)W].
This tunnelling is very short, permitting the use of tunnel diodes well into the millimetre-wave region.
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Fig. 10 Energy-band diagram and the static I-V characteristic.

A tunnel diode consists of a simple p-n junction in which both p and n sides are degenerate (i.e., very
heavily doped with impurities). Figure 10.a shows a typical static current-voltage characteristic of a tunnel
diode. In the reverse direction (when the p side is negative with respect to the n side) the current
increases monotonically. With increasing voltage the current first increases to a maximum value Ip at a
voltage Vp, and then decreases to a minimum value Iv at a voltage Vv. For larger voltages, the current
increases exponentially with the voltage. This static characteristic is the result of three current
components, shown in figure 10.b.; the tunnelling current density JI> the excess current density J", and the
thermal current density JIb:

J = Jt + Jx + Jth

A

(30)

where NA the acceptor and No the donor density. Before discussing these three current flows in more
detail, the tunnelling process is described.
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3.3.1 Tunnelling Process
Firstly, the tunnelling processes at absolute zero temperature, using the simplified band structures as
shown in figure 11, will be discussed qualitatively. The Fermi levels are within the energy bands of the
semiconductor, and at thermal equilibrium the Fermi level is constant across the junction. Above the
Fermi level there are no filled states on either side of the junction, and below the Fermi level there are
no empty states available on either side of the junction. Hence tunnelling currents can not flow at zero
applied input voltage.
When a biasing voltage is applied, the electrons may tunnel from the valence band to the conduction
band, or vice versa. The necessary conditions for tunnelling are: 1. occupied energy states exist on the
side from which the electron tunnels; 2. unoccupied energy states exist at these same levels on the side to
which the electron can tunnel; 3. the tunnelling potential barrier height is low and the barrier width is
small enough so that there is a finite tunnelling probability; and 4. the momentum is conserved in the
tunnelling process.

(0) ( b) (e) (d) ( I)

Fig. 11 Simplified energy-band diagrams of tunnel diode at a. reverse bias; b. thenllal equilibrium,
zero bias; c. forward bias such that peak current is obtained; d. forward bias such that
valley current is approached,' and e. forward bias with thenllal current flowing.

Figure l1.a shows an electron tunnelling from the valence band into the conduction band when a
reversed bias is applied. The corresponding current is also designated by the dot on the I-V curve. When
a forward bias is applied (Figure 11.c) a band of energies exists for which there are filled states on the n
side corresponding to states which are available and unoccupied on the p side. The electrons can thus
tunnel from the n side to the p side. When the forward voltage is further increased, there are fewer
available unoccupied states on the p side (Figure 11.d). If forward voltage is applied such that the band is
'uncrossed', that is, the edge of the conduction band is exactly opposite the top of the valence band, there
are no available states opposite filled states. Thus at this point the tunnelling current can no longer flow.
With further increase of the voltage the normal thermal current will flow (Figure 11e), and will increase
exponentially with the applied voltage. One thus expects that as the forward voltage increases, the
tunnelling current increases from zero to a maximum Ip and then decreases to zero when V=Vn+Vp,
where V is the applied forward voltage, Vn=(EFn-Ec)/q the amount of degeneracy on the n side, and
Vp=(Ey-EFp)/q the amount of degeneracy on the p side, as shown in figure lOa. The decreasing region
after the peak current gives rise to the negative resistance region.

The tunnelling process can be either direct or indirect, see Figure 12. For direct tunnelling are the E-k
relationships at the classical turning points superimposed on the E-x relationship of the tunnel junction.
The electrons can tunnel from the vicinity of the minimum of the conduction-band energy-momentum
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surface to a corresponding value of momentum in the vicinity of the valence-band maximum of the
energy-momentum surface. For direct tunnelling to occur, the conduction-band minimum and the
valence-band maximum must have the same momentum. This condition can be fulfilled by semi
conductors, such as GaAs and GaSb, that have a direct band gap. This condition can also be fulfuled by
semiconductors with an indirect band gap, such as Ge, when the applied voltage is sufficiently large so
that the valence-band maximum is in line with the indirect conduction-band minimum.

E

c; -------4&~.

~i"""ol:~------- Ev

E

(a)
(b)

Fig. 12 Q. Direct tunnelling process; b. Indirect tllnnclling process.

For indirect tunnelling, the conduction-band minimum does not occur at the same momentum as the
valence-band maximum. To conserve momentum, the difference in momentum between the conduction
band minimum and the valence band maximum must be supplied by scattering agents such as phonons or
impurities. For phonon-assisted tunnelling, both the energy and momentum must be conserved; that is,
the sum of the phonon energy and the initial electron energy tunnelling from the n to the p side is equal
to the fmal electron energy after it has tunnelled to the p side, and the sum of the initial electron
momentum and the phonon momentum (h~) is equal to the final electron momentum after it has
tunnelled. The probability for indirect tunnelling is generally much lower than for direct tunnelling, when
direct tunnelling is possible. Also, indirect tunnelling involving several phonons has a lower probability
than that with only a single phonon.

3.3.2 Current Transport Processes
Now, the tunnel current II> the excess current lx, and the thermal current Ilh, will be discussed in
respective order.

1. When the electric field in a semiconductor is sufficiently high a finite probability exists for quantum
tunnelling or direct excitation of electrons from the valence band into the conduction band. The
tunnelling of an electron through a forbidden band is formally the same as a particle tunnelling through a
barrier.

At thermal equilibrium the tunnelling current Iv-c from the valence band to the empty state of the
conduction band and the current Ie.v from the conduction band to the empty state of the valence band
should be balanced. Expressions for these currents are formulated as follows[6J:
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(31)

where A is a constant, the tunnelling probability T, is assumed to be equal for both directions, Fc(E) and
Fv(E) are the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions, and 1Jc(E) and nv(E) are the density of states in the
conduction band and valence band, respectively. When the junction is biased, the observed tunnelling
current I, is given by

(32)

A closed form of Eq. (32) is given by

(33)

where Ip and Vp are the peak current and peak voltage as defined in Figure 10.

2 For an ideal tunnel diode, tunnelling current decreases to zero at biases where V ~ Vp; for larger
biases only normal diode currents caused by forward injection of minority carriers flow. In practice,
however, the actual current at such biases is considerably in excess of the normal diode current, hence
the term "excess current". The excess current is mainly due to carrier tunnelling by way of energy states
within the forbidden gap. An expression for this current is given by the middle term of Eq. (30).

3. The thermal current is the familiar minority-carrier injection current in pen junctions:

(34)

where A is the diode area, Jo the saturation current with To and T p the recombination lifetime for
electrons and holes, respectively. Do and Dp are the diffusion coefficients for electrons and holes which
can be calculated with D = IJ kT/ q, the Einstein relation.

For detection, the tunnel diode is operated at zero-bias or small bias. Therefore, only the I-V
characteristic near the origin is of interest. Thus the tunnel current II dominates the current process for
tunnel detector diodes. This current, characterized by the peak voltage and peak current, is relatively
insensitive for temperature variations. So, the tunnel diode is suitable as detector device for operating
voltages up to Vp, while its performance hardly depends on temperature excursions.

When the doping concentrations on the p and n sides of a pen junction are nearly or not quite
degenerate, the negative resistance region nearly disappears. The peak current Ip is much smaller than
for the normal tunnel diode. Such a diode is called a backward diode. Similar to the tunnel diode, the
backward diode has a good frequency response because there is no minority carrier storage effect. The
strong curvature of this I-V curve, near the origin, causes the backward diode to have a large voltage
sensitivity:
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(35)

It is also referred to as the curvature coefficient. For a forward-biased p-n junction or a Schottky barrier
the value of 'Y is simply given by q/nkT, see Eq. (29).

3.4 Comparison between Schottky and Tunnel Diodes

The general expression for the Schottky diode current, Eq. (29), is dominated by the transport of
electrons from the semiconductor over the potential barrier into the metal, Jft Eq. (24). For electrons the
effective Richardson constant A" nearly equals the Richardson constant A'. Thus the dominant current
transport process for Schottky diodes is the thermionic current, Eq. (22). This leads to the following
expression for the Schottky diode current:

I

(36)

where A the diode cross section.

This expression, which is very similar to the standard pn-diode expression, shows a clear temperature
dependence in both the saturation current J. and the exponential factor. For increasing temperatures the
diode current increases too. Increasing the diode temperature even more, however, results in a decline in
the diode current due to a strong decrease in electron mobility. This decrease in mobility is caused by
lattice scattering.
Using appropriate doping concentrations, the maximum Schottky diode current can be located at the
operating temperature of interest.

Since the diode will be operated without or with a small additional bias, only the origin of the static I-V
curve is of interest for quadratic detection. Thus, for tunnel diodes, only the peak voltage Vp and peak
current ~ are important.

The temperature coefficient of the peak current is both positive and negativel7J• These positive and
negative temperature coefficients can be explained by the variation of the Fermi level penetrations and
the band gap respectively with temperature. At larger doping concentrations of the diode the variation in
Fermi level penetrations with temperature is small, while the band gap decreases with rise in the diode
temperature causing the peak current to rise. In lightly doped diodes the variation in the Fermi level
variation in the band-gap energy. The peak current magnitude, therefore, is found to decrease with rise
in the diode temperature due to decrease in Fermi level penetrations. But the valley current continues to
rise with rise in temperature due to increased thermal injection across the potential energy barrier. In
lightly doped diodes the peak voltage Vp also registers a decrease with a rise in temperature.

Using an adequate impurity concentration, the temperature dependence of Ip can be limited. The
temperature dependence of the peak voltage is less doping dependent and keeps its negative temperature
coefficient. The magnitude of Vp• however, can be controlled with the doping concentration.

The detection parameters of diodes are given by
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(37)

where fJ the current sensitivity, -y the voltage sensitivity, and It. the video resistance of the diode. The
subscripts sc and oc refer to short circuit and open circuit, respectively. Due to barrier and package
capacities, these parameters are frequency dependent quantitiesl91•

For the tunnel diode, the current sensitivity is a negative quantity, due to the curvature at the origin. The
video resistance It. is the sum of the barrier resistance, or dynamic resistance, Ra and the series
resistance R. of the diode. For Schottky diodes, It. =:: Ra, for tunnel diodes, however, It. =:: RI •
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4 Tenlperature Measurement

4.1 Introduction

In radiometry, sensitivity and accuracy greatly depend on the stability of the radiometer system.
Conventional radiometers are cooled to decrease the equivalent receiver noise temperature and are
temperature stabilized to prevent fluctuations in receiver noise temperature and system gain.
Temperature stability requires a system design with special precautions. The radiometer receiver has to
be located in a temperature stabilized enclosure. To obtain stable temperature conditions, cryogenic
techniques are often used. Those precautions cause an increase in system complexity and costs. To
reduce these problems, a new idea for controlling the radiometer's behaviour arose. Instead of
controlling the ambient temperature of the radiometer to guarantee a certain stability, the behaviour of
the radiometer is corrected for occurring ambient temperature fluctuations, by PC-based software. This
software applies temperature-performance characteristics of the radiometer and its system parts, using
measured temperatures as input.

Naturally, a suitable method for measuring the ambient temperature of the radiometer and local
temperatures of specific system parts has to be selected. For the research to be performed,
thermocouples are chosen. This selection was based on several considerations: firstly, to prevent
unnecessary and undesirable system complexity the method of temperature measurement has to be
simple; secondly, to obtain not only the ambient temperature of the complete radiometer but also local
temperatures of specific system parts, the method should not interfere with their performances, thus the
method has to be external, or else if temperature sensors are used these need to be small; thirdly, to
assure flexibility, the measurement system has to be easy to handle or the sensors used have to be easy
to situate; finally, the temperature resolution of such system or sensors has to be at least the radiometer
sensitivity of 0.1 K demanded.

Most sensors are too large and rigid to be usable. Some systems using external sensing, like infrared
sensors, are too expensive and are affected not only by the local temperature of interest, but also by
surrounding temperatures.
Thermocouples, however, bear all demands needed for flexible and accurate temperature measurement.
They are cheap, small, easy to handle, and their accuracy can be better than 0.1 K. The actual accuracy
merely depends on calibration accuracy.
Aspects of thermocouples and thermocouple temperature measurement are discussed in Appendix B.

Main advantage of this new approach is a reduction in system complexity and costs. Nevertheless, new
problems arise. Now, careful and accurate temperature measurement is needed as well as a new
additional kind of calibration: the calibration of the temperature dependency of the radiometer. Accurate
temperature measurement is needed to measure the ambient temperature of the radiometer and the
local temperatures of critical system parts. Critical system parts are those whose performance tend to
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depend strongly on their local temperatures. Calibration of the radiometer system should produce
temperature-performance characteristics of these critical system parts and of the radiometer as a
complete system. These characteristics will be the basis for the software-based correction for temperature
excursions.

When both the temperature measurement system and the temperature characteristics of the radiometer
are calibrated accurately, and the temperature measurement itself is performed accurately too, the
excursions in the radiometer output voltage due to temperature variations could be corrected properly.
The accuracy of this temperature calibration is discussed in Section 4.4, the calibration method itself is
discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2 Temperature Measurement Set-up.

The temperature measurement system used exists of seven J-type, Iron-Constantan thermocouples
connected to the PCLD-789 amplifier/multiplexer board, which measures their thermo-voltages. These
signals are transformed from this front-end board to the analog input of the PCL-714 data acquisition
card and digitized with a 14 bit A/D converter (ADC). These digitized signals are further processed by
the software program LabDAS, whose versatile functions enable the user to operate the measurement
system. Once each second the temperatures are measured.

The thermo-electric force (TEF) of a thermocouple is relative to the temperature difference between the
hot junction, which is the actual thermocouple temperature, and the cold junction, which is the
thermocouple-voltmeter connection. So, compensation is needed to obtain a thermocouple temperature
measurement system, independent of the ambient temperature of the thermocouple connections, thus
independent of the cold junction temperature. When compensated accurately, the measured temperatures
are obtained relative to a virtual cold junction at O°C. More detailed information on cold junction
compensation is given in Appendix B.
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Fig. 13 The tlJen71ocouple temperature measuremellt set-up.

The cold junction sensing circuit of the PCLD-789 board uses an LM335Z precision temperature sensor
and an LM329BZ precision reference to produce a 24.4 mV/K signal. This voltage, relative to the cold
junction temperature, is used to compensate for the cold junction temperature. The compensated
thermocouple voltage, now expected to be relative to O°C, is converted into degrees Celsius through a
polynomial, characteristic for an Iron-Constantan thermocouple, see Eq. (B.l). This is done by the
LabDAS thermocouple temperature measurement function.
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In order to prevent calibration errors due to possible different channel properties, the thermocouples
were not exchanged between PCLD-789 channels, not during and not after calibration. Table I displays
these fixed channels.

Table L Chosen channels for the thennocouple connections.

Thermocouple: TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6 TC7 CJC

Channel: 103 104 108 109 110 111 112 106

4.3 Calibration

Temperature calibration is essential to describe the exact behaviour of the complete measurement
system. In theory it should be enough to measure some well-known temperatures and to determine the
deviation between these temperatures and the measured temperatures. However, as described in
Appendix D, the temperature measurement system had to be modified to improve its performance. It is
necessary, for a complete calibration of the temperature measurement system, to examine not only the
errors between calibration and measured temperatures, but also the accuracy of cold junction
compensation as function of the cold junction temperature.

The complete set-up is calibrated by putting the thermocouples in a very well defined temperature
stabilized environment and measuring the temperature difference between the actual and measured
temperature.

For zero degree Celsius calibration, the sensors were put in a tube filled with silicon oil. This tube is
placed in melting ice, see Figure 14.a. The silicon-oil prevents electrical conductance, when put directly
into melting ice the thermocouples would be short circuited. Another important property of this oil is
that it establishes a homogeneous temperature distribution. When stabilized, the thermocouples are
situated in a zero-degree-Celsius environment, with a temperature uncertainty of about 0.005 K.

I

=~
hole for thermocouples

hole for holes for thermocouples
thermometer diameter: 1mm

cork depth 25 mm

silicon-oil
~~t-+-+-- test-tube

melting ice

+--- thermos flask

10 cm

o. b.
Fig. 14 Thennocoup/e calibration a. at O°c, in melting ice; b. at other temperatures, in a copper block.

Calibrations at other temperatures were performed by putting the sensors in a copper block which was
kept at a certain temperature, see Figure 14.b. Due to the mass of the block, small ambient temperature
changes have no effect and a stable temperature could be reached easily. The thermocouples were
thermally connected to this copper block by heat conducting paste. Temperature measurement of the
block was done after more than one hour of stabilization, with a thermometer of 0.1 K accuracy which is
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also thermally connected to the block.

4.4 Accuracy

To calibrate the temperature measurement system, simultaneous measurements were taken on two
variables; not only the stabilized calibration temperature but on the cold junction temperature as well.

Before modification of the measurement board, its performance was poor. The first temperature
measurements showed a wide spread in observed temperatures. Regularly an observed temperature (one
sample) deviated several tenths of a degree or even several degrees Celsius. Additionally, differences
between observed temperatures of thermocouples, located in the same stabilized environment, were
observed.
To be sure this set-up was modified aptly, a thorough analysis of the residual cold junction compensation
errors is performed. Faced with the practical impediment of controlling the cold junction temperature,
examination of the residual cold junction temperature dependence was hampered. In other words, it
needs to be investigated whether the temperature measurement is independent of the cold junction
temperature or not.

Using the melting ice calibration method, however, the thermocouples are located in a well-defined
stable temperature environment. Now, the measured temperature deviations are depending only on the
ambient temperature of the measurement board, which is the cold junction temperature. Although the
cold junction temperature could not be controlled, temperature excursions did occur during the day.
These excursions were caused by the heat generated by the temperature test chamber equipment. This
cumbersome method enabled measurement of the cold junction compensation at different temperatures.
Figure 15 shows the data obtained for three thermocouples. The data obtained for the other
thermocouples have similar characteristics.
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Fig. 15 Measured temperatures for differellt cold jUllctioll temperatures, for three thennOCollples.
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The measurement data, as displayed in the scatter diagram above, is obtained through a wide range of
pairs of measurements (TooorJ. Each pair of measurement is the average of a set of 180 samples
(Toc,TJ, with sample standard deviations Sac and Si' where ac indicates the cold junction and i the
index of a specific thermocouple TCi, with i E (1,..,7).

Although thermocouples do have some instabilities, their contribution to the measured fluctuations,
indicted with Soc and Si' is negligible. Precautions were taken to minimize electromagnetic interference
on the thermocouple wires, see Appendix D. So, the primary source of fluctuations is expected to be the
cold junction sensing circuit of the PCLD-789 measurement board, which is afflicted with noise and some
small instabilities due to the temperature sensor and precision reference.

The measured cold junction temperature is not a real temperature but just a reference value for the cold
junction compensation at a specific moment. This 'temperature' is obtained by short circuiting one of the
PCLD-789 channels and allotting this channel as a thermocouple connection. The actual voltage,
therefore, is 0 V, but due to the cold junction compensation the compensation voltage itself is measured
as being the thermo-voltage of a thermocouple. Thus, the measured virtual temperature is a direct
measure for the compensated cold junction temperature. Registering this temperature Too a useful
parameter is obtained.

LabDAS' normal distribution analysis has shown that the fluctuations on the measured signals (tempera
tures) do have a nearly Gaussian distribution.
The sample standard deviation of the cold junction temperature measurement, without using a
thermocouple, and of the thermocouple temperature measurement are about equal. Thus thermocouple
instabilities and electromagnetic interference are indeed negligible, as expected.

Looking at the scatter diagram in Figure 15, a smooth curve could be fitted to the data for one
thermocouple. Obviously, despite modification, there is still some small correlation between cold junction
compensation and its ambient temperature. An objective statistical approach is required to reveal a clear
relationship between the two variables and to examine whether this correlation is significant or not. If so,
this residual compensation error should be corrected for, obtaining an accurate temperature
measurement set-up.

In the following analysis several methods are used to test statistical significance of the results and to
obtain significant equations to describe the obtained data. An overview of several statistical properties
applied here are given in Appendix A

The sample standard deviation S of each measured temperature varies between 0.05 K and 0.1 K. So,
using Eq. (Al7), the confidence limits for the averaged temperatures Ti and Toc over 180 observations,
with 99% confidence see Table AI, do not exceed:

s 0.1 002 K
± t>nll,ll-l - s ± to.OO$,179 -- s ± .

Jia J180
with t+la,v a quantity which resembles a Gaussian distribution with wider spread due to a limited number
of observations. The number of observations is n, and v = n-l the number of degrees of freedom. The
level of significance is given by a. For a 1% significance level a is 0.01, thus the results are obtained with
(1-a)x100% = 99% confidence.
This confidence interval for each measured temperature averaged over 180 observations indicates a
rather accurate estimate of the true value. In other words, according to the observed data the true
average temperature is with 99% confidence expected to be within 0.02 K of the sample mean
temperature. The standard deviation Sm of the distribution of this sample mean is:
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~ 7.5.10-3 K.

To find the polynomial of the lowest degree which adequately describes the measured data, as shown for
three thermocouples in Figure 15, the matrix approach discussed in Section A4.4 is used while the F
ratio is tested on its 99% significance. The F-test is a test which compares two quantities and determines
whether their ratio is large enough to accept the nominator as being significant smaller than the
denominator. The polynomials fitted are given by

N

T j .. ao + a\TCJc + a2TCJc + a3rCJC + ..... Ea;T~c
;·0

(38)

Table II shows the results of this sequential polynomial analysis for 50 samples (TCJc;rJ, for each
thermocouple. Taking for FO.OI,I,. = 7.08 (Table All, with II = 60 since II > 40), the best polynomial fit of
Tj on TCJC is given by the calculated second order polynomials. Increasing the order of the polynomial
causes a decrease of the number of degrees of freedom (dJ.). The column 'Residue' gives the quantities
.[(L;(X;X)2).

The calculated standard deviation of the polynomial regressions, sYI'" of the second degree do not exceed
0.03 K for any of the thermocouples used. Naturally, since the samples of each thermocouple are
variates, this does not mean that all measurement pairs are within 0.03 K of the corresponding regression
curve, as can be seen in Figure 15.

To estimate the resulting accuracy of this statistical approach, not only the regression accuracy has to be
known but the error distribution of T j has to be calculated too. When the regression equations are used
to correct for the cold junction compensation, the bias is given by (see Section A4.5)

~) d
2

T'] 3&C .. a"s&e .. -2'10-3 '(7.5'10-3)2 .. -1.1'10-7 K
dr&c

T,

which can be disregarded. Thus, the regression equations can be approximated by functions which are
locally linear in the area of interest and the error distribution of T j is normally distributed. The standard
deviation of this propagation of error distribution is then given by

[
dT, ]

3pe .. -- 3 CJC " (a) + 2a2TCJc)sCJc ~ (0.1-2'2'10-3 '20)7.5'10-3
.. 1.5'10-.4 K

dTCJC T,

which also can be disregarded for the range of regular cold junction temperatures. Therefore the
accuracy is of the same order of magnitude as SYlx:

3, .. .;.r-S~=--+-SpeA2 .. s~

The standard deviation of regression depends on the resulting measurement spread around the
determined regression curve. The propagation of error, however, depends on the polynomial regression
equation itself. Therefore, these quantities are independent and their variances may be added to estimate
the resulting variance for each thermocouple i.

Having found significant second order polynomial equations to correct the cold junction compensation
applied by the PCLD-789 board, the difference between the theoretical thermocouple characteristics,
applied by LabDAS, and the actual characteristics has to be calibrated.
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Table II. Polynomial regression analysis for tlte cold junction compensation. (FO.Ol.l•••U/B)

TC 80 81 82 ~ 84 Svlx Residue d.f. F

-156Oe+00 6.953e-{)2 2.36ge-Ol 49

-9.19Oe-Ol -2583e-02 2.897e-02 4.028e-02 48 2.343e+02

1 -2.187e+OO 7.732e-02 .2.078e-03 2.452e-02 2.826e-02 47 2.000e+Ol

6.717e-Ol -2.685e-Ol 1.175e-02 -1.827e-04 2.450e-02 2.762e-02 46 1.06ge+00

1.183e+Ol -2.080e+00 1.2134e-Ol -3.112e-03 2.91ge-05 2.472e-02 2.751e-02 45 1.823e-Ol

-1586e+00 6.02Oe-02 l.776e-Ol 49

-1.017e+00 -2.291e-02 2.183e-02 2.287e-02 48 3.247e+02

2 ·l.843e+OO 4.424e-02 ·1.3S3e-03 1.945e-02 L778e-02 47 L347e+Ol

-2.268e+00 9568e-02 -3.40ge-03 2.178e-05 1.965e-02 1.776e-02 46 3.677e-02

-6.472e+00 7.782e-Ol -4.470e-02 1.131e-03 -1.100e-05 1.986e-02 1.775e-02 45 4.011e-02

-1.608e+00 6548e-02 2.101e-Ol 49

-1.013e+00 -2.39ge-02 2.901e-02 4.04Oe-02 48 2.016e+02

3 -2.357e+OO 8.S3ge-02 -2.203e-03 2.391e-02 2.688e-02 47 2.364e+Ol

1.06ge+00 -3.291e-Ol 1.437e-02 -2.19Oe-04 2.375e-02 2596e-02 46 1.633e+00

-1.923e-Ol -1.243e-Ol 1.97ge-03 1.121e-04 -3.298e-06 2.402e-02 2596e-02 45 2.467e-03

-1.618e+00 6.926e-02 2.351e-Ol 49

-9.688e-Ol -2.617e-02 2.632e-02 3.326e-02 48 2.912e+02

4 -2.23Ie + 00 7.6SOe-02 ·2.068e-03 2.131e-02 2.13Se-02 47 2.622e+Ol

7.706e-02 -2.027e-Ol 9.093e-03 -1.475e-04 2.133e-02 2.093e-02 46 9.19Oe-Ol

2.171e+Ol -3.714e+00 2.215e-Ol -5.826e-03 5.657e-05 2.135e-02 2.051e-02 45 9.184e-Ol

-1.602e+OO 7503e-02 2.75ge-Ol 49

-9.26ge-Ol -2.72Oe-02 3.470e-02 5.77ge-02 48 1.811e+02

5 ·2.566e+00 1.062e-Ol ·2.686e-03 2.832e-02 3.76ge-02 47 2.506e+Ol

-7.446e-Ol -1.142e-Ol 6.123e-03 -l.164e-04 2.853e-02 3.743e-02 46 3.201e-Ol

l.034e+Ol -1.914e+00 1.150e-Ol -3.026e-03 2.89ge-05 2.88Oe-02 3.732e-02 45 1.326e-Ol

-1.614e+00 6.902e-02 2.334e-Ol 49

-9.817e-Ol -254&-02 2.961e-02 4.210e-02 48 2.182+02

6 ·2.367e+00 8.72Se-02 ·2.271e-03 2.42ge-02 2.773e-02 47 2.434e+Ol

-5.272e+00 4.386e-Ol -1.632e-02 1.856e-04 2.426e-02 2.707e-02 46 l.125e+OO

-9.32ge+00 1.097e+00 -5.616e-02 1.251e-03 -1.061e-05 2.452e-02 2.706e-02 45 2.450e-02

-1.604e+OO 7.12ge-02 2.49Oe-Ol 49

-9.416e-Ol -2.66ge-02 2.853e-02 3.908e-02 48 257ge+02

7 .2.35ge+00 8.85ge-02 ·2.322e-03 2.262e-02 2.406e-02 47 2.934e+Ol

-7.714e+00 7.364e-Ol -2.822e-02 3.422e-04 2.177e-02 2.181e-02 46 4.74ge+00

-4.835e+Ol 7.332e+00 -4.273e-Ol 1.101e-02 -1.063e-04 2.125e-02 2.033e-02 45 3.270e+00
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This procedure is similar to the sequential polynomial analysis process performed previously. The sample
pairs of measurement (Tj,To), where index 0 indicates the calibration thermometer, are sets of
temperatures averaged over 1000 observations. Now, at each stabilized temperature, a set of three such
pairs is measured. Before regression, these temperatures were transformed using the previously
calculated regression equations.
Although To is the controlled variable in this calibration set-up, regression of this temperature is done on
Ti , see Figure 16. So, significant regression equations are obtained now to find the true temperatures by
transforming the measured and cold junction compensated temperatures.

Comparing the three averaged temperatures at each stabilized temperature of each thermocouple i, the
null hypothesis Hq. Til = Ti2 = Ti3 can be tested. According to the significance test of Eq. (A.21), the
difference between two of those sample means should not exceed

-- R11 ~ 2Tv - Tit ~ t\lo....._1 x S - +- = 2.576xO.l -- = 1.2·10- K
n1 ~ 1000

at the 99% significance level. The observed sample means, however, do show wider deviations in the
order of a few hundreds of one Kelvin. So there is strong evidence that the null hypothesis is not true.
Despite correction of the temperatures, there still is some variation in the obtained data which is not
accounted for. Most likely these residual variations are caused by certain small drifts with time. To
include these deviations due to the variation with time, regression is performed on all observed pairs of
measurement and not on the average of each set of three.
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Fig. 16 Thennocouple calibration data and regression curves.

According to the results in Table III, first order fits are significant and none of the estimated residual
standard deviations does exceed 0.067 K. When measured temperatures are transformed conform these
equations, the error distribution of the estimated true temperature has standard deviation aJSi' which is
nearly 3.2·10'3 K, while the estimates are unbiased. The maximum scale reading error of the calibration
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thermometer is 0.1 K. Considering this maximum error as the 30' value of the distribution of an infinite
number of readings, the precision of this thermometer is 0.1/3 K. Although accuracy is mainly
determined by the estimate of the residual standard deviation sYIx again, this error in scale readings
introduces a small extra uncertainty. The estimated accuracy for the thermocouple calibration is
"'(0.0672+0.033~ ::::: 0.075 K.

Executing the same analysis on the residuals as shown in Table IV for the cold junction calibration,
would validate the applied regression analysis for the thermocouple calibration too.

Table m. Regression analysis results for thennocouple behaviour.

TC 80 81 82 83 Sylx Residu< dJ. F F.,,,,,,

1.371e+01 l.285e+01 2.806e+03 17
1 -4.9SOe-03 9.8S6e-01 5.375e-02 4.ti22e-02 16 9.713e+05 8.S3

-6.29ge-03 9.887e-01 -1.167e-04 5.375e-02 4.334e-02 15 9.968e-01 8.68
-3.196e-02 9.77ge-01 1.171e-03 -3.066e-05 4.428e-02 2.744e-02 14 8.107e+OO 8.86

1.305e+01 1.135e+01 2.961e+03 23
2 2.96ge-02 9.865e-01 3.ti2ge-02 2.897e-02 22 2.24ge+06 7.95

2.716e-02 9.879e-01 -5.13Oe-OS 3.665e-02 2.82Oe-02 21 5.73ge-01 8.02
2.737e-02 9.88Oe-01 -6593e-05 359ge-07 3.755e-02 2.82Oe-02 20 2.103e-03 8.10

1.305e+01 l.135e+01 2.961e+03 23
3 .1.303e-02 9.872e·01 4.4S7e-02 4.371e-02 22 1.491e+06 7.95

-1.45ge-02 9.88Oe-Ol -3.10ge-05 4547e-02 4.343e-02 21 1.37Oe-01 8.02
-2.107e-02 9.842e-01 4.387e-04 -1.152e-05 4.495e-02 4.040e-02 20 1.496e+OO 8.10

1.305e+Ol 1.135e+01 2.961e+03 23
4 8.44ge.03 9.866e-01 4.836e-02 5.144e-02 22 1.266e+06 7.95

5.963e-03 9.87ge-01 -4.97ge-OS 4.914e-02 5.072e-02 21 3.015e-01 8.02
6.920e-04 9.848e-01 3.282e-04 -9.272e-06 4.937e-02 4.875e-02 20 8.081e-01 8.10

1.305e+01 l.135e+01 2.961e+03 23
5 .J.291e-03 9.851e-01 6.622e-02 9.647e-02 22 6.7S3e+05 7.95

-8.211e-03 9.877e-01 -9.727e-05 6.67ge-02 9.367e-02 21 6.283e-01 8.02
-1.811e-02 9.819e-01 6.19Oe-04 -1.750e-OS 658Oe-02 8.66Oe-02 20 l.633e+OO 8.10

1.371e+01 1.285e+01 2.806e+03 17
6 -8.048e-03 9.862e-01 5.732e-02 S.257e-02 16 8.S39e+05 8.S3

-8.318e-03 9.86ge-01 -2.387e-05 5.913e-02 5.245e-02 15 3.421e-02 8.68
-2.484e-02 9.79ge-01 8.08ge-04 -1.983e-05 5.72ge-02 4595e-02 14 l.98Oe+OO 8.86

1.305e+Ol 1.135e+01 2.961e+03 23
7 4.262e-04 9.866e-Ol 4.990e-02 5.478e-02 22 1.18ge+06 7.95

-4.117e-03 9.89Oe-01 -9.032e-05 4.995e-02 5.23ge-02 21 9585e-01 8.02
-5.988e-03 9.87ge-01 4561e-OS -3.332e-06 S.106e-02 5.214e-02 20 9.703e-02 8.10

The smallest standard deviation of regression obtained is 0.036 K. Replacing the second mUltiplication
term in the expression above, which tests the equality of the three temperature samples measured, by this
minimum standard deviation and using the t-test for 22 degrees of freedom, results in a maximum
deviation of about 0.1 K. Thus the observed deviations between the three sample means are much
smaller than this quantity. As objected, the spread in sample means is now accounted for.

As stressed in Appendix A, the regression analysis is only valid when the residuals are normally
distributed. Table IV shows some simple tests to validate the assumptions of normality. The unit deviates
of the obtained data, the observed residuals divided by the regression standard deviation, is compared
with the standard normal deviation. The average of the residuals is zero, inherent to the applied
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regression method of least squares (see minimizing of Eq. (A.26». If the residuals which remain after
regression are normally distributed, their unit deviates should be close to unity. Table IV shows the
observed unit deviations at the cumulative distribution function values corresponding to the standard
deviations of the standard normal distribution.

Table Iv. Unit standard deviation of the ClC correction and thennocouple behaviour residuals.

TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TCS TC6 TC7

CJC .q -0.84 -1.11 -0.86 -0.79 -0.92 -0.93 0.83
correction 11 0.83 0.95 0.88 0.84 1.02 0.86 1.01

Thermocouple .q -0.68 -1.09 -1.24 -1.04 -1.07 -0.98 -1.10
behaviour 11 0.87 1.13 0.92 1.27 1.17 0.60 1.10

Figure 17 visualises the cumulative distribution of the residuals of both calibration processes of
thermocouple 2. This figure clearly shows the near Gaussian distribution of both sets of residuals.
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Fig. 17 Cumulative distribution [unction for calibration residuals of thennocouple 2.

The cumulative distribution function for the other thermocouples do show similar results.
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(39)

(40)

When all measured temperatures are transformed according to both calibrations discussed previously,
good estimates of the true observed temperatures are obtained. An upper limit to the accuracy of this
transformation, at the 99% confidence interva~ is given by

s - JS&c + sir < 10.032 + 0.0752 = 0.08 K

with sac and STC the estimated accuracies of the calibrations of the cold junction and the thermocouples
respectively. The cold junction temperature and the thermocouple temperatures are measured separately
and are assumed to be statistically independent. The resulting upper limit for the accuracy of the
complete calibration is well below the objected 0.1 K. This accuracy differs slightly between
thermocouples. Nevertheless, it is safe to use the accuracy upper limit calculated.
This upper limit, however, is a statistical estimate. In other words, assuming a normal distribution for the
transformed temperaturesZ

, about 88% up to 95% per thermocouple of the measured temperatures are
expected to be within 0.1 K from the true observed temperature. On the other hand only 1%, or even
fewer, of the measured temperatures is expected to be about 0.2 K from the true observed temperature.
The following expression describes the complete calibrated temperature measurement:

T; = aD + at(r,' - (btl + b l TCJC + b2~d)

where T; is the actual temperature of thermocouple i, while T; is the measured temperature. The
coefficients ao and aJ are given in Table III and the coefficients bl' bJ and b] are given in Table II as al'
aJ and a], respectively.

Figure 18 presents schematically the designed temperature measurement process, given by Equation (40).
It depicts clearly the cold junction complication; both the cold junction compensation by the sensing
circuit and the correction of the residual compensation error depend on the cold junction temperature.

CJC Calibration TC Calibration
TC Connection

Te i T'.

~ ¥1 TiTEViTi

+24.4 rnV/K

Cold Junction
Sensing Circuit

Fig. 18 Schematic temperature calibration ovelView.

If the cold junction compensation was not calibrated, so uncorrected measured temperatures were used
to calibrate the whole set-up, an accuracy upper limit of 0.073 K would have been found but, the actual
accuracy would be worse since no cold junction temperature effect would be suspected. Having calibrated
this cold junction compensation, the resulting accuracy without cold junction calibration can be
calculated. The accuracy of the cold junction calibration would be in the order of the estimated
regression standard deviation for a zero degree polynomial fit. Thus, the actual accuracy would have
been: S == "'(0.072+0.0332+0.073~ == 0.11 K. Now only some 82% of the measured temperatures would

2 This assumption is valid since the measured temperatures are nonnally distributed and the obtained regression
equations can be approximated by linear runctions.
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match the required absolute accuracy of 0.1 K, and 3% would exceed an error of 0.2 K.

Both calibrations performed have to be applied to secure the obtained accuracy of 0.08 K. It should be
Doted that the cold junction calibration not only corrects the compensation inaccuracy, but also corrects
the offset in temperature measurement due to the cumulation of offsets in the sensing circuit and signal
processing of both the PCLD-789 and PCL-714.
The variation with time of the temperature measurement pairs, discussed on page 45, is caused by small
offset fluctuations in time. These fluctuations appeared to have a normal distribution, see Table IV, and
are accounted for by the thermocouple calibration.
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5 Measurements

5.1 Introduction

Key interest of the research performed was to measure the output voltage, of the complete receiver, as
function of the ambient temperature and as few additional local temperatures as possible, to be able to
compensate for temperature excursions of the radiometer.
Investigation of radiometer behaviour related to different stabilized and changing temperatures should
lead to a well structured software algorithm for accurate temperature correction.

IF-amplifier IF-filter
matching
IF-detector detector video-amplifier

r===0===1'r=='~O===;'r===0===:..::::::::=O===---,~0~.0 0 • 0

D
~000 .~~

~OO.OOO ~~

Fig. 19 Example of a compact radiometer design, which troubles separate measurements.

To reach this objective a well designed experiment is indispensable. Usually a radiometer system is a
compact design. All system parts are close together and mounted in a heat conducting metal
construction, like in Figure 19. Such a design is well suited to measure the overall characteristic of the
particular radiometer, but it troubles measurements on specific system parts. Therefore a flexible system
is needed which is easy to adjust and which allows separate measurements. To reach this objective, an
experimental set-up was constructed with single components connected with SMA connectors, see Figure
20.

Control of the ambient temperature of the total power radiometer or its components is established with
a temperature test chamber (see Appendix E). During each measurement set-up the controlled ambient
temperature, Tamb, and the relevant local temperatures are measured. Before actual measurement of
these temperatures a period of stabilization is observed. So, these local temperatures characterize the
heat transfer balance of the corresponding component. The thermocouple temperature measurement was
discussed in previous chapter. The achieved accuracy of the thermocouple temperature measurement set
up used was found to be about 0.08 K (Eq. (39».
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r------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
: Temperature Test Chamber :
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: Load IF Amplifier BPF :
: Down Converter Amplifier :L . . j

Fig. 20 Experimental radiometer set-up with single components.

The structure of this chapter matches the design of the experiment itself. Firstly, each component is
measured separately to obtain independent temperature characteristics of all components. Secondly, the
obtained characteristics of the system parts of the predetection section are compared with actual
measurements on this section of the TPR. Thirdly, the cumulative characteristic, found by cascading the
measured temperature characteristics of the components, is compared with measurements on both the
complete Schottky and tunnel diode TPR systems. Finally, this laboratory set-up is further analyzed to
determine the necessity of measuring specific local temperatures.

All these measurements are samples averaged over 1000 observations. These samples are subjected to a
thorough regression analysis. Those analyses provide adequate models for the components and system
under test as function of the ambient temperature. The corresponding local temperatures are expressed
as functions of the ambient temperature as well. These expression are useful when a certain local
temperature measurement proves to be essential for accurate temperature compensation. Otherwise
those expressions are of no additional value.
The data analyses applied are only valid when the residuals are normally distributed. This has been
tested and have shown results like given in Figure 17 for the temperature measurement calibration.
For the regression analyses applied, a 1% significance level is chosen to obtain 99% confidence of the
results deduced with those analyses.

5.2 Components

5.2.1 Microwave Load and Down Converter
A microwave converter block is used to convert the RF noise of the microwave load down to IF. Within
this block several functions are integrated. A detailed outline of these down converter functions is given
in Appendix I, which corresponds in general with the RF and IF front end of Figure 3.

The microwave load is an X-band (8.20 - 12.40 GHz) type with a returnloss of more then 34 dB. This
load is connected to the down converter block, with an M-band input (10.00 - 15.00 GHz). Since the
converter produces quite an amount of heat (200mA, 18V DC) the load would be heated as well. To
minimize this effect, the microwave X to M band waveguide coupler is made of stainless steel (see
Appendix H). Stainless steel is chosen for its relatively small heat conduction coefficient. Furthermore,
two cho-seal RF gaskets are used to block the heat transport of the down converter to the microwave
load. Due to the remaining heat transport, the temperature rise of the load is less than half a Kelvin.
Without these precautions this load was heated about 6 K above the ambient temperature. In Figure 21
an overview of this front end of the radiometer system is given.

To be able to measure the temperature of the load, which equals the antenna noise temperature, a small
hole is made in the backside of the ferrite of the microwave load. In this way, the measured temperature
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is not the temperature of the waveguide but of the actual producer of the noise itself.
To measure the temperatures of the amplifiers and filters within the converter block, the corresponding
local temperatures are measured. This is achieved by placing the thermocouples inside the RF and IF
compartments. These compartments are metal boxes to shut the interiors off from electromagnetic
interference.

X-band

Thermocouple
Ferrile

T 10ad

Gaskets
~

M-band }\F
RF

SMA
connector

)

Fig. 21 Thennocouple locations ill the microwave load alld the down converter.

The behaviour of this front end is investigated for stabilized temperature intervals of 2.5 K within the
temperature range of interest. The ambient temperature is the controlled temperature while the local
temperatures represent the temperature balance between the locally produced heat and the stabilized
ambient temperature.

The observed output powers were obtained with the Spectrum Analyzer HP 8568A. The chosen
resolution bandwidth of the analyzer was 100 kHz. Thus, the powers measured are the power spectral
densities integrated over this bandwidth, and centred around the frequency of interest. The dependence
of the output of this front end, at 1.4 GHz, for the ambient and local temperatures is displayed in Figure
22. The second order temperature fits shown, will be discussed later and explained with Table VI.
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Fig. 22 Measured ambient temperature dependence of tlte microwave load plus down converter.

This figure clearly shows an apparent constant temperature difference between the local temperatures
and the ambient temperature Tamb• The measured microwave load temperature is indicated with TJood,
and the RF and IF compartments temperatures are indicated with TRF and T1F respectively. At a certain
measured TOmb a corresponding output power is observed. Since the local temperatures are higher then
the ambient temperature, the obtained characteristic for TOmb are shifted to the right according to the
particular temperature differences.

This apparent constant temperature difference is investigated through regression analysis of the
difference between local temperatures and the ambient temperature on the ambient temperature itself.
Determination of the test statistic to of Eq. (A,35) proves the observed constant deviation by eye to be
true. This analysis is summarized in Table V. Coefficients of the relation between the measured local and
ambient temperatures, similar to Eq. (38), are ao and a/' sYI..- is the regression standard deviation for the
temperature differences.

Table V. Temperature deviations between tlte ambient and local temperatures.

TC ao ar} sYI..- .fljx,xi dJ. to T•.~

TJood 0.359 -4.48e-03 1.76e-01 6.65e+01 19 1.693 2539

TRF 5.919 4.15e-04 1.50e-01 6.65e+01 19 0.184 2.539

T1F 8.572 3.96e-03 1.2ge-01 6.65e+01 19 2.041 2.539
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These results validate the null hypothesis Hq' ar} = 0, for all three local temperatures. In the table
above, one-tailed tests are performed to see whether the obtained positive coefficient ar} is significantly
larger or the negative coefficient is significantly smaller than zero, at a significance level of 1%. The last
column values can be found in Table A.!. The one-tailed test is performed to obtain more certainty, since
this test is more strict and the third column does indicate a slope either larger or smaller than unity.

The measurements were performed in stabilized conditions, therefore it was to be expected to obtain
constant or nearly constant temperature deviations from the ambient temperatures. Consequently, if
ambient temperature variations would occur, the local temperatures obviously would vary around
temperatures which would have average offsets of ao-

Load plus Convertor output

_lb f
[J(\m] I

\

_/;] I

\3t'S
/4 ex>

Frequency [MH~]

Dr]
Temperature

Fig. 23 17lree dimensiollal plot of the measured down converter output power.

Figure 23 shows a three dimensional plot of the measured output powers of the converter block as
function of the ambient temperature and the frequency within the bandwidth of interest; 1350 to 1450
MHz. This plot clearly shows both temperature and frequency dependency. To be able to have an
accurate estimate of the output power of the predetection section, the spectral density function (sdf) of
this output power has to be known. Therefore regression analysis will be performed on both variables.
Having characterised the power sdf within the radiometer bandwidth B, integration over this bandwidth
will provide the effective output power as function of the temperature.

Before doing this, it should be mentioned that statistical significance test are not the only criteria to
choose an adequate model to explain the measured data. Measurement instruments have limited accuracy
creating a kind of practical significance level. Increasing the degree of the regression model, leading to a
standard deviation of regression well below the measurement accuracy is needless. It may even be
misleading.
Transforming the accuracy of the spectrum analyzer of about 0.1 dB, at the measured powers in the
range of -66 to -68 dBm, to milli Watts results in an accuracy, or practical significance, in the order of
4-10-9 mW.
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In Table VI, regression is done up to a full second-order model in both variables:

p = Co + alT..... + a,r..... + bl ! + b2fl + ciT.....·!
Where P is the measured output power in mW, Tomb the measured ambient temperature in K (each
sample value is the average of 1000 temperature observations), and f the specific frequency in MHz. In
Table VI the order of the model is given by the numbers in the left column and indicated with a letter.

Table YL Regression of both ambient temperature and frequency on measured powers.

T,! Co 81 82 b l b2 CI 'vI>: Res. F F..""

800 2.010e-07 2.02ge-08 4.282e-14

bll 5.234e-07 -1.242e-09 -2.253e-1O 4.423e-09 1.995e-15 ab 2.087e+03 6.850

C 21 S.2S1e-07 .1.l37e.09 -9.342e·U .2.2S3e·10 4.048e-09 1.6SSe.lS bc 2.078e + 01 6.850

d 12 2.406e-06 -1.242e-09 -2.916e-09 9.60ge-13 4.325e-09 1.88ge-15 bd 5.66ge + 00 6.850

e 22 2.407e-06 -1.137e-09 -9.342e-12 -2.916e-09 9.60ge-13 3.935e-09 154ge-15 be 2.883e + 01 4.790
ce 6.843e + 00 6.850

f 22' 2.404c-06 -5.726e-10 -9.342c-12 -2.914c-09 9.609c-13 -4.029c-13 3.950e-09 1.544e-15 bf 2.892e+01 3.950
cf 7.117c+00 4.790
cf 3.206e-01 6.850

To test the merit of increasing the degree of the regression equation, the calculated F-factors are given
for different comparative tests referring to different regression models indicated with letters a to f. The
F-test values in the last column are obtained from Table A.II. The difference in model degrees equals v/>
see Eq. (A.56), while V 2 equals the number of degrees of freedom (dJ.). Regression equations band c
show significant improvement above equations a and b respectively. The higher order equations show less
convincing results. Model c shows the significance of a second order model in T.mb, while d does not
show such significance for frequency f.
Additionally, equation e just fails to be significantly better than model c, for the 99% confidence level.
Thus the significant improvement of regression between equation band e is nearly completely accounted
for by the increase in degree for the ambient temperature.
Regression model f indicates some small significant improvement on equation c, but not on equation e,
while e did not show a significant improvement on c. This somewhat confusing result just shows that the
cross term T.mbxf inhabits no significant information, whilst Tomb and f are nearly independent. Hence,
temperature variations do not significantly affect the frequency behaviour of the convertor block.
Furthermore, models c, e, and f have standard deviations of regression in the order of the measurement
accuracy, which troubles a clear comparison of these models.
Due to these conclusions, model c is the most adequate equation to characterize the output of the down
converter. For the same reasons, increasing the degree of regression equations even more, is of no
further value.

The accuracy of the model for the microwave load and down converter can be estimated through
calculation of the propagation of error, using the regression model c, and the obtained standard deviation
of regression. The limited accuracy of the Spectrum Analyzer is accounted for by the standard deviation
of regression s,l'" since this property characterises the distribution of the deviations of the obtained data
from the regression model. The distribution quantity Spe, describing the effect of the distribution of both
T.mb and f, due to the propagation of error can be calculated with Eq. (A.60), and is given in Eq. (41).
The bias is dominated by the second derivative of the regression model, see Eq. (A.59). While the
standard deviation of the obtained output power is given by the first derivative of model c. With ST and Sf

the standard deviations of the measured temperature and frequency the following properties for the
regression model are obtained:
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(41)

The down converter block output power standard deviation sp' is caused by the propagation of error due
to the distributions of the measured temperature and frequency. The standard deviation s" given by the
frequency accuracy of the spectrum analyzer, is small compared with the standard deviation of the
measured temperature ST' The maximum value for the first derivative occurs for the maximum
temperature of 30 °C, which is about 2·10-9. The propagation of error, therefore, has little influence on
the actual accuracy Sp of model c:

sp = .jS:1z + s:e = s,l.. = 4.05 '10-9 mW

This result was to be expected. The accuracy of the temperature measurement is very good, thus the
propagation of error is of little influence. Therefore, it is liable that the obtained accuracy of the model is
in the same order as the accuracy of the spectrum analyzer, being 0.1 dB.
The bias of the expected output power resulting from using the regression model as estimate is
negligible, see Eq. (41). Still, some bias due to systematic measurement errors like unaccounted
attenuations within the power measurement set-up might be present.

5.2.2 IF Amplifier
Figure 7, of Chapter 3, shows the square-law region of detector diodes. The detector diodes used for this
research do have a square-law region up to nearly -20 dBm, see Appendix F. When a bandpass ftlter of
about 100 MHz is used, the down converter block, discussed in previous Section, will amplify the noise
power generated by the microwave load up to about -37 dBm. If this output power would be used for
detection, a very small detection voltage would occur. Although a large postdetection gain could correct
this, it is advisable to use a predetection gain to minimize the effect of the additional postdetection noise.
Since there is still a wide margin between this output power and the turning point between square law
and linear detection, an IF amplifier is used to get the gain needed before detection.

This additional IF amplifier is designed to have a gain of about 10 dB to bring the output power near the
upper region of square-law detection operation, but still safely below the limit of this region.

Tamp

Fig. 24 Location of the thenllocouple ill the IF amplifier.

The thermocouple used to measure the local temperature of this amplifier is located within the metal
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package, as shown in Figure 24. The behaviour of this amplifier, as a function of the ambient
temperature Tamil and the local temperature Tamp is measured with intervals of 5 K. The input signal was
a continuous wave signal of -40 dBm, between 1.35 and 1.45 GHz at frequency intervals of 10 MHz. This
signal was generated by the HP 8657B Signal Generator. This input power is chosen near the output
power of the down converter block. The output signal was measured with the HP 8568A Spectrum
Analyzer, within a 100 MHz bandwidth. Figure 25 depicts the measurements obtained.

IF Amplifier Gain

Frequency
Ambient Temperature

Fig. 25 17le amplifier gain as fullctioll of the ambiellt temperature alld frequency.

The accuracy of the analyzer was about 0.1 dB, see Section 5.2.1. The amplitude resolution of the
generator was, according its data sheets, of the same order of magnitude. Accuracy of this measurement,
therefore, is given by

P_ AG AP"., APIIIG=- -=--+--
Pili G P"., Pili

Since relative errors can be represented by the corresponding variance divided by the particular squared
quantity, this accuracy is about 0.14 dB or about 0.3 using linear scale. This figures are found by
calculating the square root of the sum of the variances of both instruments.

Regression analysis has shown a non-linear temperature dependence of the local IF amplifier
temperature Tamp on the ambient temperature. The slope coefficient of this characteristic does, however,
differs significantly from 1. The regression equation is Tamp = -89.77 + 1.639*Tamb - 1.102.1O·3*T~ K.
The average deviation of Tamp relative to Tamb was 2.51 K.

Regression analysis of the IF amplifier gain G1F is performed similar to the regression analysis in
previous section, with models of two independent variables;

GtDIIp = Co + Q1TI2IIIb + a,r""", + .. + bd + b2r + ..

The results are displayed in Table VII.
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Table VII. Regression of the IF amplifier gain Oil TGntb and f.

Tf Co al a2 b l b2 b3 Sylx Rcsidu d.f. F Fan

aOO 8.500e+OO 4.298e-Ol 2.217e+Ol 120

bll 1.645e+01 -7.822e-03 -4.125e-03 3.950e-01 1.841e+01 118 ab 2.403e + 01 4.79

e 21 4.587e+01 -2.196e-01 3.79ge-04 -4.125e-03 3.887e-01 1.767e+01 117 be 4.905e+OO 6.85

d 12 -6.757e+02 -7.822e-03 9.852e-01 -3.533e-04 2.381e-Ol 6.633e+00 117 bd 2.078e + 02 6.85

e 13 -7.267e+03 -7.604e-03 1.512e+01 -1.045e-02 2.404e-06 2.31ge-01 6.240e+OO 116 de 7.306e+OO 6.85

f22 -6.463e+02 -2.196e-01 3.79ge-04 9.852e-01 -3.533e-04 -4.008e-13 2.254e-01 5.892e+OO 116 df 1.45ge+Ol 4.79
ef 6.851e+OO 6.85

g23 .7.237e+03 .1.196e.ol 3.79ge-04 1.512e+Ol ·1.04Se.o2 1.404e-06 1.187e.ol SA9ge+OO 115 fg lI.21ge+OO 6.85

As stated, the frequency f and the ambient temperature Tomb are two independent variables. This is
confirmed by the regression analysis in Table VII. If the degree of regression of one of those variables is
increased, the coefficients for the other variable remain constant. For this reason cross terms do not have
to be examined.

The third equation in Table VII is not significant on the 1% (0: = 0.01) level. But the fourth and even
the fifth, with a third order polynomial for the frequency and just linear for the ambient temperature, are
significant for this level.
This last result encourages to increase the degree of the regression model even more. The double
quadratic model, sixth row, appears to have a significant improvement on the model of the fourth row.
The last model, which is significantly better than model f, describes these measurements most adequate.
If this regression model is applied on the data, Figure 26 is obtained.

Ambient Temperature

Frequency [f1Hl]

Z5.J

l!roo [K]

-0).61
[dB]j

5·4

IF Amplifier Gain

Fig. 26 The regression model applied 011 the meaSllrement data.
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To estimate the accuracy of the calculated regression model, both the standard deviation of regression
sYlx and the propagation of error due to the distribution of Tamb samples have to be known. Like in
previous section, Eq. (A.60) is used to calculate the variance in obtained gains, and Eq. (A.59) to see if
there is any bias in estimating these gains using the regression model. Now, this has to be calculated for
both temperature and frequency variates:

bias:

error:

I cPG 2 I cPG 2
--Sr + --SI
2 atz 2 afl

S~ = (~rS; + (~rS; =

(a l +2a27)2s; + (bl +2b2/ +3b,fl)2S; •

(42)

Wheres} = .f(s;;n+s) = .f(O.Ol/looo + 0.08) = 6.41.10'3, see Chapter 4, and the frequency accuracy of
spectrum analyzer is represented by sJ < 10,10. Calculation of the properties in Eq. (42) results in a
negligible bias and a s'" smaller than sYlx' Thus the accuracy of the obtained model for the IF amplifier is
about 0.22 linear scale, or about 0.1 dB.

5.2.3 Bandpass Filter
To select a limited bandwidth, a cavity filter is used next. The preferred operating radiometer frequency,
12.7 GHz, is converted down to 1.4 GHz. Therefore, the centre frequency of this bandpass filter is
chosen to be 1.4 GHz. The flat filter characteristic is shown in figure 27.
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Fig. 27 Characteristic of the bandpass cavity filter.

The measurements were done with the aid of the HP 8657B Signal Generator, by sweeping a continuous
wave signal through this filter. Measurements, within the temperature range of 253 to 303 K, have shown
no deviation of the characteristic shown above, neither in bandwidth nor in the small attenuation,
insertion loss, of 0.57 dB.

In the absence of internal noise sources, the noise power at the output of a two-port will depend on the
input noise power spectral density and the transfer function of the two-port. For the bandpass filter this
transfer function has only a small attenuation and limited bandwidth. The equivalent bandwidth Beq, for
the BPF characteristic in Figure 27, is given by

j,-IH(/) 1
2dl

B = -'-0 _

ell IH(/)I~

(43)

with H(f) the ruter transfer function. Applying this formula on the BPF used, an equivalent bandwidth of
111 MHz (± 1 MHz) is found. Henceforth, the equivalent bandwidth will be referred to as the
bandwidth B of the BPF.

5.2.4 Diodes
Both the Schottky and tunnel detector diode are integrated in a special package provided with male SMA
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connectors. The main advantage of such package is the flexibility to exchange the type of diode in the
radiometer system, further it provides good rigidity. A major disadvantage is the difficulty of measuring
the diode temperature. This disadvantage, however, holds for any kind of package, even for the
semiconductor package itself. Unfortunately, it is impossible to measure the diode junction temperature
which represents the real physical temperature of the diode.
If the diode would be clamped on a Peltier-element or on another heat controlling component, however,
the junction temperature would be more controllable and rather well knownllll•

~
B----8--d

Tdiode

Fig. 28 Diode package and clamp construction for themlOcouple placement.

Nevertheless, a construction was designed to fix a thermocouple on the outside of the package, see
Figure 28. Isolation material is used as a buffer between the ambient temperature and the centre of the
package. The thermocouple itself is fixed on the package through a small hole in the pincers like
construction. To improve its thermal contact even more, a small amount of thermal conducting paste is
used.

Several measurements are performed on both diodes. Only measurements on the temperature
characteristics are discussed in this section. Additional measurements are discussed in Appendix F.

The measured temperatures of the diodes do show to be linear functions of the ambient temperature.
The slope of their characteristics, however, do differ from unity. For temperatures in Kelvin, Tdiode = 
2.108 + 1.008*Tamb for the Schottky diode and Tdiode = -0.257 + 1.002*T.mb for the tunnel diode. For the
Schottky diode temperature, this results in a negative relative temperature. It should be noted that for
these components the expected constant temperature difference was not found.

Using the Signal Generator to provide the diodes with an input signal of known power, and measuring
the detected voltage, the voltage sensitivity -y has been measured. This voltage measurement is done with
the PCLD-789 board which has an input impedance in the order of 10 MO. Applying a regression
analysis on the measurement data, leads to the regression equations of Table VIII.

Table VIII. Regression equations for the measllred voltage sensitivities of the diodes.

ao al a2 a3 Sylx Residue

Schottky 2.368e+02 -2.8S0e+OO 1.117e-02 -lA23e-OS 3.163e-02 1.701e-02

Tunnel l.866e+OO -7.716e-03 1.563e-05 4.634e-03 3.865e-Q4

Figures 29 and 30 display the measured characteristics for 1.4 GHz. These characteristics correspond
with the expectations discussed in Chapter 3, that tunnel diodes are less temperature dependent than
Schottky diodes. Further was the Schottky diode expected to have a better voltage sensitivity.
This appears to be true only for temperatures above 260 K and high load resistance.
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In Figure 29 and 30, the measured voltage sensitivities are given as positive quantities. It should be
mentioned that the Schottky diode is connected reverse, creating negative output polarity, while the
tunnel diode is connected forward, creating negative polarity as well.
This last property is easy to understand, looking at the static I-V curve in Figure 10. The first derivative
dVjdI in the origin of this curve is negative. For the Schottky diode this derivative is positive.
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Fig. 29 Measured voltage sensitivities of boih detector diodes.
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Fig. 30 Voltage sensitivity for tile TUllllel diode ollly.

Although the voltage sensitivity of the tunnel diode does depend on the ambient temperature as well, see
Figure 30, it is very stable compared to the voltage sensitivity of the Schottky diode. This specific
property of the tunnel diode is expected to be of crucial importance for accurate software based
temperature compensations.

5.2.5 Video Amplifier
The video amplifier is used to amplify the diode output. The input impedance of the amplifier matches
the video resistance of the diode to minimize the additive noise, see Appendix G. The measured video
resistance, Appendix F, of the Schottky diode is 125 kO and for the tunnel diode 90 o.
Within the designed video amplifiers, an integrator with an 1 second time constant was included. The
integrator increases the radiometer's sensitivity, but limits its dynamic response, see Section 2.3.1.

The PCLD-789 measurement board is provided with an instrumental amplifier. To obtain a proper
temperature sensitivity, the gain of this amplifier has to be quite large, about 300 or more, see Appendix
D. Consequently, the gains of these video amplifiers are rather small. For the Schottky diode this gain is
2.235 and for the tunnel diode 1.777. So, these gains more or less reverse the effect of measuring the
diode output over load resistance R1oad:

, RloadV = GWko Vd
0lIl R

load
+~

Since Rload is chosen near the video resistance of the diode, the resistance ratio is near a half.

Within the temperature range of interest, 253 to 303 K, these gains and the DC offsets of these
amplifiers did not show any significant temperature dependence. The DC offset of both amplifiers is
between ±0.1 mV.
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Fig. 31 Thennocollple location in the designed video amplifiers.

5.3 Predetection Section

For both the Schottky and tunnel diode set-up, the predetection sections are identical. The ambient
temperature dependence of the predetection section (microwave load, down converter, IF amplifier, and
bandpass ruter) is measured with 1 K intervals. Figure 33 displays the measured output powers of the
predetection section as function of the ambient temperature and the frequency.
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Fig. 32 Measuremellt set-up offor the predetectioll sectioll.
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Fig. 33 Output power predetection sectioll as functioll of ambient temperature and frequency.

Results of the regression analysis of the relationships between the measured ambient temperature Tam!>
and the local temperatures of the microwave load T load, the RF and IF part of the down converter TRF

and TIF, and the IF amplifier T.mp are given in Table IX.

Table IX. Relationships between local temperatures and the ambient temperature.

Local Temperatures ao at az a3

T10ad -l.S74e+03 1.838e+01 -6.384e-02 7.803e-OS
TRF 2.8S6e+OO 1.01Oe+OO
TIF -1.1Sge+03 1.381e+01 -4.678e-02 S.683e-OS

Tam)) -1.287e+03 1.492e+01 -S.OO8e-02 S.99ge-OS

Table X displays the regression models. This analysis indicates model g to be the regression model of the
highest significant degree. However, the measurements were limited by the 0.1 dB accuracy of the
spectrum analyzer. Using linear scale, 0.1 dB corresponds with about S-10-8 mW for the observed
powers. Models d to g appear to have similar standard deviations of regression near the accuracy of
measurement. Selection of regression model is somewhat arbitrary now. Nevertheless, being interested in
the simplest model with describes the measurements adequately within the measurement accuracy, model
d is selected.
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Table X Regression of Pout on Tamb and f.

Tf Gl a1 a2 b l b2 b3 Svlx Residut. d.f. F F"n

aOO 2.114e-06 2.213e-07 1.401e-ll 286

bll 7.562e-06 -1.598e-08 -7.026e-l0 5.33Oe-08 8.067e-13 284 ab 4.648e+03 4.61

e 21 1.053e-OS -3.72ge-08 3.816e-ll -7.026e-l0 5.301e-08 7.952e-13 283 be 4.101e+00 6.63

d 12 -8.061e-OS ·1.598e-08 1.2S3e-07 4.500e-ll 4A73e-08 5.661e·13 283 bel l.203e+03 6.63

e22 -7.764e-OS -3.72ge-08 3.816e-ll 1.253e-07 -4.500e-ll 4.43Se-08 5.546e-13 282 de 5.847e+00 6.63

f13 3.125-03 -1.598e-08 -6.747e-06 4.86Se-09 -1.16ge-12 4.28Se-08 5.177e-13 282 df 2.636e +01 6.63

g23 3.128e-03 -3.72ge-08 3.816e-ll -6.747e-06 4.86Se-09 -1.169e-12 4.423e-08 5.498e-13 281 fg 6.384e+00 6.63

Figure 34 depicts the measured output powers for 1.4 GHz, clearly showing the linear temperature
dependence of the complete predetection section.

Resolution BW = 100 kHz; Freq. = 1.400 GHz
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Fig. 34 Ambient temperature dependence predetection section.

The results of the research performed sofar, for the predetection part, can be compared. With the
regression models of the microwave load plus down converter and the IF amplifier, a prediction of the
predetection behaviour can be made. Analysis of this prediction is shown in Table XI. This prediction is
a cascade of regression models found in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
This prediction analysis shows a behaviour similar to the measured characteristic. The statistically most
adequate regression model is of one degree higher than the measured one, but with respect to the
measurement accuracy model d is selected again.

Thus the measured and predicted predetection characteristic are of the same shape, within the
measurement accuracy. However, the levels of both characteristics do differ significantly. The measured
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characteristic is about 4.10.7 mW, or about 0.8 dB, above the predicted level.
Table XI. Regression analysis of the regression models cascade of converter and amplifier.

Tf Co al a2 b l b2 ~ Sylx Residue d.f. F Fa....

aoo 1.743e-06 2.193e-07 1.424e-ll 296

bll 8.954e-06 -l.225e-08 -2.7OOe-09 6.533e-08 1.2S5e-12 294 ab 3.043e+03 4.61

e 21 9.665e-06 -1.735e-08 9.09ge-12 -2.7OOe-09 6.541e-08 1.2S4e-12 293 be 2.696e-Ol 6.63

d 12 ·1.Jlle-04 .l.225e-08 1.97Se-07 ·7.152e-ll 1.s44e-08 6.98Se·14 293 bel 4.970e+03 6.63

e 22 -1.304e-04 -1.735e-08 9.099e-12 1.957e-07 -7.152e-ll 1.534e-08 6.869e-14 292 de 4.931e+00 6.63

f 13 -1.694e-03 -1.225e-08 3.548e-06 -2.465e-09 5.69ge-13 7.327e-09 1.567e-14 292 df l.010e+03 6.63

g23 -1.693e-03 -1.735e-08 9.09ge-12 3.548e-06 -2.645e-09 5.69ge-13 7.064e-09 1.452e-14 291 fg 2.305e+Ol 6.63

When the measured gain of about 55 dB and noise figure of about 2.2 dB at 295 K is used to calculate
the expected output power, P ::= -66.2 dBm. Now, comparing this result with Figure 22, a difference in
order of 13 dB is observed. This result indicates that the measurement set-up of the converter block
inhabited a systematic error of about 0.8 dB, since the bandpass filter had an insertion loss of 0.57 dB.
Probably due to a dirty connector.
Table XII gives a corrected regression model and cascade of models for the predetection section of the
down converter block output, if a 0.81 dB systematic measurement error is assumed.

Table XII. Corrected converter model and predetection cascade model.

Co a l a2 b l b2 Sylx

P ronv 1.677e-07 4.777e-09 -l.l26e-ll -2.715e-10 4.878e-09

POUI 1.580e-04 -l.477e-OS 2.380e-07 -8.618e-ll 1.861e-OS

Having determined a model for the predetection output power, the effective input power for the detector
diode can be calculated by integrating the power spectral density function in the selected frequency band
with width B.

P011I = JP(f) dl
o

(44)

With P{/) the power sdf of the predetection section and P'{/) the measured predetection output power
within the 100 kHz resolution bandwidth (RBW) of the spectrum analyzer, centred around Ie = 1400
MHz. Applying this formula on regression equation d of Table X, POUl is given by:

POIII = ~W(CoB + alBTIIIIIb + biBle + b2BI; + l~b2B3)

7.287'10.3 - 1.773·10·'TIIIIIb mW

with B, RBW and Ie in MHz, Tamil in Kelvin, and POUI in mW. Figure 35 illustrates the difference between
P OUl' the predetection output power when calculated with regard to the observed frequency dependence in
the output, and P OUl', when the measured output power at 1.4 GHz is regarded as the output power of a
flat power sdf.
When the non-flatness of the power spectral density function would have been neglected, an error in PoUl

between 0.07 and 0.24 dB would have been made.

Figure 35 plots the temperature characteristics of POUI' The upper one, POUI" is found when no frequency
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dependence is regarded. The other two are the measured regression model, PaUl' and the cascade of
models for PaUl' POUIP when accounted for the power sdf in the radiometer bandwidth.
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Fig. 35 Predeleclion Ollipul power for lhe observed power sdf and for a flal power sdf.

As can be seen in the figure above, the cascade of converter block and IF amplifier models does predict
the measured output power very well. The cascade of models defines Paul as 6.918 ·10'3 - 1.639 .1O-s.ramb

mW. It is of interest now to see whether the cascade of models matches the measurement of
predetection output power. Therefore Eq. (A.35) is applied to see whether the difference in slopes of
both models, 1.345 ·10-6 mW/K, significantly differ from zero.
Using the same data as for Table XII, the value subject to the t-test is

~al It, (X,-X)2 __ 1.345.10-6 • 85.6
to = - = 2.126

Syl-t B/RBW 4.878.10-8 • 1110

which is less then 2.326 (see Table AJ, v = 283). The slope of the cascaded model is not significantly
smaller (one-tailed test) than the measured slope, on the 1% significance level. As can be expected from
this result, and by looking at the two curves in Figure 35, the maximum deviation between these curves is
smaller than Sy0B/RBW. These two models are now comparable.
In the test above, usually used to test whether a first order coefficient differs significantly from zero, is
applied on the difference between two first order coefficients to test whether the difference between
these coefficients differs significantly from zero. Since the expressions for Pau. and PaUl'" are integrated
expressions over bandwidth B, the standard deviation of regression has to be estimated by multiplying
this quantity with the ratio of bandwidth B and the measurement resolution bandwidth RBW. It should
be noted that a linear operation on a normally distributed variable results in a variable which is also
normally distributed.

All temperature behaviour measurements were performed with the microwave load as input signal. Since
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this load did vary with the ambient temperature, the determined model of the predetection section
includes the increase in input signal power for increasing ambient temperatures.
When a known constant input signal or the down converter input would have been short circuited while
measuring the temperature dependence of this converter block, specific information about the actual
converter gain G could have been deducted. Nevertheless, with gain and noise figure measurements
performed at 295 K, see Appendix I, and the determined model c in Table VI, a good estimate of the
converter gain can be calculated.

In Equation (3) a relationship between measured output power and the corresponding gain G and
equivalent system noise temperature, TI)'S = TA + Trect is given. The system noise temperature, being the
sum of the antenna noise temperature and the receiver noise temperature, can be characterized with a
linear function of temperature.
Model c of Table VI describes a temperature dependence of the second degree. The converter gain,
therefore, can be estimated with a linear function of temperature as well. Thus, using the corrected
regression model of Table XII,

T.,. TA + TJec = to + t l Tomb

G

P
kB

10-' B ( owo2)
GT.,. = kB RBW Co + a l Tomb + azTomb + bile

= Po + PITamb + Pzromb

with tf' tit go and gl coefficients of the linear models for the system noise temperature and the converter
gain. P is in W, Band RBW in Hz, and Ie in MHz. The coefficients pf' PI and P2 determine the second
order model for the measured output power of the converter block, after integration over the radiometer
bandwidth B, conform Eq. (44) on page 67.
Now, expressions for these coefficients can be found:

Po
g, = -o to

t l(t l ] t l PI + b; -4PrI'2
t;;lPI - Po to = P2- to = 2po

The measured noise figure Fat 295 K was about 2.2 dB. Since the first amplifier stage of the receiver is
the most important stage concerning receiver noise, TRF can be assumed to be the dominant physical
temperature of the converter which determines the receiver noise temperature, TI)'S ... TA + (F - 1)TRF.

According to Table V, TRF is about 5.5 K above TA, while TA is about 0.4 K above Tamb• Thus an
estimation of TI)'S' at 295 K, is to + t l ·295 ... 494 K. Using this knowledge on the equations above, the
coefficients can be calculated.

Table XIII. CalClilated coefficients of the models for P/kB, G, and Tsys'

P/kB G Tsys

Po PI P2 ~ g, to t,

-1.54e08 3.46e06 -8.16e03 1.51e06 -4.03e03 ·101.9 2.020

For 295 K, G = expected to be 55.08 dB. At this temperature G was measured to be about 55.13 dB.
This validates the assumptions made. The expression for the estimated gain in Table XIII results in a
gain of 57.0 dB at 250 K and 54.5 dB at 305 K, with a negative slope of 0.045 dB/K.

Clwpler 5. Measurements~



Measurements of the noise figure F of the down converter have shown a frequency independent
characteristic. Thus the frequency dependent component in the converter block model is expected to be
caused by the converter gain.
Figure 36 displays the calculated receiver noise power, which would have been measured at the converter
output when the converter input would have been short circuited.
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Fig. 36 Estimated receiver noise power of the down converter.

Comparing the figure above with Figure 22, it can be noted that the receiver noise power drops about
1.65 dB over 55K, while the measured down converter output power drops 1.3 dB over this range. The
difference between these plots is the input power due to the microwave load.

5.4 Complete Test Set-up

So far, measurements on all separate components and the predetection section are discussed. Now, the
complete radiometer system will be under test. Figure 37 gives an overview of the complete measurement
system for the total power radiometer.

Knowing the output power of the predetection section, Poul' the postdetection section can be designed.
The measured output power within the 100 kHz resolution bandwidth of the analyzer corresponds with
POUl between -27 and -25.5 dBm, with B = 111 MHz. Both detector diodes are, as can be seen in Figure
F.1, within their square-law region of operation.

Using the measured voltage sensitivities of Figure 29, the detected voltage for the Schottky diode is in
the range of 13 to 5.9 mV, while the detected voltage for the tunnel diode is within the range of 2.6 to
L9 mV. The gains of the video amplifiers and the selectable amplifier gains of the PCLD-789 board, are
used to amplify these voltages towards 5 V, the full scale range of the AID converter.

~ Stabilizing radiometer per{omlaoce by software-based tempera/lire compensation
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Fig. 37 Overview of the complete measurement set-up for measuring temperature characteristics.

The voltage resolution of the measurement board is governed by the 14 bits binary analog-to-digital
converter (ADC). The smallest voltage change which can be obtained, by changing the binary
representation, is equal to the voltage of the least significant bit. This smallest voltage is thus 2.14

multiplied with the full scale range (FSR) of the ADC. The FSR of the ADC is 10 V; -5 V to +5 V. The
voltage resolution, therefore, is 10 x 2.14 = 610 p.V.
The actual voltage resolution for the voltage output of the video amplifier is increased through selecting
a suitable gain Gb for the instrumention amplifier on the PCLD-789 measurement board.

5.4.1 Schottky Diode Set-up
In Section 5.2.1 and 5.3 it became clear that the gain of the down converter strongly depends on the
ambient temperature. With increasing temperature a decrease in output power was measured. The
voltage sensitivity of the Schottky diode has shown to increase with increasing temperatures. These
effects will cross and result in a less temperature dependent overall characteristic, for this specific
radiometer.

Measurements on the radiometer behaviour were performed twice. The first time with intervals of 1 K,
the second time with intervals of 2 K. The characteristic is measured twice to test the reproducibility of
the measurements, see Figure 38.

Chapter 5. Measurements -...:!!.
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Fig. 38 Schottky-Radiometer peljonllance as function of the ambient temperature.

The measured characteristics of the local temperatures, relative to the ambient temperature, are
displayed in Table XIV. Since the video amplifier gains were not significantly affected by the ambient
temperature, its temperature is not measured during the reproducibility measurements.

Table XIV. Local temperatures as function of the ambient temperature.

Local 1st session 2nd session

TC ao at a2 a3 a4 ao at a2

T10ad 4.707e+00 9.831e-01 3.258e+00 9.876e-01
T RF -5.638e+04 7.900e+02 -4.136e+00 9.628e+03 -837ge-06 3.788e-01 9.837e-01
T1F -2.091e+03 2.336e+01 -7.920e-02 9.335e-05 3.712e-Ol 9.834e-Ol

Tamp 7.59ge+00 9.798e-Ol -8.46ge+Ol 1.667e+00 -1.242e-03
Tdiode 4.463e+00 9.822e-Ol -3.444e+Ol 1.25ge+00 -4.885e-04
Tvideo 6.950e+00 9.737e-Ol

Figure 38 depicts two curves representing the regression models, Vou,l and Voul2, for the first measure.
ment session and the second for the reproducibility session, respectively. Although very similar, the
curves do not match exactly. Nor is there a constant deviation between these curves. Since both curves
are estimated based on a limited number of measurement pairs, both curves could statistically be the
same.

~ Stabilizing radiometer performance by software-based temperatllre compensation



Table xv. Regression models for the Schottky diode TPR.

ao al a2 a3 a4 Sylx Residue dJ.

Vout1 1.0l7e+03 -1.09ge+01 3.925e-02 -4.622e-05 6.285e-02 1.304e-Ol 33
Vout2 -5.840e+03 8.662e+01 -4.811e-01 1.185e-03 -1.091e-6 4.514e-02 4.27ge-02 21
Vout3 8.345e+02 -9.033e+OO 3.226e-02 -3.78ge-05 6.267e-02 2.318e-01 59

Table XV gives the determined regression models for both sessions, indicated with the number 1 or 2,
with 37 and 26 samples respectively. It also gives a regression model when both measurement batches are
combined, indicated with the number 3.

The standard deviation of the observed voltages was about 5 mV, calculated by LabDAS. Each voltage
sample existed of 1000 observations. The distribution of such sample mean is not simply given by s/.[n =
1.58 ·10'" mV, since this is smaller than the voltage resolution. It is therefore more aptly to assume the
sample standard deviation near 0.61/3 :::::; 0.2 mV, assuming the voltage resolution to be a 30' value.
The standard deviation of regression is found to be 63 mV for the first session and the combined batch,
and 45 mV for the second session. This is rather large with respect to the voltage resolution of 0.61 mY.
In Section 4.4 the three sample means at nearly the same stabilized conditions were shown to be
statistically different. This was assumed to be caused by variations with time of the measurement board
performance. Again measurement results tend to show such variations with time, explaining these
relatively large standard deviations.

To visualize the difference between the regression models of the two sessions, Figure 39.a depicts the
difference between the curves and the 99% confidence intervals of both curves. Apparently these curves
lie mostly within the confidence interval of the other, except for a small temperature region. This interval
represents only between which limits the true voltage is expected to be with 99% confidence.
Figure 39.a also shows an average deviation different from zero. A small systematic measurement
difference between the two measurement sessions is therefore likely.
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Fig. 39 Confidence intervals for; a. both sessions, b. combined measurement data.

Figure 39.b depicts the confidence interval when both sessions are added and regarded as one
measurement batch VoUl3. The two curves in this plot characterize the difference between each separate
session with the regression model of the combined measurement batch.

Both plots show that the regression models of both sessions are statistically nearly the same. When a
small average deviation between the two sessions of about 0.04 V is accepted, both curves do statistically
match very well. This value is a somewhat arbitrary estimation of the average deviation between these
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models according to 39.a.

Since both curves are quite the same, the regression model for the combined measurement batch is
regarded as the model to describe the Schottky diode TPR.

5.4.2 Tunnel Diode Set-up
Similar measurements were performed for the tunnel diode radiometer type. In Section 5.2.4
measurements showed a rather temperature independent behaviour of the tunnel diode as detector.
However, due to the temperature dependence of the down converter it is expected to measure some
temperature dependence. The obtained results are depicted in Figure 40.
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Fig. 40 Tunnel-Radiometer temperatllre behaviour.

The measured characteristics of the local temperatures, relative to the ambient temperature, for the
tunnel diode TPR are displayed in Table XVI.

Toble XVI. Local temperatllres as fllnction of the ambient temperatllre.

Local 1st session 2nd session

TC ao al a2 a3 ao al a2 a3

TJoad 2.857e+OO 9.916e-Ol -2.032e+OO l.OO8e+OO
T RF 1.255e+03 -l.204e+Ol 4.526e-02 -5.232e-05 -7.957e+Ol 1.608e+OO -l.08Oe-03

TIP 1.473e+03 -1.431e+Ol 5.331e-02 -6.17ge-05 -7.645e+07 1.605e+OO -l.07ge-03

Tamp 7.142e+Ol 4.995e-Ol 9.005e-04 -1.816e+03 2.037e+01 -6.854e-02 8.061e-05

T diodc -4.447e+02 5.732e+OO -1.676e-02 1.974e-05 -2.563e+01 1.197e+OO -3.794e-04

Tvidco -8.762e+02 l.02ge+Ol -3.275e-02 3.842e-05

~ 5MbiJizing radiometer per[onllance by software-based tempera/ure compensation



Figure 40 depicts two curves representing the regression models for the first measurement session and
the second or reproducibility session. These curves tend to differ more than the regression models of the
Schottky diode radiometer. Since both curves are estimated based on a limited number of measurement
pairs, both curves could statistically still be the same.

Table XVII. Regression models for output voltage of the tunnel diode TPR.

ao at az a3 a.. Sylx Residue dJ.

Vout1 1.143e+01 -2.650e-02 3.848e-02 4.885e-02 33
Vout2 -4.727e+03 6.912e+01 -3.776e-01 9.148e-04 -8.294e-7 3.oo5e-02 1.896e-02 21
Vout3 1.93ge+02 -1.970e+00 6.884e-03 -8.113e-06 5.oo1e-02 1.425e-01 57

To visualize the difference between these two session models, Figure 41.a depicts the difference between
the curves and the 99% confidence intervals of both curves. Apparently these curves do not lie within the
confidence interval of the other, at least not for wide temperature regions.
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Fig. 41 Confidence intervals for; a. both sessions, b. combined measurement data.

Figure 41.b depicts the confidence interval when both sessions are added and regarded as one
measurement batch. The two curves in this plot represent the difference between each separate session
with the regression model of the combined measurement batch.

As expected, the difference between each session regression model and the combined model is smaller
than the difference between the two sessions themselves. Nevertheless the regression models of the two
sessions do not fit within the resulting confidence intervals. Thus statistically these two sessions are not
equivalent.

This conclusion is surprising and somewhat premature. The Schottky diode set-up has shown some model
deviations as well, while these models were regarded as statistically equivalent. Comparing Figures 39
and 41, the only significant difference is the size of the deviation between the two sessions. Their is no
constant systematic error in the measurements performed. This indicates that there are fluctuations
present, which are not yet accounted for.

A possible cause for the observed discrepancy between the expected reproducibility and the observed
measurement session deviations, could be a drift in the DC offset of the video amplifiers. The DC offset
of the video amplifiers was stable within the measurement accuracy of ±O.1 mY. After amplification by
the instrumentation amplifier, with Gb = 1000 for the tunnel diode set-up and Gb = 360 for the Schottky
diode set-up, this offset stability results in ±O.1 V for the tunnel diode set-up and ±O.036 V for the

Chapter 5. Measurements~



Schottky diode set-up. Assuming these values to be "3a-values", a standard deviation of these drifts of
0.033 V and 0.012 V, respectively, would be found. The difference of model deviations for both set-ups
are of the same order of magnitude as the expected DC offset instabilities of the video amplifiers. Figure
42 depicts the confidence interval when this drift is accounted for with the assumed standard deviations.

_a, T.mpon.... pq

Fig. 42 Adjusted confidence intervals for; a. Schottky diode, b. t!lnnel diode.

Now, both sessions are clearly within the confidence intervals and can be regarded statistically equal.

This DC-drift, a common problem as discussed in Section 2.5, apparently is not directly related to the
local temperature of the video amplifier. Otherwise regression would have accounted for the temperature
dependence of these offsets too. Because the measurement board gains are quite large for both set-ups,
these offset drift are rather serious for these particular set-ups. Decreasing the measurement board gains
would reduce the temperature resolution of the thermocouple temperature measurement set-up and
consequently obstruct a temperature measurement accuracy of 0.08 K.
To verify this conclusion, several additional measurements were performed. These are discussed in
Appendix G and tend to support this conclusion. Thus the DC-offsets and their drift should have been
limited within severallJV instead of several tens of IJV.

Bearing this in mind, the determined regression models for both tunnel diode set-up measurement
sessions should be regarded equivalent too. Thus both radiometer set-ups have shown reproducible
measurement results.

Having measured the radiometer output voltages for both detector devices, these results can be
compared with a cascade of models. Figure 43 plots the measured and expected output voltage
characteristics for both diodes.
The measured output for the tunnel diode set-up is nearly identical to the expected output for this set-up.
There only appears to be an nearly constant deviation which could be explained by a 0.1 dB
measurement loss in the predetection output power, causing the predetection section model to describe
this section about 0.1 dB below the actual power level.

The Schottky diode set-up, however, does show more different behaviour than predicted. As discussed in
Section 3.4, does the actual voltage sensitivity not only depend on the local temperature of the detector
but also on the load resistance. The characteristics shown in Figure 29 are obtained with a high
impedance voltmeter. Applying a smaller load resistance evokes a decrease in sensitivity. Theoretical
analysisllO

) has shown a serious decrease in the voltage sensitivity of the Schottky diode and far less for
the tunnel diode. The results in Figure 43 tend to consolidate this analysis.

~ Stabilizing radiometer perfomlance by software-based temperature compensation
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Fig. 43 Measured and predicted radiometer output voltage characteristics.

Consequently. the voltage sensitivity models in Table VIII are inaccurate for this application. Converting
the measured output characteristics, with the predetection model. back to an effective voltage sensitivity,
estimates of the actual voltage sensitivities can be found.

Table XVIII. Actual voltage sensitivities detector diodes.

ao a/ a2 aJ

Schottky 1.948e+02 -2.80ge+OO 1.250e-02 -1.744e-05

Tunnel 1.370e+Ol -4.520e-02 3.550e-05

Further system analysis has to be done with these models for the voltage sensitivities, see Figure 44.
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Fig. 44 Estimation of the actual voltage sellsitivities detector diodes ill the set-ups used.

As can be seen in Figure 43, the calculated actual voltage sensitivity of the Schottky diode does show
some unexpected results. It is noted that, although a decline in voltage sensitivity was expectedl10I

, for low
and high temperatures a larger sensitivity is observed. For low temperatures the Schottky diode
performance is very poor and the measured output voltage is mainly due to the additive thermal noise of
the 120 kO input impedance of the video amplifier. For high temperatures the observed better sensitivity
can not be explained. Most likely, measurement of the actual sensitivity would have given more useful

information.

~ Stabilizing radiometer per/om/once by software-based temperatllre compensation



6 System Analysis

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 some general reflections on radiometry were given. Several system parameters, describing
theoretical radiometer performance, were discussed. Chapters 4 and 5 concentrated on the research
preformed to obtain temperature characteristics of radiometer system parts and the two complete total
power radiometer set-ups used. To determine the practical consequence of this approach of stabilizing
radiometer behaviour by software-based temperature compensation, the resulting system parameters will
be discussed now.

The PCLD-789 measurement board needed large instrumentation gains Gb to ensure accurate
temperature measurement. The measured voltages were amplified with this gain too. Thus the gains of
the video amplifiers are small. Consequently, the small instabilities of the video amplifiers are amplified
considerable causing poor postdetection performance. The sensitivity of the radiometer set-ups used is
rather limited due to this fact.
This chapter, therefore, will concentrate on the additional error due to software-based stabilization
compared to temperature stabilized radiometer set-ups. Further, the necessity of measuring particular
local temperatures will be discussed. Finally, a reflection on the obtained software tools will be given.

6.2 Sensitivity and Absolute Accuracy

The output of the TPR used can be expressed as

Vow = kBGTIY$GaIllpyGoNIeoGb
(45)

The relative change in the radiometer output is given by the relative change in all system parameters.

!!G + !!T1Y8 + !!GQrrtp + !!y

G T118 GaIIIp y

!!GoNIeo+
GoNIeo

(46)

The relative change in both G and TI'fI are given by the relative change in the output of the down
converter block output. In Section 5.3 it is shown that the cascade of models for this output and the IF
amplifier equals the predetection output. Therefore a more accurate estimation can be found using the
standard deviation of the predetection section instead of both converter and IF amplifier standard
deviations. As estimates for the changes in system parameters the determined standard deviations of
regression can be used:
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Where sp = 4.473-10-8 mW, see Table X, and Sy = 3.163-10.2 for the Schottky diode and 4.634-10.3 for
the tunnel diode, see Table VIII. For the standard deviations of the video amplifier and measurement
board gains 1_10.3 is taken. This value was the accuracy of respective gain measurements.
The relative change of the radiometer output, Eq. (46), is equal to the square root of Eq. (47). In Figure
45 the calculated relative uncertainty for varying ambient temperatures are given for both radiometer
types.
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Fig. 45 Relative changes in the radiometer output voltage as function of temperature.

The figure above does show the consequence of poor postdetection performance. The depicted cascade
model curves do not account for the video amplifier drift, while the measured output voltages are
afflicted by these drifts. As can be seen, both procedures result in similar results. If the estimated video
amplifier drifts were included in the standard deviation for the video amplifier gains, in Eq. (47), the
cascade curves would show poorer results. This is what was expected since each standard deviation of
regression is expected to be afflicted with random measurement errors. These measurement errors do
not occur when applying the cascade models.

It is difficult to determine changes in a single parameter. In other words, if one of the system parameters
does vary some, it can not be discriminated from a change in the antenna noise temperature TA • The
absolute accuracy of the radiometer systems, therefore, can be found by assuming changes in any of the
system parameter to be caused by the input signal.

(48)

~ Stabilizing radiometer per/omlance by software-based temperature compensation



with Goyl the product of all gains. Thus the uncertainty in Vout due to uncertainties in the determined
regression models of the radiometers, is assumed to be caused by a uncertainty in TA• Figure 46 displays
the found relative uncertainties in TA for the two radiometer systems. These relative uncertainties do
contain measurement errors of the respective measurements. So, this uncertainty due to those
inaccuracies can be omitted after cold and hot load calibration of the radiometer. The remaining relative
uncertainty governs the achievable radiometer sensitivity.
These sensitivity characteristics are minimum achievable sensitivities for the set-ups used.

AVow dVOfIt

AT dTA
(49)

AT =
AVo",

=
AVo",

dVOfItldTA ykBG".

The radiometer sensitivity is limited by the voltage resolution of the measurement system. The voltage
sensitivity of the measurement board is 610 ",V. Thus the smallest change in VOUI which still can be
discriminated is tNout = 610 ",V. Figure 47 displays the resulting radiometer sensitivity limits for both
types, when Equation (48) is used to calculate the corresponding maximum sensitivity for the antenna
noise temperature, for the set-ups used.

Without actually implementing the models determined in a software program, and processing of several
measured data files, it is impossible to give the actual uncertainties which determine the radiometer
sensitivity. In other words, at this stage no accurate sensitivity figure can be given without additional hot
and cold load calibrations and software execution.
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6.3 Temperature Excursions

In Chapter 5 a wide range of measurements were analyzed. All measurements performed were under
stabilized conditions. One of the objectives of this research, however, was to determine which system
parts are essential for accurate compensation for temperature excursions.

Some system parts have already shown to be independent of temperature; the bandpass filter and video
amplifiers. The converter block, IF amplifier, and diodes have shown to have temperature dependent
characteristics. To determine whether their temperature dependence is significant enough to include the
corresponding local temperature within the resulting measurement set-up, the slopes of the regression
models are investigated.

In previous section relationships for relative uncertainties of the radiometer were found. However, as
mentioned, these relationships are valid for stabilized conditions. If the ambient temperature would be
changed with 11(, without measuring and correcting, the radiometer output would vary several tenths of
milli volt, see Figure 48.
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If this change in radiometer output would be attributed to the antenna noise temperature, rather large
errors would be made. Especially for the Schottky diode type, due to its serious temperature dependence.
The tunnel diode type radiometer would make a much smaller, but still large, error. These characteristics
are shown in Figure 49. This figure clearly shows the importance of temperature compensation when
classical temperature stabilization is utilized and accurate temperature measurement if software-based
compensation is utilized. Figure 49 plots the error in TA if an uncorrected change in radiometer output
voltage, due to a ambient temperature excursion, would be completely attributed to a change in the
antenna noise temperature.
Figure 50 shows such relationship for a uncompensated temperature excursion of lK in the local
temperature of the down converter or IF amplifier.
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The error in the measured antenna noise temperature is the same for both radiometer types. This figure
clearly shows the significance of measuring the local temperature of the converter block, since the error
increases up to several Kelvin. Especially for the Schottky type, which has the smallest absolute error and
best sensitivity in the same temperature region as the largest errors for uncompensated block
temperatures T1F and TRF" As discussed and shown in Section 5.3, does the receiver noise mainly depend
on the TRF, and are both local temperatures directly related to each other. Therefore, measuring TRF will
ensure accurate compensation for temperature excursions, of the down converter temperature behaviour.

The compensation for the IF amplifier is less obvious. The error made is less than 1 K per Kelvin.
Further should be noticed that this amplifier is packaged in a small metal box. The local temperature of
this IF amplifier will therefore follow the ambient temperature quite well. The residual error, when the
IF amplifier gain is not compensated, therefore will be in the same order of magnitude as the
temperature measurement accuracy, about 0.1 K. Provided there are no quick a large ambient
temperature excursions, the local temperature of this amplifier does not have to be measured.
For a compact radiometer set-up like the one shown in Figure 19, the local temperatures will only differ
slightly from the ambient temperature and temperature changes will be slowly due to the thermal mass
of the construction.

Figure 51 shows the antenna noise temperature error when there is not compensated for the local
temperature of the detector diode. As could be expected from Figure 49, does the Schottky diode
radiometer shown enormous errors. Only near 300 K would this error be tolerable. The tunnel diode
shows a very small error. Now, the importance of using a tunnel diode detector for radiometers which
are stabilized by pc-based temperature compensation becomes clear.
While the local temperature of the Schottky diode should definitely be measured, the tunnel diode
voltage sensitivity is stable to such extent that local temperature measurement is not necessary.
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Fig. 51 Antenna noise temperatllre en-or dlle to local diode temperatllre exclIrsions.
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Figure 49 indicates what additional loss of performance would be encountered if a software-based
temperature compensation is used for stabilizing the radiometer instead of a temperature stabilized set
up. To obtained temperature measurement accuracy was 0.08 K, additional output uncertainty is
therefore 0.08 multiplied with the slope of the output voltage characteristic. The additional uncertainty in
antenna noise temperature can be calculated equivalently, and is given in Figure 52.
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Fig. 52 Additional uncertailiLyifrTA due to software-based stabilization.

Applying the same procedure on the regression models for the three temperature dependent system
parts, shown in Figure 53, results in characteristics which show the relative influence on the radiometer
uncertainty.

Observing the difference in performance of the tunnel diode radiometer versus the Schottky diode
radiometer, it is absolutely preferable to use a tunnel diode detector. This radiometer type ensures
accurate compensation without the need of measuring the local temperature of the detector diode itself,
which was expected to be one of the crucial system parts too. This research has only shown the need for
measurement of the local temperature of the down converter block. A well chosen or designed receiver
with good temperature stability could even make this local temperature measurement superfluous.

Nowadays, modern techniques for local temperature stabilization are availablellllJ12l, which enable cheap
and flexible system design while conserving well stabilized conditions. These techniques could provide the
relative temperature insensitive system parts, improving the accuracy of software-based stabilization of
radiometer performance.
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Figure 52 and 53 do show characteristics which represent the additional uncertainty which remains after
software-based temperature compensation. However, it should be noted that a temperature stabilized
radiometer still depends on the physical temperature of the system. The accuracy of the temperature
stabilization determines the radiometer sensitivity as well. In other words, a temperature stabilized
radiometer with 0.08 K accuracy evokes the same amount of uncertainty, for the particular TPR set-ups
used, as obtained with the software-based stabilization with temperature measurement accuracy of 0.08
K Thus the actual increase in uncertainty is less then depicted in these figures.

The overall characteristic of the radiometer can be used for other purposes as well. For example, when a
certain radiometer set-up is thought to be produced in series. One or two radiometers of such series
need to be characterized accurately. This will reveal the critical system parts and its temperature
performance relation. It may be expected that, when designed with care, it is not needed to measure the
performance of the other radiometers of the same series extensively. Just a few calibration points to set
the level and slope or curvature of the characteristic would be sufficient.

Another phenomenon which can be estimated is aging. If aging occurs, the performance of the
radiometer changes with time. This could result in a decrease in output level. Note that this does not
refer directly to a smaller value for the ao coefficient of the regression modeL since ao is the level at T =
OK which is located far from the temperature range 253 to 303 K So a relative change in ao does not
equal the same relative change in output level. Or it could result in a change in slope or curVature of a
specific characteristic. Measuring a few points on the output characteristic, which differ significantly from
the regression model would indicate aging has occurred.
Figures 54 and 55 show the effect of changes in the output level and curvature respectively. For the
tunnel diode set-up, a relatively large deviation of 5% results in a relative change in antenna noise
temperature of about 0.1 K per Kelvin change in ambient temperature. For the Schottky diode set-up this
could result in several Kelvins. Periodic calibration could indicate to adjust the regression models. But for
the Tunnel diode set-up, this is not needed as frequently as it should be performed for the Schottky
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6.4 Software Tools

The research performed has produced equations to describe the radiometer performance as function of
the local or ambient temperature. As discussed in the previous section, not all system parts are critical
and need to be compensated locally for accurate results. Only the regression models for critical system
parts need to be implemented in the software program for temperature compensation. Input parameters
for this program are the ambient temperature of the radiometer, or the block temperature for a compact
design, and the local temperatures of critical system parts.

In Section 6.3 the best performance was observed for the tunnel diode set-up. While only the down
converter was found to be critical, provided only slow temperatures excursions occur. This set-up would
only need two temperatures as input parameters for the compensation algorithm.
In general, when excursions in the ambient temperature are measured, compensation is performed
according the determined output voltage characteristic. This characteristic represents the complete
radiometer.

It should be noted that, all local temperatures did differ from the observed ambient temperature for
stabilized conditions. Local compensation, therefore, should compensate only for the observed extra
temperature difference between the local and ambient temperature.
Now, the tunnel diode set-up will be used to discuss the software-based compensation. For this
radiometer it was found that only measurement of the ambient and local converter temperature is
needed to compensate for moderate temperature variations. Since the down converter is a large metal
construction, it has a good thermal conductivity. Thus, for the local converter temperature either TRF or
TIF can be chosen. Here, the first is chosen. Eq. (45) can be written as:

(50)

According to the measurements performed, this expression can be given as a function of the ambient
temperature:

(51)

with the coeffIcients according to the regression model given in Table XVII. For the stabilized
measurements TRF was found to be given by the regression model in Table V. So, if no deviation from
this relationship is observed, Eq. (51) can be used to describe the radiometer behaviour. When the
observed TRF does differ from the model mentioned above, extra local compensation is needed. If Peony

is defmed as function of the ambient temperature according the regression model in Table XII, with an
additional term for the observed temperature deviation, the following expression for Vout can be given:

(52)

where 11T is given by the difference between TRF given for stabilized temperatures and the actually
observed temperature.

For the Schottky diode set-up, the local diode temperature need to be compensated. For less moderate
ambient temperature variations the IF amplifier has to be compensated locally as well. Both these
situations can be described similar to Eq. (52). So, having implemented the appropriate regression
models, software-based temperature compensation is rather straightforward.

Measuring the necessary temperatures provides good estimates of the actual system performance.
Knowing the radiometer output voltage and the estimated actual performance enables to calculate the
antenna noise temperature.
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7 Conclusions & Recommendations

Using the total power radiometer set-up, it was possible to adequately characterize the temperature
behaviour of single system parts. These characteristics compared well with the model for the complete
set-up, and are necessary tools for accurate compensation for local temperature excursions of critical
system parts.

Strong temperature dependence was measured for the commonly used Zero-bias Schottky detector diode
and the down converter gain. For software-based radiometer stabilization application, the Schottky diode
prevents good radiometer sensitivity. The tunnel diode, however, demonstrated a very stable performance
with temperature. Moreover, measuring the local temperature of this device appeared to be unnecessary.
The tunnel diode sensitivity is smaller than that of the Schottky diode, for a limited temperature range,
but is less worsened by the low impedance load of the video amplifier. The effective sensitivity difference
between the two diodes is less than the sensitivity difference specified for high impedance loads.
The temperature dependence of the down converter gain forces the measurement of the local
temperature in order to compensate for local temperature excursions to ensure accurate correction.
Other system parts showed limited or negligible temperature dependence. Since a real radiometer system
is a compact design, constructed in a metal box, temperature excursions will be very gradual and cause
no need of measuring local temperature of these parts. Yet, if a Schottky diode is used, the temperature
of this device certainly needs to be measured.
These results clearly show the necessity to use a tunnel diode as detector device for a radiometer with
software-based temperature compensation.

Actual radiometer sensitivity of the particular total power radiometer set-ups were very poor. This was
probably caused by the postdetection sections used. Measurement of the predetection section and the
tunnel detector diode, however, proved that stabilization of the radiometer performance by software
based temperature compensation is feasible.
For the complete radiometer set-up with the tunnel detector diode, additional uncertainty due to
software compensation was typically 0.4 K. This uncertainty is caused by the temperature measurement
system used, which has an accuracy of 0.08 K.
Assume this additional uncertainty to be near the actual radiometer sensitivity for a radiometer with soft
ware based temperature compensation. Then, to obtain a sensitivity of about 0.4 K for a temperature
stabilized radiometer, similar to the one used in the research performed, this radiometer has to be
temperature stabilized within 0.08 K.

The research performed was based on temperature stabilized measurements. Additional research on the
dynamic temperature behaviour of the radiometer would substantiate the feasibility of software-based
temperature compensation for rapid temperature variations. Since, a radiometer receiver is constructed
in a compact metal box, no significant loss of sensitivity is expected, for normal temperature changes.
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The complete radiometer model and the down converter model, using the tunnel diode set-up, are the
tools for a software algorithm to actually compensate for the ambient temperature excursions. This
algorithm should be implemented to test the software on continuous measurement data. Execution of this
program would show the really obtained sensitivity and compensation accuracy.

If a radiometer is designed, especially a radiometer set-up using the novel stabilizing method, attention
should be payed to the selection of system parts which are relatively temperature insensitive in order to
limit the additional uncertainty in the radiometer output, resulting in a limited small loss in sensitivity.

It should be noted that, if for example a Dicke switched radiometer would be used, the observed
temperature dependence caused by the system gains, especially the down converter gain, it is expected to
obtain a further decrease in the overall temperature dependence. Yet, those more complex type of
radiometers do have more system parts than the total power radiometers, which could depend on the
temperature as well.
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Appendix A

A.I Introduction

Applied Statistics [13]

In this report a large amount of measurements were performed in order to be able to determine the
radiometer's behaviour. The measured data is used as a basis to characterize the complete radiometer
system and its seperate parts. Measurement of one variable, called the dependent variable, as a function
of another variable, the controlled variable, is complicated because both variables are subject to a certain
amount of experimental variation or scatter. If such measurment data is displayed in a scatter diagram, it
is often possible to fit the data with a smooth curve through the observed points by eye. However, when
a reasonable experimental uncertainty exists, an objective statistical approach is required.

In the radiometer experiments the controlled variable generally is the temperature and the dependent
variable is noise power or voltage. In the radiometer measurement setup one contributor to the
measurement error is the PCLD-789 temperature and voltage measurement board which introduces a
fluctuating signal on the actual measured signal (for more detailed information see appendix D).
Furthermore, the practical limitations of the other measurement equipment introduce errors too, which
can be positive or negative at random.

In general, these random errors can be modelled by a normal (Gaussian) distribution and the discussion
in this appendix will focus on the characteristics of this distribution. Further, some significance tests as
well as regression and correlation are discussed.
This statistical analysis is applied in chapters 4 and 5 in order to estimate the statistical accuracy of the
measurements and significance of the measurements performed.

A.2 Summary Statistics

There are several figures to summarize data, which can be divided in two types: the measures of location
represent quantities which are typical of the data and measures of spread represent the variability of the
data.

A.2.1 Measures of Location
1. Suppose that n measurements have been taken on the variate under investigation. The arithmetic
mean, or average, of these n observations is then given by

_ ~ x,
X = LJ - •

'_I n

If sample X is a discrete random variable, then the average or expected value of X is given by

•
E(X) = L X,P,

i-I

where Pi are the probabilities of the corresponding values Xi which X can take.

The mean of a continuous distribution is given by

(A.1)

(A.2)
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E(X) = f ~f(~)dx

where f(~) is the probability density function of the variate.

(A.3)

By definition, the expected value of any observation is equal to the true population mean IJ. The average
value of sample mean xin a long series of trials, therefore, is

Note that a sample is a batch of observations.

E(i) = IJ. (A.4)

2. The median is the middle observation, when the observations are placed in ascending order. Thus
half the observations are numerically greater than the median and half are smaller. This median is
occasionally used instead of the mean, particulary when the histogram of the observations is skewed.

3. The mode is the value of the variate which occurs with the greatest frequency.

When the distribution of the results is roughly symmetric, the mean, median and mode will be very close
together.

A.2.2 Measures of Spread
L The difference between the largest and smallest observation is the ra/lge of the variate. U nfortu
nately, it depends on the sample size and tends to get larger as the sample size increases.

For distributions which are approximately symmetric a statistic called the standard deviation is preferred,
which is essentially the root mean-square deviation about the mean. The square of the standard deviation
is called the variance.

2. The sample variance i of n observations is given by

For a discrete variate X, the variance is

(AS)

var(X)

For continuous distributions:

tr. (A.6)

var(X) f (~- IJ)2 f(x)dx (A7)

The sample standard deviation s and the true standard deviation 0 are obtained by taking the square-root
of the sample and true variance respectively. Similar to Eq. (A4), the expected value of the sample
variance is equal to the true population variance:

(A.8)

Since the sample values are closer on average to x than they are to IJ, (n-l) is put in the denominator of
Eq. (A.5). (n-l) is the number of degrees of freedom of the estimate and can be thought of as the
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number of independent comparisons available. Eq. (A5) is therefore an unbiased, or accurate, estimate
of rr. In the rare case where the population mean I" is known, but the variance 0

2 is not, the unbiased
estimate of 0

2 would be L(X,I")2/n, with n the denominator.

The standard deviation is expressed in the same units as the individual measurements. For some
purposes it is much more useful to measure the spread in relative terms by dividing the standard
deviation by the sample mean. This ratio is called the coefficient of variation:

s
x

(A9)

A.2.3 The Normal Distribution
Many physical measurements are closely approximated by the normal distribution. Generally speaking
such measurements are of two types. Firstly, those in which the variation in the data is caused by
observational error. If the error in measuring some unknown quantity is the sum of several small errors
which may be positive or negative at random, then the normal distribution will usually apply. Secondly,
measurements in which there is natural variation. The normal or Gaussian distribution, therefore, is a
mathematical model which adequately describes a wide range of practical applications.

The height of the normal probability curve is given by

f(x) = 1--e
o.{fi

(A10)

where population mean I" and standard deviation 0 are parameters such that -~<I"<~ and 0>0. This
probability density function is negligible for values of x which are more than 30 away from the value of 1"_

The total area under the normal curve is equal to one for all values of I" and o. This can be shown by
making the transformation z = (x-I")/o and using the standard integral

(All)

The shape of the normal curve depends on the standard deviation 0, since the larger this is, the more
spread out the distribution will be. Figure Al shows two normal distributions, see Eq. (AIO), both of
which have zero mean but different standard deviations.

af(x) f(x)

/' J.L=O a=3

0.4

0.2

1
- aI/2TI

-6 +4 +6 x

Fig. A.l The nomlal distribution for different (J.
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Interest often centres on the cumulative distribution function, which represents the chance that random
variable X is smaller or equal to a certain value x:

% % -!l2t
F(x) = f ICy)dy = f _l_e 2'; dy

- u.;fi
(A.12)

The cumulative distribution function of any normal distribution can be obtained from the tabulated
cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution with zero mean and a standard
deviation of one, by making the transformation Z = (X-/-,)/u, where the random variable X has mean /-'
and standard deviation u.

The notation for a normally distributed random variable X, with mean /-' and variance uZ
, is: X is N(p,uZ).

It is a straightforward matter to extend the ideas of a single continuous random variable to the situation
of two random variables X and Yat the same time. The joint probability density function f(x,y) is given
by the following relationship:

I(x,y)!uay P(x < X < x+ax,y < Y < y+ay)
This function is such that

f f I(x;y)dxdy = 1.

The probability density function of one random variable without regard to the value of the other random
variable is called the marginal probability density function. Thus:

I x<x) = f I(x;y)dy , Ity) f l<x;y)dx . (A.13)

The two random variables are said to be independent if

I(x,y) = I x<x) I ty) for all x,y.

A.2.4 Confidence Interval for IJ.
There are two types of estimates in common use. An estimate of a population parameter expressed by a
single number is called a poillt estimate. Thus xis a point estimate of /-'.
However, a point estimate gives no idea of the precision of the estimate. For example, it does not tell the
largest discrepancy between x and /-' which is likely to occur. Thus it is often preferable to give an
estimate expressed by two numbers between which the population parameter is confidently expected to
lie. This is called an interval estimate.

Given a set of data, Xjo X;) •••,x", a variety of statistics can be calculated such as xand ~. If another sample
of similar size from the same population is taken, then slightly different values of xand ~ will result. In
fact if repeated samples are taken from thesame population then it is convenient to regard the statistic of
interest as a random variable and its distribution is called a sampling distribution.

If random samples, of 11 observations, are taken from a distribution with mean /-' and standard deviation
u, the sampling distribution of xwill be approximately normal with mean /-' and standard deviation u/.[n,
the approximation improving as n increases. This is called the central limit theorem [131.

If the distribution is normal, x is N(p,Uz/II), so
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z is N(O,l). (A.14)

Now, for example 95 per cent of the standard normal distribution lies between ± 1.96, so probability

P (- 1.96 < i - p < +1.96) = 0.95.
ulfia

This implies a 95 per cent confidence interval for p:

P (i-1.96~ < p < i+1.96~) = 0.95.
fia fia

In other words given the sample mean x there is 95 per cent confidence that this interval will contain p.

The two end points of the interval are called the confidence limits. For a specific case, the confidence
level depends on the application, taking into account what risk of making a wrong dicission is affordable.
When the 95% confidence level would be increased to 99%, for example, the risk of making a wrong
decission decreases, but the confidence interval increases.

Usually, in practice the standard deviation is unknown and the sample standard deviation s is used to
estimate u. One might expect simply to replace u by s in the previous formula. For a large number of
samples (n > 30) this formula is in fact a good approximation. However for a small number samples (n
< 30) a rather wider interval has to be taken, since s is no longer such a good estimate of u, and there
will be appreciable variation in s from sample to sample.

The 95 per cent confidence interval for p, for sample size n, can be denoted by

(A.15)

Now tc is a factor which increases quite rapidly for very small n. This factor is larger than the
corresponding normal distribution limits, being ± 1.96 in the example above.

However, if u is replaced with its sample estimate s, then the random variable

t = x-p

slfia
(A.16)

has a sampling distribution which is somewhat more spread out than the standard normal distribution.
This t-distribution depends on the number of degrees of freedom. The t-distribution, sometimes called
the Student t-distribution, is symmetric with mean zero, see Figure A.2.

p.d.f.

0.4.

0.2.

t-dislribulion

- Slandard normal
distribution

Fig. A.2 The Stlldent t-distribution and a standard normal distribution.

The percentage point t•.v is chosen so that a proportion Q of the t-distribution with v degrees of freedom
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lies above it, or a portion a/2 lies above tlol&,W and a portion a/2 lies beneath -tlol&,w' These percentage
points are tabulated for several values of a and a large amount of degrees of freedom, see Table AI.
The percentage points which are required to establish confidence intervals for IJ are such that P( It I > te)

= a. Thus tc = tlol&with the appropriate number of degrees of freedom.
So, Eq. (A.I?) will give the lOO(I-a) per cent confidence interval for IJ, if xand ~ are calculated from a
sample size n:

A.3 Significance Tests

- s
X :t tonCl,ll-l ,[n (AI?)

Statistics is concerned with making deductions from a sample of data about the population from which
the sample is drawn. The commonest situation is when the population can be described by a probability
distribution which depends on a single unknown parameter IJ. On the basis of the experimental results,
the theory that IJ has a particular value IJo has to be accepted or rejected. A numerical method for testing
such hypothesis is called a significance test.

A.3.1 The Null Hypothesis
The experimenter has to weigh the evidence that a certain result is considerably different from a previous
result and, if possible, decide between two rival possibilities.
The hypothesis under test is called the null hypothesis, denoted by H()t and must be assumed to be true
until the data indicates otherwise. Thus the burden of prove is on any alternative hypothesis HI' The
experimenter is interested in departures from Ho rather then from HI'

A.3.2 Test Statistic
Having decided on the null and alternative hypothesis, the next step is to calculate a statistic which will
show up any departure from the null hypothesis.

When H o is chosen to state IJ = IJ()t common sense suggests that the larger the difference between xand
)1.0 the more likely it is that the alternative hypothesis HI: IJ ~ IJo will be true.
Dividing this difference by the standard error of x, a simple test statistic z is obtained:

x - )1.0z =
ql,[n

(AlB)

However, even if H o is chosen to be true, it cannot be expected that xwill be exactly equal to IJo. If H o is
true xwill have a sampling distribution mean IJo and standard error q/.[n, thus z will follow N(O,I), see
Eq. (A.14), (A.IB). Thus if H,;. IJ = IJo is true, it is unlikely to get a value of Izi larger than about +2
(about 20, corresponding with a 5% level) so that if z is larger then this, then doubt is thrown on the null
hypothesis.

A.3.3 Level of Significance
The level of significance is the probability of getting a result which is as extreme, or more extreme, than
the one obtained. A result which is unlikely to occur if Ho is true is called a significant result. Such a
result has a low level of significance. As such a result is so unlikely, the experimenter is inclined to reject
the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis.
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Nevertheless, there is still a small possibility that the observed data could have resulted from the given
null hypothesis. Besides, a result may be statistically significant but not practically significant. In other
words if the difference between xand 11-0 was judged not to be sufficiently large to justify a new process
or distribution.
To illustrate this distinction between statistical and practical significance, just imagine a calculated
statistical significance which does not exceed the accuracy specifications of the instrument used to obtain
the data. Or, in other words, the experimenter should not chosse a significance level which narrows the
confidence interval more than the likely spread in observations due to random measurements errors
caused by reading instrument scales or the accuracy of measurement itself.

A critical value of the test statistic can be calculated which will correspond to the chosen significance
level. For example, if Ho is to be rejected if the observed level of significance is less then 5 per cent, and
P(z > 23) = 0.05, then the critical value of the test statistic z is 2.3.

Summarizing the above, the level of significance defines a range of values for which it seems unlikely that
they belong to a distribution with mean 11-. An unexpected large number of significant results
(extremities) could indicate the sample distribution does not have the expected distribution with mean JL

A.3.4 Test on Sample Means
In general the experimenter is interested in a particular value 11-0 for 11-, and asks the question 'does x
differ significantly from II-o?'. Thus the null hypothesis is given by Ho: II- = 11-0'

When u is known, the test statistic is given by z, Eq. (A.l4), (A.l8). This situation is somewhat
uncommon but is a useful introduction to the case where u is also unknown. If Ho is true then z is a
standard normal variable. For a two-tailed test the level of significance is obtained by calculating

P(ltl ~ ltol> = 2 x P(t ~ ltol>
from normal tables. The observed value of z is denoted by zoo

When u is unknown it is natural to replace it with the sample standard deviation s to obtain the test
statistic t, Eq. (A.l6). As discussed before, for large samples the sample standard deviation is a good
estimate of u and, if Ho is true, the random variable t will be approximately N(O,l). The analysis proceeds
as where u known.

For a small number of samples the t-test should be applied. The distribution of t follows the t
distribution, if Ho is true. The level of significance, with the observed value of t denoted by to. is found as
follows:

P(ltl ~ Itol> = 2 x P(t ~ Itol>
These probabilities can be found from the table of percentage points of the t-distribution.

A common problem in statistics is that of comparing the means of two samples of data. Assume that a
random sample, size n/, is taken from a population having unknown mean 11-/ and that a second sample,
size n2> is taken from a population having unknown mean 11-2' The sample means will be denoted by Xl
and X2'
Essential question now is 'does x/ differ significantly from x2?'. In other words the problem is to test Ho.
11-/ = 11-2' The significance test proposed here depends on the following assumptions. Firstly, that both sets
of observations are normally distributed; secondly, that the populations have the same variance u2

; and
thirdly, that the two samples are independent.

When u is known, a good test statistic is the difference between the two sample means divided by its
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standard error. Knowing,

(AI9)

the test statistic is given by

z = (A20)

When (1 is unknown, (1 can be replaced by s obtaining the test statistic

(A21)

and s2 of both sets of

2
S2and

The sample standard deviation s is a combination of the sample deviations s I

observations.
The standard deviations of the samples are given by

" - 22 ~ (Xl/-XI)
SI = L.J

/-1 nl - 1

Then the combined unbiased estimate of (12 is given by

2 2
(nl -1)sl + (n2-1)s2

nl + n2 - 2

L (xl/ - xl)2 + L (Xu - iJ2

nl + liz - 2

(A22)

This result follows from the fact that if X and Yare independent random variables with v It V2 degrees of
freedom then X + Y is also a random variable with (VI + vzJ degrees of freedom. Note that here too
E(r) = (12. If n l =n2 then

S~ + s;
2

(A.23)

A.4 Regression and Correlation

In this section, the situation in which simultaneous measurements are taken on two or more variables will
be considered.

The frrst step in the investigation is to plot the n pairs of measurements made on two variables x and y in
a scatter diagram in order to get a rough idea of the relationship (if any) between x and y. The problem
now is to fit a line or curve to the data in order to predict the mean value of the dependent variable for
a given value of the controlled variable.

A.4.1 Curve Fitting
Starting with the problem of fitting a straight line to lJ pairs of measurements (x"yJ where the Yi are
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subject to scatter but the Xi are not. A straight line can be represented by the equation

(A.24)

Task is to fmd estimates of ao and a/ such that the line gives a good fit to the data. One way of doing
this is by the method of least squares. At any point Xi the corresponding point on the line is given by ao +
atX" so the difference between the observed value of y and the predicted value is given by

(A.25)

The least squares estimates of ao and a/ are obtained by choosing the values which minimize the sum of
squares of these deviations. The sum of the squared deviations is given by

(A.26)

This quantity is a function of the unknown parameters ao and a/. It can be minimized by calculating
aSjaao and aSjaa/, setting both these partial derivatives equal to zero, and solving the two simultaneous
equations to obtain the least squares estimates flo and fl/ of ao or a/. So,

as
Cao

as
Cal

When both these equations are zero:

E -2(y/-oo -OIX/) = 0 •

E -2(y/-do-dl x/)x/ = 0 .

These can be rearranged to give

(A.27)

These two simultaneous equations in flo and fl/ are often called the normal equations. They can be solved
to give

°0 Y-OIX •

Exj(y,-y) 1:(x/-x)(y/-y) Ex~, - nxy (A.28)

°1
Exj(x,-x) 1:(x,-xi Ex/

2
- n?

It is easy to see that the least squares regression line passes through the centroid (x,y) of the data with
slope fl/. Thus it is often convenient to write the equation in the equivalent form

y - y = °1(x - x) .
After the least squares regression line has been calculated, it is possible to predict values of the
dependent variable. At a particular value Xo of the controlled variable, the point estimate of y is given by
flo + fltX07 provided Xo lies in the range covered by the experiment. Extrapolation may be dangerous.

A.4.2 Regression
If measurements are made on the dependent variable y at the same value of the controlled variable x.
then the results will form a distribution. The curve which joins the mean values of these distributions is
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called the regression curve of y on x, see Figure A3. The problem of finding the most suitable form of
equation to predict one variable from the values of other variables is called the problem of regression.

In order to estimate the regression curve of y on x the functional form of the curve has to be specified.
The selection of the functional form may be from theoretical considerations, to verify a particular
relationship between the variables. Alternatively it may be selected after inspection of the scatter
diagram.

y

Fig. AJ Regression of the locus of the mean values of the y-distribution.

After the functional form has been selected, the next problem is to estimate the unknown parameters of
the curve, as done in Eq. (A.27) for a linear relationship. For a quadratic regression the sum of squared
deviations, with Yi the means of the y-distribution at Xi' is given by

S = L e; = L ~/-ao -a1x/-a,.x;Y .
This quantity can be minimized by calculating as/aom as/aat and as/aa2, and setting the partial
derivatives equal to zero. Then the least squares estimates can be obtained by solving the resulting
simultaneous equations which are

(A.29)

These are the normal equations for quadratic regression. The same procedure can be extended in a
straightforward way to cover situations for cubic regression and polynomial regression in general,
discussed later.

The next problem that arises is to find the conditions under which the least squares estimates are 'good'
estimates of the unknown parameters of the regression equation. In the case of linear regression it can
be shown that the least squares estimates are maximum likelihood estimates if the following conditions
apply:
(1) For a fixed value of the controlled variable Xo the dependent variable follows a normal distribution
with mean ao + a~o'

(2) The conditional variance of the distribution of y for a fixed value of X is a constant, usually denoted
by U;1x" Thus the conditional variance of the dependent variable does not depend on the value of x.

Together these assumptions constitute what is called the linear regression model. This model states that
for a flXed value of x, say Xm the dependent variable y is a random variable such that
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E(ylx) = 00 + 0lX •

Thus the line y = 00 + 0it joins the mean values of the y-distributions and is the true regression line. In
order to distinguish the true regression line from the estimated regression line, the latter will be denoted
by

(A30)

Note that if the variance of the y-distributions does vary with x, then the least squares procedure must be
modified by giving more weight to those observations which have smaller variance.

Once the assumptions of normality and constant variance are made, confidence intervals for O(h 0l and 00

+ 0it can be obtained. Naturally, this can be extended for any polynomial regression.

Given n pairs of observations the least squares estimates of 00 and 0l can be expected to vary somewhat
from sample to sample. However it can be shown that both estimates are unbiased and hence that flo +
flit is an unbiased estimate of 00 + 0it. An estimator issaid to be unbiased or accurate if the mean of its
sampling distribution is equal to the unknown parameter, thus if E(Jl) = Jl.

(1) i is the minimum variance unbiased estimate of Jl,

(2) r is the minimum variance unbiased estimate of u2
•

This is the reason that in Eq. AD, (n-l) is put in the denominator. If n was used instead of (n-l) a
biased estimate of u2 would be found. This fact arises because the sample values are 'closer' on average
to i than they are to Jl.

In addition it can be shown that

var(aO>

2
U,1z

var(d1) = L (X,-X)2

and that both flo and fll are normally distributed, as each is a linear combination of the observed values
of y which are themselves normally distributed. Thus in order to obtain the required confidence intervals
an unbiased estimate of the residual variance u;lx should be obtained. This can be done by dividing the
residual sum of squares by n-2:

= L (y,-aO-a1xit
n-2

(A31)

The denominator, n-2, shows that two degrees of freedom have been lost. This is because the two
quantities flo and fll were estimated from the data, so there are two linear restrictions on the values of y; 
flo - flit;. Then it can be shown that the 100(1-0:) per cent confidence interval for 00 is given by

for 0/ by

1 ?-+---'---
n L (x,-x)2 '

(A32)

and for 00 + 0ito by
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(A.34)

The confidence interval for ao + ar is illustrated in Figure AA. Note that it is shortest when Xo = x.

If there is no prior information about the relationship, the best test procedure for establishing a relation
between two variables is to run equally spaced observations. However if there is already convincing
evidence that the relationship is linear, then the above results indicate that it is better to take more
observations at the ends and 'starve' the middle. This will increase the value of L(x,xi and so decrease
the standard error of all the above estimates.

y

y

x

Fig. A.4 Confidence intervals for line (ao + ar)

x

A crucial question which arises is whethter or not the slope of the regression line is significantly different
from zero. In other words it is desired to test the hypothesis Hi a/ = 0 against the alternative hypothesis
Hi a/ ¥' O. The test statistic is given by

(A.35)

and follows the t-distribution with n-2 degrees of freedom if Ho is true.

Up to now, this section discussed how to find a confidence interval for the mean value of y, for a given
value of x. However, there is more often interest in the spread of the observations around this mean
value. Thus it would be useful to find a prediction inteIVal in which future values of y will probably lie.
There is a probability 1-0 that a future observation on y, at the point Xo. will lie between

(A.36)

Another important consideration is to see how well the estimated regression line fits the data. The least
squares regression line is given in equation (A.30), it can be shown that
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- -E (y,_j)2 + E (j,_y)2 .
101 101

(A37)

The quantity L(Yry)2 measures the sum of squared deviations of the observed y-values from y. This is
often called the total corrected sum of squares ofy or the total variation in y. The quantity L(Yr.9l is the
residual sum of squares and was introduced in Eq. (A.31). It is sometimes called the unexplained
variation. The quantity L(.9rYl represents the variation of the points .9; on the estimated regression line
and is often called the explained variation. So, the total variation can be partitioned into two components,
the explained and unexplained variation.

The ratio of the explained variation to the total variation measures how well the straight line fits the
data. This ratio is called the coefficient of detenllination and must lie between nought and one. If it is
equal to one, then all the observed points lie exactly on a straight line. If it is equal to nought, then 9; =
Yfor all i, so the slope of the regression line is zero. Therefore, the closer the coefficient is to one, the
closer the points lie to the exact regression line.

A.4.3 Correlation
Up to now, section A.4 has been concerned with the problem of finding the most suitable form of
equation to predict one variable from the values of other variables. Now attention is turned to a different
type of situation in which measurements are made simultaneously on two variables, neither of which can
be controlled.
The problem is to see if the two variables are inter-related, and, if so, to find a measure of the degree of
association or con-elation between them. This section will only be concerned with linear correlation, thus
when the relationship between the variables appears to be linear. If the scatter diagram indicates a non
linear relationship then the correlation coefficient will be misleading and should not be calculated.

The correlation is said to be positive if 'large' values of both variables tend to occur together, and is said
to be negative if 'large' values of one variable tend to occur with 'small' values of the other variable.
The correlation is said to be high if the observations lie close to a straight line and is said to be low if
the observations are widely scattered.
Finally the variables are said to be uncorrelated if there does not appear to be any relationship between
them.

The most important measure of the degree of correlation between two variables is a quantity called the
con-elation coefficient. Suppose that It pairs of measurements, (x_yJ, are made on two random variables X
and Y. Then the observed correlation coefficient is given by

r =
E (x, - i)(y, - y)

(A.38)

To rewrite the equation above, consider the statistic called covariance of X and Y, which is defined by

1 E- - -s = - (x -x)(y -y) .
Xl n-1'ol I I

(A.39)

If the variables are positively correlated then most of the observed points will lie in the first and third
quadrant -relative to (i,y)- so that the covariance will be 'large' and positive. On the other hand if the
variables are negatively correlated the most of the observed points will lie in the second and fourth
quadrant, so that the covariance will be 'large' and negative. But if there is no correlation between the
variables, then the number of points in each quadrant will be approximately the same, so that the
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covariance will be close to zero. Thus the covariance is a measure of the association between the two
variables.

The next problem is to standardize the covariance in such a way that it does not depend on the scales in
which the measurements were made. A convenient way of doing this is to express (XiX) and (YiY) in
units of their respective standard deviations, s" and s" both analogous to Eq. (A.S). Then the required
measure of correlation is given by

1 "(x,-i) (Y,-Y)r = -E - -,
n -1'_1 s" S,

(A.40)

which is simply the covariance of X and Y divided by their respective standard deviations.
The value of r must lie between -1 and +1. For r = +1, all observed points lie on a straight line which
has a positive slope; for r = -1, all observed points lie on a straight line which has a negative slope.

It is still possible that a spuriously high sample correlation value may occur by chance, while there is
really no correlation between the two variables. Therefore, it is often useful to perform a significance test
to see if the observed correlation coefficient is significantly different from zero. It can be shown that the
correlation is significantly different from zero at the a level of significance if

(A.41)

The significance test defined above, is valid when the true correlation coefficient is zero and the statistic
between the lines has a t-distribution with n-2 degrees of freedom, provided the variables are bivariate
normal.

The bivariate normal distribution is the natural extension of the normal distribution to the case of two
variables, and describes fairly well many distributions of pairs of measurements which arise in practice.
If a pair of observations is taken at random from a bivariate normal distribution, the probability that the
value of X lies between X and x + dx and that the value of Y lies between Y and Y + dy is given by

f(x;y)dxdy =
1

(A.42)

where J.&J# OJ# J.Y and 0, denote the mean and standard deviation of X and Y respectively. The parameter p
is the theoretical correlation coefficient and is defined by

p = f::f::')l· (A.43)

The sample correlation coefficient r, introduced in Eq. (A.38), is a point estimate of p. It is easy to see
that P. like r, always lies between -1 and +1, and that it is zero when X and Yare independent.

The computation of f(x,y) gives a three-dimensional surface which has a maximum at (J.&J#J.'y) and which
decreases down to zero in all directions. The total volume under the surface is one. The points (x,y) for
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which f(x,y) is a constant form an ellipse with its centre at (/J..,/J,). The major axes of these ellipses have a
positive slope when p is positive and a negative slope when p is negative. In the special case where p = 0
the major axes of the ellipses are parallel to the x-axis if "x > ", and parallel to the y-axis if "x < ",-
An important property of the bivariate normal distribution is that the conditional distribution of Y, for a
given value x of X, is normal with mean

"= II + P ....1.(x - II )
, "" JC

and variance
2 2 ~",Iz ",(1 -P J •

This important result says that the conditional means of the y-distributions lie on the straight line

(A.44)

which goes through the point (/J..,/J,) and which has a slope of P"/"r The least square estimate of the
slope of the regression line is given by ai, Eq. (A.28), which equals rs/sx from Eq. (A.38).

It is important to realize that a high correlation coefficient between two variables does not necessarily
indicate a causal relationship. There may be a third variable which is causing the simultaneous change in
the first two variables, and which produces a spuriously high correlation coefficient. In order to establish
a causal relationship it is necessary to run a carefully controlled experiment. Unfortunately it is often
impossible to control all the variables which could possibly be relevant to a particular experiment, so that
the experimenter should always be on the lookout for spurious correlation.

AAA Matrix Approach to Polynomial Regression
As shown in Eq. (A.29), previous procedure for linear regression can be extended to polynomial
regression. So, instead of fitting the linear model of Eq. (A.24) a polynomial model of grade m is fitted:

(A,45)

Firstly, the linear model will be given in terms of matrix algebra. The use of matrices has many
advantages, not the least being that once the problem is written and solved in matrix terms the solution
can be applied to any regression problem no matter how many terms there are in the regression
equation(14

)•

Thus defining Y the (n x 1) vector of observations y, X the (n x 2) matrix of independent variables x, Q

the (2 x 1) vector of parameters to be estimated, and f the (n x 1) vector of errors, the linear model can
be written as:

'I 1 XI £1

'z 1 oX2

(:~) +

£z

(A.46)

'.. 1 x.. £..

or , Y Xu + E

Futher, for the linear model it can be shown that:
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a =

(A.47)

-xvar(ao>

Where a is the least squares estimate vector of Q. Note that the fitted values Yare obtained by evaluating
Y = Xa.

The variance of ao and aI are given in Section A.4.2. The covariance between the two parameters is given
by

L (X,-X)2

The Xi are regarded as constants, while y and a l have zero covariance. Thus the variance-covariance
matrix of the vector a can be written as follows:

trLx; xtr
var(a) .w[::] (va«a,) cov(a"aJ] ilL (XI -X)2 L (x,-X)2 (A.48)

cov(aO,al) var(a l ) xtr tr
L (X,-X)2 E(xl -x)2

Usually (72 is unknown and the estimate S2 is used instead. Thus, with Eq. (A.47),

var(a) = (XT X)-l til . (A.49)

Using the matrix development an identical expression for the confidence interval for linear regression,
Eq. (A.34), can be found. For a fIXed value Xo the estimated value for y can be written as

t, • (1.'0)[::] · x: a • aT X, .

Since ~o is a linear combination of the random variables ao and ai, it follows that

var(jO> = var(aO> + 2xocov(aO.al) + X;var(al) •

As can be verified by working out the indicated matrix and vector products, the above quantity can be
expressed in the alternative form

var(9O>
(A.50)
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The I-a confidence limits for the mean value ofy at XDt with estimate r for 0
2 is given by

(A.51)

The approach above. using matrices for fitting a straight line by least squares can be used to fit any
model linear in parameters ao. al••••a m by least squares. The necessary calculations are of exactly the
same matrix form as those for the straight line involving only two parameters a o and a l •

The vectors Y and f in Eq. (A.46) are still (n x 1) vectors of observations and errors respectively. while
X is an (n x m) matrix of known form and a is a (m x 1) vector of parameters. The elements of f are
uncorrelated since E( f) = 0 and var( f) = 102

• with I the unit matrix of order m. The error sum of
squares is now

ETE (Y - Xu)T (Y - Xu)

yTy _ 2a:TXTy + a:TXTXu

Minimizing this error sum of squares. by differentiating this equation with respect to a. setting the
resultant matrix equation equal to zero and replacing a by a. provides the normal equations

(XT X) a = XT Y or.

a = (XT X)-l XT Y •
(A.52)

Two main cases arise; either Eq. (A.52) consists of m independent equations in m unknowns. or some
equations depend on others so that there are fewer than m independent equations in the m unknowns.
These unknowns are the elements of a. If some of the normal equations depend on others. xTx is
singular. so that (xrX)"1 does not exist. Then either the model should be expressed in terms of fewer
parameters or else additional restrictions on the parameters must be given or assumed.

Now. polynomial regression is just a matter of computational effort. Only the sizes of X and a increase
with increasing grade m. For a second order polynomial. in the form of Eq. (A.45). the columns of X are
given by 1. x and r. for a third order polynom by 1. X, rand i' etc.

A special case of polynomial regression is the one of orthogonal polynomials. If an experiment on
polynomial regression is planned so that the values of the controlled variable are equally spaced. with an
equal number of ovservations at each point. then it is computationally more efficient to use the technique
of orthogonal polynomials to fit the regression curve. To use this method Eq. (A.45) is rewritten in the
following form:

(A.53)

where 'PJ.(x) is a polinomial in x of degree k. and the constants ak depend on values of ak • In general the
columns of the resulting X matrix for Eq. (A.45) will not be orthogonal. However. it is sometimes
possible to rewrite this equation into Eq. (A.53) in which 'PJ.(x) is a polynomial of order k. If these
polynomials can be constructed with the property

•L 19J(xj ) 19t(Xj ) = 0 •
jzl

for j 'I' k (A.54)

they are orthogonal polynomials. The matrix of independent variables X premultiplied by its transpose xr
is a diagonal matrix since now all off-diagonal terms vanish. With Eq. (A.47) a simple quantity is found
for the estimate of a j :
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j = 0, 1, 2, ... , p (A55)

If another term Qm+lf(Jm+1 would be added now, changes will not occur in the estimates of all the other
coefficient and the calculations does not have to be restarted all over again, but just a new estimate Qm+1

has to be added since the estimates are independent. This property is particularily useful when the order
of the polynomial is not known beforehand.

Equation (A35) gives a test statistic to test whether the slope of a linear regression line significantly
differs from zero. However, when polynomial regression is applied another test should be used. This
significance test is called the F-test and is widely used for comparing different estimates of variance. It
assumes normal distributed variables and tests whether the ratio between two parameters under test is
significantly small enough.
For two repeated pairs of samples, size nl and n1> it can be shown that the ratio F = .r/s~ will follow a
distribution called the F-distribution, see Figure A5. This distribution depends on three parameters, the
level of significance Q, and the number of degrees of freedom v I and v 2'

a

Fig. A.5 The F-disnibution for a cerrain level ofsignificance a and degrees offreedom "p "2'

In general a F-test tests whether the null hypothesis, which states that one statistic of which the estimate
is normally distributed variable equals a second statistic, is true or not. For the alternative hypothesis
which states that the first statistic is larger than the second, a one-tailed test is appropriate. If the
calculated ratio of the estimates is much larger than one, the null hypothesis tends to be rejected.
In order to see if the observed ratio is significantly large, it is compared with the upper percentage points
of the F-distribution. The point F.,VI,V2 is the point, with VI and V 2 degrees of freedom, such that a
proportion Q of the distribution lies above it.

When this test is applied to polynomial regression F is the ratio between the increase 10 explained
residual sum of squares and the estimated residual variance:

F

".-1 ".
L (y, - L Q"x,l:i - L (yj - L Q"x,l:i
'-I 1:-0 '-I 1:-0

" .L(Yj - LQ"x:i I (n-m-l)
'EI "-0

R._1 - R.

R.Hn-m-l)
(A56)

Where Rm and Rm_, are the residual sum of squares for the polynomial fits of order m and m-l
respectively. The denominator in Eq. (A56) is a quantity which has just one degree of freedom, while
the nominator has n-m-l degrees of freedom, with n the number of samples and m the order of the
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polynomial.
If a polynomial fits the data adequately then R"../(n-m) will be an estimate of the residual variance O:\r
On the other hand if a polynomial of degree m does fit the data better than a polynomial of degree (m
1), then Rm will be substantially less than R"../), and the F-ratio may be significantly large.
This sequential process is continued until two non-significant F-ratios in a row are obtained. This is
necessary because even-order polynomials may give non-significant results even though odd-order
polynomials do give significant results and vice versa.

It should be stressed that the F-test, as well as most other properties discussed in this appendix are only
valid for normally distributed data and residuals. To examine whether the applied model is correct, the
residuals could be subjected to a final test. The residuals e; are the differences between what is actually
observed, and what is predicted by the regression equation. In other words, residuals are the amount
which the regression equation has not been able to explain. Thus e; are the observed errors if the model
is correct.
In performing the regression analysis we have made certain assumptions about the errors; the errors are
independent, have zero mean, a constant variance, and follow a normal distribution. Thus if the fitted
model is correct, the residuals should exhibit tendencies that tend to confirm the assumptions made. If,
however, after examination of the residuals the assumptions appear to be violated, the applied model is
incorrect. This latter situation could mean that the obtained data depends on more variables than
assumed.

A simple procedure to test extreme values of residuals, the unit nonna/ deviate fonn of the residuals
could be used, so that e/o-..N(O,l). Thus the sum of the residuals should be zero, while the e/sYlx could
be examined to see if the make it appear that the assumption e/o-..N(O,l) is true. Since 95% of a N(O,l)
distribution lies between the limits (-1.96,1.96) it might be expected that roughly 95% of the e/sYlx were
between these limits. If nom is small, the 95% limits of the t~•.n.m distribution should be used instead.

The distribution of these residuals can easily be tested by plotting them on probability paper and
comparing them with the straight line for a normal distribution. If this procedure is done for unit
deviates, the residuals should be near the expected N(O,l) distribution.

A.4.5 Propagation of Error
After a profound regression analysis an equation describing the response variable as function of the
observed measured variables will be obtained. Although the response variable can sometimes be
measured too, primary concern is to find the distribution of the response variable so that can be judged
if the variation is unacceptably large or not. To find the distribution of the response variable the
propagation of error has to be calculated.

For linear functions the simplest case occurs.

(A.57)

If the measurements are accurate then, using the same notation as before, the following mean and
variance (when the x variables are uncorrelated) are found for the distribution of z:

E(z.)

var(z.)
(A.58)

When each of the observed variables is normally distributed, the distribution of the response variable is
also normally distributed.
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Assume z = f(x) to be a known non-linear function. If measurements are accurate and have precision (1,

then successive measurements will form a distribution with mean p and standard deviation (1. This
distribution is sometimes called the error distribution of x. Three properties of the error distribution of
the response variable are of interest: p. = f(p), (1. and the distribution of z.

Provided that f(x) is a continuous function near p, it can be expanded as a Taylor series about the point
x = p.

f(x) = f(p) + (:t(x-p) + i(~;t (X-p)2 + ~ ,

where df/dx and d2f/tJr are evaluated at x = p. RJ is the remainder term which can be disregarded if
higher derivatives are small or zero and the coefficient of variation of x is reasonably small. The above
equation can be rewritten to find the expected value of z.

(A.59)

since E(x-p) = 0 and E[(x-pn = (12. The last expression at the right side is the bias resulting from using
f(x) as an estimate of f(p). Fortunately this bias term will often be small or zero in wich case an
unbiased estimate is obtained.

Assuming this expression to be relatively small indeed, only the first two terms of the Taylor series are of
interest. The important point to notice here is that z is now a linear function, thus if xis normally
distributed the z will also be approximately normally distributed. Furthermore the precision of z can be
found as follows.

(A.60)

It often happens that several measurements are made on the measured variable. Then it is better to find
the average measurement, X, and transform this value, rather than transforming each measurement and
finding the average of the transformed measurements. This procedure will reduce the bias in the
estimation of the true value of the response variable. The precision of x is then given by (1/.f"n and the
precision of the response variable will be given by (df/dx),,(1/.f"n.
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Table A.I. Percentage points of Student's t-distribution.

a -10 -os -025 -01 1105 -001

v

1 3-078 8-314 12"706 31"821 63"857 311t310
2 1-888 2"920 4-:m 8"985 9"925 22"327
3 1-838 2"353 3-182 4-541 5-841 Ilt215
4 1"533 2"132 2"778 3"747 4-804 7-173
5 1-478 2"015 2"571 3-385 4-032 5-893

• 1-440 1"943 2-447 3-143 3-707 5-208
7 1-415 1"895 2-385 2"998 3-499 4-785

• 1"397 1-880 2-306 2-896 3-355 4-501

• 1-383 1-833 2-282 2-821 3"250 4-297
10 1"372 1"812 2"228 2"784 3-189 4-144

11 1"363 1-7911 2"201 2"718 3-106 4-025
12 1"356 1-782 2"179 2-661 3-055 3-930
13 1-350 1-771 2"180 2-650 3-012 3-852
14 1-345 1-761 • 2-145 2"824 2"977 3"787
15 1"341 1-753 2-131 2-802 2"947 3-733

1. 1"337 1-748 2-120 2-583 2-921 3-ll8ll
17 1-333 1-740 2"110 2-567 2"896 3-648

l' 1"330 1-734 2"101 2-552 2"878 3"810
1. 1"328 1"729 21193 2-539 2-861 3"579
20 1"325 1-725 2"086 2-528 2"845 3-552

21 1-323 1"721 21llllI 2-518 2"831 3-527
22 1-321 1-717 21174 2"506 2-819 3-505
23 1"319 1-714 211119 2"500 2"807 3-485
24 1-318 1-711 2"084 2"492 1797 3"487
25 1"316 1-708 21160 2-485 2"787 3"450

21 1"315 1-706 21l!ill 2-479 2"779 3"435
27 1-314 1-703 2052 2-473 2"771 3-421
21 1-313 1"701 2"048 2-487 2"783 3-408
21 1"311 11199 21145 2"482 2"756 3-396
30 1"310 1-897 21142 2-457 2"750 3-385

40 1-:m 1-664 2-021 2-423 2-704 3-307• 1-296 1"671 21lOO 2-390 2"660 3"232
120 1"289 1-656 11180 2-358 2"617 3"180
00 1"282 11145 1-960 2"328 2"576 3"090
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Table AJI. Upper percelltage poillts of tile F-distributioll.

lal II =0"01 Iblll =0"025 td a =ltD5

v, 2 3 4 5 v, 2 3 4 5 v, 2 3 4 5

Vz Vz 'z
1 4052'2 4999'5 5403"4 5624'6 5763"6 1 647"79 799"50 1164'16 899"58 921'85 1 161"45 19t"50 215'71 224"56 23lt16
2 98'50 99"00 99'17 99"25 99'30 2 3lt51 39"00 39'17 39'25 39'30 2 18'51 1!t00 1!t16 1!t25 1!t3O
3 34'12 30'82 29'46 28'71 28'24 3 11"44 16'04 15'44 1.10 14'88 3 Ilt13 !t55 !t28 !t12 !t01
4 21"20 18'00 16'69 15'98 15"52 4 12"22 10"65 !t98 !tOO !t36 4 7"71 6"94 6"59 6"39 6"26
5 16'26 13'27 12"06 11"39 10"97 5 10"01 8'43 7"76 1"39 7'15 5 6"61 5"711 5'41 5'19 5"05

• 13"15 10"92 9'78 9"15 8'75 • 8'81 1"26 6'60 8'23 5'99 •• 5'99 5"14 4'76 4"53 4'39
7 12"25 !t55 6'45 7'65 7'46 7 8'07 6'54 5'89 5'52 5'29 7 5'59 4"74 4"35 4"12 3'97
8 11"26 8'65 7'59 7"01 8'83 • 7"57 6'06 542 5'05 482 • 5"32 4"48 4'07 3'64 3-89
9 10"56 8'02 6'99 6'42 8'06 9 1"21 5'71 5'08 4"12 4"48 9 5"12 4"26 3'88 3'63 3'48

10 10"04 7'56 6'55 5'99 5'64 10 6'94 5"46 4'63 U7 4"24 10 4"lIlI 4'10 3"71 3"48 3'33

11 9'65 7"21 6'22 5"67 5'32 11 6'72 5'26 4'63 4'28 4"04 11 4'84 3-98 3"511 3'38 3"20
12 9'33 6'93 5-95 5-41 5'06 12 6'55 5"10 U7 4-12 3'89 12 4-75 3-89 3"49 3'28 3'11
13 !t07 6-70 5-74 5'21 4-88 13 6'41 4-97 4'35 4'00 3"77 13 4'67 3-BI 3'41 3-18 3'03
14 1t6B 6'51 5-56 5-04 4-89 14 6'311 4-88 4'24 3-89 3"86 14 4'60 3'74 3"34 3-11 2'98
15 8'68 6'38 5'42 4'89 4'56 15 6-20 4-77 4'15 3'80 3-56 15 4'54 3-88 3'29 3'06 2"90

I. 8-53 6'23 5'29 4"77 4'44 " 6'12 4-89 4'08 3"73 3-50 1. 4'49 3~ 3"24 301 2"85
17 8'40 6'11 5'16 4-67 4'34 17 6'04 4'62 4'01 3'66 3'44 17 U5 3"59 3-20 2-98 2'81
1. 8'29 8'01 5-09 4-58 4'25 18 5-98 4'56 3'95 3-61 3'38 1. UI 3"55 3'16 2"93 2-77
19 8'18 5-93 5-01 4-50 4-17 19 5'92 4'51 3'90 3'56 3"33 1. 4'31 H2 3'13 2"90 2"74
20 8-10 5'85 4'94 4'43 4-10 20 5'B7 4'46 3-88 3'51 3-29 21 4". 3'49 3-10 2"B7 2"71

21 8'02 5-76 4'87 4"37 4'04 21 5'63 4-42 3'82 3'48 3"25 21 4'32 3"47 3'07 2"64 2'68
22 7-95 5'72 4'82 4'31 3'99 22 5"79 4'38 3"78 3-44 322 22 .11 3-44 3-05 2"82 2"86
23 7'88 5'66 4'78 4'26 3"94 23 5"75 4'35 3"75 3"41 3-16 23 4"28 3-42 3"03 2-80 2-64
24 7'82 5-61 4-72 4-22 3-90 24 5'72 4'32 3"72 3'38 3'15 14 4-26 3"40 3-01 2"7B 2"62
25 7"77 5'57 4'68 4'18 3'85 25 5-89 4-29 3'89 3'35 3'13 ZI 4'24 3"39 2'99 2"78 2"80

2& 7"72 5'53 4'64 4-14 3-82 26 5'86 4'27 3'67 3'33 3'10 2& 4-23 3-37 2"98 2"74 2"59
27 7'68 5'49 4'60 4-11 3'78 27 563 4'24 3'85 3'31 3-08 V 4'21 :1"35 2-98 2"73 2"57
21 7"64 5'45 4'57 4'07 3"75 21 5'81 4'22 3-83 3'29 3'06 Z8 4'20 3'34 2115 2'71 2"58
29 7'60 5-42 4'54 4-04 3"73 29 5'59 4'20 3'81 3"27 3'04 29 4'18 3"33 2-93 2"70 2"55
3lJ 7'56 5-39 4'51 4-02 3'70 3lJ 5"57 4'18 3'59 3"25 3-03 3lJ 4-17 3-32 2'92 2-89 2"53

40 7'31 5'18 4'31 3'83 3'51 40 5"42 4'05 3-46 3'13 2-90 40 4il8 3"23 2"64 2-81 2"45
&II 7'08 4'98 4'13 3'65 3-34 60 5'29 3-93 3-34 3111 2'79 &II 4"00 3"15 2"78 2"53 2"37

120 8'85 4'79 3-95 3'48 3-17 120 5'15 3'80 3"23 2'89 2-67 120 :t92 3"07 2'88 2'45 2'29
00 8'83 4-81 3"78 3-32 3'02 CO 5-02 3'89 3-12 2'79 2'57 00 3"64 :tOO 2"80 2"37 2"21
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Appendix B Thermocouples

B.I Principles of Thermocouple Temperature Measurement

The thermocouple phenomenon is basicly caused by connecting two different types of metals or metal
alloys. When connecting both ends, creating a closed circuit, a thermoelectric force can be evoked by
heating or cooling one of the junctions.
This thermoelectric force (TEF) results in a direct current through the closed circuit. Figure B.I shows
this circuit with a voltmeter in one of the wires. When the other junction is heated or cooled as well, the
measured thermovoltage (TEV) drops until both ends have the same temperature again.
In temperature measurement applications one of the welded connections is referred to as the cold
junction while the other one is referred to as the hot junction. Many voltage-temperature tables and
curves are made for a wide range of thermocouple types relative to the cold junction temperature.
Keeping the cold junction at a fIXed and well known temperature, the hot junction temperature can be
measured relative to this cold junction temperature.

Metal 1

Cold Junction

Metal 2

mV

Hot Junction

Fig. B.l Closed themlocouple circuit.

Since the thermoelectric voltage [mVJ is a DC voltage, attention should be paid to the polarity of the
thermocouple. The first mentioned metal within the thermocouple name is the positive pole, like:

+
Iron
Copper
Platina-Rhodium

Constantan
Constantan
Platina

Following example shows clearly the necessity of keeping the cold junction at a well known temperature.
Suppose, the hot junction temperature is 200°C, while the cold junction temperature is WaC. A
temperature difference of 200 - 20 = 180°C is obtained. The voltmeter calibrated at O°C and based on a
cold junction temperature of 2Q°C should measure the voltage corresponding with 200°C.
Keeping the hot junction at 200°C but the cold junction at a temperature of 30°C, the difference
decreases with 10°C: 200 - 30 = 170°C. The measured thermo voltage will decrease and the measured
temperature, therefore, will be below 200°C.
So, the accuracy of temperature measurement by means of thermocouples depends fully on the'
knowledge of the cold junction temperature.

An overview of a simple thermocouple temperature measurement set-up is shown is figure B.2. Taking
into account the internal copper wiring of the voltmeter, the thermocouple circuits in figures B.1 and B.2
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Metal 1 ~
copper

I I
Cold Junction I I mV

Metal 2 Metal 1\ I
~

are identical.

Hot Junction

Fig. B.2 Simple thermocouple temperature measurement set-up,

To examine the influence of an intermediate metal within the measurement circuitry, an other example is
used and depicted in figure B.3. Firstly, a closed circuit of only iron and constantan is considered. The
hot junction is at temperature T1 and the cold junction at T2• Using a temperature-voltage table for an
iron-constantan thermocouple, the characteristic for the TEF can be displayed in a graph, see fig. B.3a.
At the iron-constantan junction at T1 a TEF A exists. Following the iron wire towards the junction at T2

a TEF B is experienced. Completing the circle, regarding constantan as the base metal, the measured
TEF E =A • B. These thermoelectric forces initiate a DC current, creating thermoelectric voltages.

Coppercold

'-C======- T 3
Constantan

Iron T
/F=====~ 2

T
2

Constantan

Iron

1000

A

800

I ,,/

I I /'

: ~uy
f--+--+---+---

V
+!-.".L-t!---- c- ---

1000

- .....

A

TI

800

Tearpenture Ide.. q

50r------------~---/_:;_-__,

40 --- ----------.-- -.. v----·--. -I-
i 30 .-.--.----~~~~---•. -l

B ' I •f 20 : I .

a 10 I V ,.'--'-
~ )/I B i : --..

OI-V---"..jL-I--n'- ;-- f----ji ---.~-- --

·10 0 200 400 600

Fig. BJ Example of the effect of using an intenllediate metal,

Inserting copper as an intermediate metal within the cold junction three junctions are present. Regarding
constantan as base metal again, figure B.3b shows the curves of the TEV for an iron-constantan and a
copper-constantan thermocouple.
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Assume T2 to be equal to T3• At the constantan to iron junction a TEF A is present, at the iron to
copper junction a TEF B, and on the copper to constantan junction a TEF C. The now measured TEF E
= A - (B + C).
Comparing these two situations, assuming T2 and T3 to be equal, the first measured TEF B matches the
TEF B + C of the second situation, from iron through copper to constantan, see Figure (RD).

Iron
-- -- -- ---

B
Copper

B
C

a Constantan b

Fig. B.4 TEFs relative to Constalltanj a. [rOIl-Constantall, b. [ron-Copper-Collstalltall.

So, when keeping the junctions at the same temperature, an intermediate metal may be used without any
extra precautions. Different temperatures would provoke measurement of an other TEV. Thus, the
connections of the thermocouples with the voltmeter should be close together, or even a thermic
connection should be applied.

B.2 Cold Junction Compensation

As discussed in previous section, thermocouple temperature measurement provides a measure for the
temperature difference between junctions. To obtain an absolute temperature one of the junction
temperatures need to be known. This junction is called the cold junction. Most often the this junction is
kept at DOC or corrected for deviations from this temperature. The latter process is called cold junction
compensation.

Since absolute accuracy in measuring and stabilizing the cold junction temperature is often rather
cumbersome and impractical for some applications, cold junction compensation is an useful method.
Now, the cold junction temperature is measured and the temperature measurement is done by zero point
adjustment.

For calibration and for incidental measurements the cold junction can be placed in melting ice of
demineralized water. When kept in a thermos flask, the temperature will stay for a reasonable period
exactly DOC.

B.3 Properties and Normalization of Thermocouples

Thermocouples should have the following properties:
The thermo-voltage per degree temperature change should be at least several micro volts;
The course of the thermo-voltage relative to the temperature difference should be as even as
possible (linear);
The thermocouple material should be manufactured with a high level of reliability concerning
composition and reproduction;
The thermo-voltage should not change in course of time, no symptoms of aging should occur.
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Due to the above requirements, thermocouples are standardized. Table B.I shows some properties of the
most common thermocouples.

Table BJ. Properties of some common commercial thennocouples.

Thermocouple Temperature J-lV-voltage Type

+ - operation area °C aver. per °C

copper constantan -260 to 400 45 T

iron constantan -210 to 750 55 J

chromeI alumel -40 to 1300 40 K

chromel constantan -250 to 750 70 E

platina platina o to 1600 10 R
rhodium

A practical thermocouple consists of two different metals or alloys with as large as possible a difference
between their TEV vs. T characteristics. In general, one or both arms of the thermocouple is a transition
metal alloy, chosen either for the large magnitude of E at a given T, or for its good chemical and
metallurgical properties, or for some combination of these reasons.

For applications within the performed research, the J type, iron vs. constantan, is most suitable. It has
high thermoelectric force at a given temperature, it can be used in humid and oxidizing conditions, and it
is relatively easy to manufacture. However, since iron is less homogeneous than some of the other
materials, this thermocouple has parasitic thermoelectric forces along both limbs and is therefore less
accurate. Nevertheless, due to its advantages it is still the most suitable thermocouple.
Constantan is a 54-58% Copper, 45-41% Nickel, and 1% Mangan alloy.

Thermocouple wire is available in different thicknesses, usually 0.2 or 0.3 mm. The metal and alloys are
coated and packed in a mantle. The thermocouple itself is made by stripping the ends of the conductors
and welding them in a flame at 2OOO°C. This is done within a inert environment, like argon gas, to
prevent oxidation.

With normalization of thermocouples materials, only the TEV-temperature (in 0c) relation for several
metal pairs are standardized. The fabrication process and design is up to the manufacturer.
The temperature dependence reference tables were developed from polynomials. The polynomial of Iron
Constantan is

TEV !-LV (B.1)

where ao = 0
a1 = 5.0372753027 E+01
a2 = 3.042 549 1284 E-02
a3 = -8.566 975 0464 E-05

a4 = 1.334 882 5735 E-07
as = -1.702240 5966 E-10
~ = 1.941 609 1001 E-13
a7 = -9.639 1844859 E-17

Tolerances are defined relative to such polynomials. Like lSC or 0.004·1 tI (class 1), or 2SC or
0.0075·ltI (class 2) within the operating range of -40°C to 750°C for Iron-Constantan.
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B.4 Seebeck, Peltier and Thomson Effects [IS]

The phenomenon of thermoelectricity, discussed in Section B.l, is called the Seebeck effect. The voltage
developped by the thermocouple is tN, the thermoelectric power of the couple is defined by

SAB = Lim (~V/~T)
AT~O

(B.2)

Since the signs of thermoelectric voltages and the thermoelectric power are subject to confusion, the
relationships for the thermocouple in Figure B.5 are derived in detail.

a

A

b

Fig. B.5 All opell circuit that displays the Seebeck effect

Terminals a and b are assumed to be at the same temperature, and junctions c and d respectively at
temperatures T2 and T!. Although the thermoelectric power of a couple evidently involves the difference
in response of two dissimilar metals to a temperature gradient, it is nevertheless possible and convenient
to define the absolute thermoelectric power S, which is a unique physical property of a particular
material, by the relation

E = svr (B.3)

where E is the electric field in the material and vr the temperature gradient. Since E and vT are vector
quantities, S is generally a tensor. For the moment this complication is disregarded and the conductors A
and B are assumed to have cubic symmetry.
From equation (B.3) it is found

Thus,

-w svr dV -SdT (B.4)

w = Vb-V. = (Vb-VJ + (Yc-Vd) + (Yd- V.)

= fc
b
dV + fdc

dV + f.ddV

-fcdSBdT - fdcSAdT

= fTZ(SB -SA)dT
T!

(B.5)

If, then, the absolute thermoelectric voltage of metal A is zero, the terminal of the circuit connected to
the high-temperature junction will be at a positive potential with respect to the low-terminal if So is
positive. Evidently the thermoelectric power of the couple, defined by Eq. (B.2), is given by

(B.6)
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The Peltier effect relates to the heat reversibly liberated or absorbed at a junction between two dissimilar
metals when a current passes through a junction. This heat is reversible in the sense that if Peltier heat is
evolved when current passes from conductor A to conductor B, the same amount of heat will be
absorbed if the direction of current flow is reversed. This effect is easily distinguished experimentally
from the louIe heat, which is independent of the direction of current flow. As with the TEV, one can

defme an absolute Peltier coefficient even though the observation of the effect of necessity involves two
different conductors. In terms of the absolute Peltier coefficients ITA and ITs the reversible heat Qr
absorbed per unit time and unit cross-sectional area when current density 1 passes from conductor A to
Bis

(B.7)

The Peltier effect is not a contact phenomenon in the usual sense. The reversible heat liberated or
absorbed depends not on the nature of the contact but on the intrinsic properties of the two conductors,
namely, their absolute Peltier coefficients.

The third thermoelectric phenomenon, the Thomson effect, is the reversible evolution or absorption of
heat in a homogeneous conductor that carries an electric current and in which a temperature gradient is
also maintained. the rate of heat production per unit volume is then given by

Q = pJ2 - IJ.JvT
(B.8)

Here p is the resistivity, 1 the current density. The Thomson coefficient IJ is positive if heat is absorbed
from the surroundings when J and vr are parallel. The first therm in Eq. (B.8) is the Joule heat; the
second term is the reversible Thomson heat.
In contrast to Seebeck and Peltier effects, the Thomson effect involves only a single homogeneous
conductor. Hence, I" can be determined independently for any conductor, and since 1", S, and IT are
related to each other by the Kelvin relations,

dS
IJ. '= T-

dT
n '= TS (B.9)

the absolute TEV and Peltier coefficients can be calculated if the Thomson coefficient is known as a
function of temperature.
The first relation of Eq. (B.9) follows from energy conservation. The second of the Kelvin relations is
derived on the basis of irreversible thermodynamics, since current flow in a normal metal is necessarily
an irreversible phenomenon.
The TEV of a substance is obtained from the Thomson coefficient by integration.

(B.lO)

B.S Survey of the Theory of Thermoelectronic Conduction in Metals

To discuss the principle origins of thermoelectric phenomena, a brief review of the elements of transport
theory is given. A metal, even an ideal pure single crystal, is an extremely complicated many-body system.
The valence electrons, which in the metallic solid constitute the electrons in the conduction band(s),
interact with each other through Coulomb and exchange forces and interact also with the ions of the
crystal lattice. The latter, in turn, interact with each other through forces whose strength and spatial
dependence are strongly influenced by the core as well as by the conduction electrons.
In a very much simplified model, a regular array of positive ions is embedded in a 'gas' of electrons
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whose average charge density is such as to maintain macroscopic neutrality. The electron gas is viewed as
an assembly of noninteracting charged particles of spin one-half, obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics. As
regards the lattice of positive ions, the dominant features here are the spatial periodicity and point
symmetry of the lattice. The ions, however, are not stationary but oscillate about their equilibrium
positions. In the harmonic approximation the convenient description of lattice vibrations is in terms of
phonons, that is, normal modes that correspond to plane waves.

Expressions for the transport coefficients containing drift terms and collision terms are derived by solving
the Boltzmann transport equation subject to appropriate boundary conditions. The drift terms describe
the change in the local distribution due to a time rate of change in k, the wave vector of the plane wave
eigenfunctions, and r (acceleration and velocity). The collision term gives the number of electrons
scattered into the six-dimensional volume element dk dr per unit time.

The contribution to the TEV associated with a system of electrons that interact with a random
distribution of scattering centres that are assumed to exist in thermal equilibrium at the local
temperature T, is called the diffusion thermoelectric voltage. When the assumption of thermal
equilibrium is lifted, an additional contribution to the TEV appears, the phonon-drag thermopower.

In any crystalline solid a thermal gradient will induce heat transport via lattice vibrations. Hence, under
these conditions not only electron but also the phonon distribution will depart from equilibrium, and the
temperature gradient will establish a net phonon current travelling from the hot to the cold end of the
sample.
As a result of the phonon current generated by the temperature gradient, an electron within the metal
will be more likely to absorb a phonon travelling in the -Vf direction than one travelling in the opposite
direction. Therefore, the electron distribution will tend to absorb the phonon momentum along -Vf and
will be 'dragged' along by the phonon current as in viscous flow. Consequently electrons tend to pile up
at the cold end of the sample.
This charge imbalance generates an internal electric field which exerts a retarding force on the streaming
electrons, and ultimately a steady state is attained in which the total electric current vanishes, as required
by the experimental boundary conditions.

For low temperatures, phonon-drag is of significant value causing a peak in the TEV-temperature curve.
For high temperatures, larger then 100 to 200 K, phonon-drag only causes this curve to deviate from
linear. In a rather idealized situation the total thermoelectric power, for high temperatures, exhibits a
temperature variation of the form

S = Sdi/f+Sdrag = aC +aC = AT+BT-1
e egg

(B.ll)

Where Ce is the electronic specific heat, Ca is the lattice specific heat, and ae and aa are the
corresponding coefficients. A plot of ST versus T2 should be a straight line whose intercept is B and
whose slope is A. Generally one finds that even at temperatures well above the phonon-drag peak the
graph of ST vs. T2 is not a straight line. This is caused by both a still appreciable phonon-drag
contribution as a small deviation from linear variation with temperature of the diffusion thermoelectric
voltage.

Impurities dissolved in a pure metal modify the total thermoelectric power by their influence on both
contributions. In sofar Sd and Sa may be treated as separate, additive contributions in the pure metal, it is
reasonable to treat the changes induced by impurities also independently. However, one may have to
consider an interference term when describing thermoelectric conduction for metal with impurities,
especially for alloys.
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Appendix C Detection Process [8]

The detection of a microwave signal involves the use of a suitable device to produce a steady voltage
whose amplitude is related to that of the original signal. A circuit that can do this is shown in Figure
C.1.a, in which there are three components in series: a voltage generator, which in practice could be for
example the input from an antenna, a detector diode and a capacitor of capacitance C. Figure C.l.b
shows the time variations in voltage of eft) and Vet) respectively across the terminals of the voltage
generator and the capacitor. The form of Vet), which stays approximately constant at VO, is explained by
the fact that during the half-cycle AB, the diode is forward biased and a relatively high current In passes
through it. This means that the diode has a very small dynamic resistance Ra which, by differentiating
Eq. (29), Section 3.2.1, is given by

(C.1)

ell
0'
o-g

1 ~
elt) = 8oCOswt

Ra thus becomes smaller as In increases. The capacitor charges up almost instantaneously through Ra
to the voltage Vo since the time constant RaC is then also very small. On the other hand, during the half
cycle BC the diode is reverse biased and has a very high dynamic resistance. This produces a large time
constant RaC so that the capacitor cannot be discharged and stays close to the voltage eo' It follows from
this that the voltage across the capacitor remains virtually constant at a steady voltage VQ- - eQ'

Ifttl ,....... Vc (t)
Schottky barrier diode ..

..,..----e{/)

HF Qenerolor

to) (b)

Fig. Cl Example of a detection circuit.

Calculating the exact voltage VQ across the capacitor C, and for V£(t) = VQ it follows that:

Vo + eocosCo)t = u(t)

From Eq. (29) the mean current <In > through the diode is:

1JT ( Vo + eocosCo)t _ 1) dt<ID> =- Is exp~--:-,,---

To nkT/q

(C.2)

(C.3)

in which T = 11f = 27t/Co), and J(qer/nkT) is a modified Bessel function of the first kind and zero order
dermed by: -

J( qeo)
nkT

1 JT ~ eocosCo)t)= - ex dl
T 0 nkT/q

(C.4)

In steady state when the capacitor has become charged, <In> is zero and Eq. (C.3) then gives:
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(C.5)

Since tabulated values of Bessel functions are available, Vo can be obtained for any eo' In practice, there
are two important special cases. - -
Firstly, if the amplitude of the IF frequency is small enough for qerlnkT to be much less than 1, the
Bessel function I can be expanded in series and to the second-order term this yields to:

and substituting this into Eq. (C.S):

Jqeo) _ 1 + (~)2Jl nkT 2niT
(C.6)

(C.7)

The steady voltage across the capacitor is thus proportional to the square of the signal amplitude in this
case. The circuit is then described as a square-law detector and this is the normal mode of operation.

If now the signal amplitude is large enough for qer/nkT to be much greater than 1, then a good
approximation for I is:

and substituting this in Eq. (C.5) gives:

(
qeo)-i qeo- 21t- exp-
niT niT

(C.8)

(C.9)
Vo = eo - : m(21t :;)

The variations of the second term on the right of equation (C.9) are small compared with those of the eo>
and in this case Vo and eo may be considered as being equal to each other, so that the diode behaves is
a linear detector. - -

These results were shown in Figure 7 in Section 3.1, where log Vo is plotted as a function of the power Pi
in dBm dissipated in the diode. The power PT at which a diode passes from one mode of detection to
the other is generally indicated by the manufacturer.

An essential feature of a detector is its ability to detect very small signals, indicated by two quantities: the
sensitivity y and the tangential signal sensitivity (TSS). Here, y is defmed as the voltage Vo across the
diode per unit signal power Pi dissipated in it. Thus, assuming that the impedance of the diode at the
chosen frequency is 50 a, Pi = e~/l00, and by using Eq. (C.7) Vo = 100PiQJ4nkT.
The tangential signal sensitivity gives an indication of the smallest signal"power detectable by the diode.
Even with only very low input power there is a voltage across the diode terminals which fluctuates
between Vo + Vn and Vo- Vn
due to noise oCamplitude ~ generated in the diode by various mechanisms, mainly the thermal motion

of the carriers. This noise caD be represented by an equivalent series noise resistance R given by:

VII = .fi .j4kTRt1! (C.10)

where t1f is the bandwidth of the measuring apparatus connected across the terminals of C. In practice,
rather than just pick out the steady voltage across C, an analysis is carried out of all signals between zero
frequency and a frequency f max which can be as high as several MHz. In this case t1f = fmax' It is
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assumed that the signal Vo can only be detected if it is sufficiently large in comparison with the noise:
say. that Vo ~ 2Vn• Since-Yo = yPj • the minimum input power is 2Vn/y. The tangential sensitivity is
then: - -

TSS = 10l0g[P,-) = 10l0g( 2Vll
) [dBm]

10-3 10-3y

The smaller the TSS the greater is the ability of the diode to detect small signals.
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Appendix D Amplifier and Multiplexer Board

The PCLD-789 is a front-end signal conditioning board for adapting analog input signals to the AD
converter card PCL-714. It multiplexes 16 differential inputs on one analog signal. The board has a high
grade instrumentation amplifier to provide switch selectable gains of 0.5, 1, 2, 10, 50, 100, 200, 1000, or
user defined gain making the signal processing more flexible. Input conditioning circuits for current
shunt, input attenuation and input fJ.ltering are present.
Cold junction compensation enables thermocouple temperature measurement without an external
reference junction. This compensation is covered by a cold junction sensing circuit which uses a LM335Z
precision temperature sensor and a LM329BZ precision reference to produce a 24.4 mVJK signal. This
voltage, relative to the temperature of the PCLD-789 measurement board, is used to compensate for the
cold junction temperature. The compensated thermocouple voltage is converted into degrees Celsius by
the LabDAS software program.

Although cold junction compensation (CJC) is present, the accuracy of the temperature measurement
was very poor. The system was inflicted by electromagnetic interference which caused large observed
temperature deviations from the average observed temperature. Further, a temperature gradient both
with time and between different measurement board connectors was observed. This resulted in inaccurate
compensation and thus in an inaccurate thermocouple temperature measurement system.

To improve its performance, a copper plate was designed, see Appendix H, and fIXed to the bottom side
of the PCLD-789 board. Thermo-paste ensured a good thermal contact of the screw clamp blocks to this
copper plate. Soldering the cold junction temperature sensor and the precision reference upside down on
the bottom side of the board, these devices were imbedded in this plate too. This temperature stabilizing
precaution decreased the temperature gradient considerably, both with time and location.
A small ventilator kept the air in the metal box in motion to improve homogeneity of the temperature
distribution within the box even more, creating one common temperature for all clamps.

Fig. D.1 17,e PCLD-789 amplifier/multiplexer board.

To limit electromagnetic interference, the thermocouple wires were shielded by aluminium foil and the
measurement board was located in a metal box. This box was linked with both the computer and the
temperature test chamber, to ensure one common ground reference.
Having modified this measurement system, the temperature measurement accuracy goals were met. The
measured standard deviation of about 50 or more observed temperatures was between 0.05 and 0.1 K.
The measured average of a two hour temperature measurement (7200 temperature observations) was
stable within 0.1 K. The observed temperature difference between different thermocouples was only a
few hundredths of a Kelvin. Figure D.2 gives an example of a temperature measurement after
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modification of the measurement set-up. It also gives its distribution which approximates a Gaussian
distribution.

To test voltage stability of the measurement board, a stable input voltage and a short circuited input are
used. To generate a stable input voltage an LM7805C voltage regulator is used. The observed standard
deviation was about 1.3 mV which is in the range of the voltage stability of the voltage regulator.
For short circuited inputs the standard deviations were about 3 mV for an instrumentation gain of 1000
and about 4 mV for a gain of 360. The observed offsets were less then about 5 mV, after amplification.
Since both voltage and temperature measurement are performed with the same system, except for the
cold junction sensing circuit, the larger standard deviation for temperature measurements can be
subscribed to this sensing circuit.
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Fig. D.2 Example of a temperature measurement and its distribution.

For temperature measurement with 0.1 K resolution a minimum instrumentation gain Gb is required.
The typical average thermo-voltage for J-type thermocouples is 55 11V/K. The voltage resolution of the
measurement board is 10/214 = 610 I1V per A/D convertor step. Thus 610/55*Gb < 0.1, or Gb > 210.
The larger this instrumentation gain, the better the temperature resolution.
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Appendix E Temperature Test Chamber

To control the ambient temperature conditions of the radiometer and its separate components, the
SD325-1 temperature test chamber of Statham Instruments is used. The temperature in this test chamber
is determined by setting a set-point degrees control.

When the temperature within the chamber needs to be increased, the heat control channel is enabled.
This heat control channel allows a heating element to operate until the test chamber reaches the selected
temperature.
Decreasing the ambient temperature is done by enabling the cool control channel. The cool control
channel allows liquid coolant to be released in the test chamber, where it rapidly evaporates, reducing
the test chamber temperature until its temperature reaches the selected temperature.

r,;~~~~~~

/
r j",.t.')

I ... .,...c...cP
: 'C(j 1"'_

./

-c.I?OL. ...~.....
/ t'~·r\c.e.

f

Fig. E.1 Outlille of the temperature test chamber.

Stability with time of this test chamber is measured to be within 0.1 K. While the spatial gradient within
the test area is of the same order of magnitude.
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Appendix F Supplementary Diode Measurements

In the research performed one 7908-Z1 Zero-bias Schottky and one 7908-1'2 tunnel diode of EMC
Technology are used. Besides the temperature dependent characteristics, discussed in Chapter 5, several
supplementary measurements were performed.

Figure F.I shows the square-law ranges measured. The turning point between square-law and linear
range is about -22 dBm input power for the tunnel diode and about -20 dBm for the Schottky diode.

Freq. = 1.4 GHz; Tamb = 298 K
103 =----.,---------r--------,----,------....,---------,----------,r----,----------:

102

:>
E

101

10°

10-1

~ Schottky Diode
----()--- Tunnel Diode10-2 L-__--"-----__---l..-__------'- -l.-__-l...-__-----'-:--_-----.J'-::-__--':-__

-45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5

Input Power [dBm]
1'lg.1':l Measured square-law and linear operation regions of the diodes.

Figure F.2 show measured frequency behaviour of both diodes over a wide range. In the range of interest
for the research performed a higher measurement density is performed.
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Fig. F.2 Voltage sensitivities of the detector diodes used,as function of the frequency.

Figure F.3 show the measurement set-up used to determine the static IV-curves at a specific
temperature. When a DC current is supplied, continuous dissipation would increase the diode
temperature. Therefore, a multipulse technique is used.

R v

PuIs
Generator

Relais

Fig. F.3 Measurement set-up for the static diode W-curves and thennal resistance.

A multipulse current with a very small duty cycle, 1 kHz frequency and 200 ns pulsewidth, is supplied to
the diodes. The Box-Car-Integrator (BCI) is a sample and hold device to measure the diode voltage
when a pulse is supplied. The results of these measurements are given in Figures FA and F.5.
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Appendix G IF and Video Amplifiers

Increasing the input power of the diodes results in higher detected voltages. This is needed to minimize
the post-detection noise. To ensure square-law operation, an extra IF gain of about 10 dB was desired.
Figure G.l depicts the designed amplifier. A MSA-0335 monolithic microwave integrated circuit amplifier
is used to obtain the desired gain. Two SMD capacitors of Cb10ck = 150 pF are used to block DC
current. A bias circuit with a L = 132 I1H coil and a bias resistor of 100 0 is used to supply Vd = 5.2 V
for the amplifier, with a Id = 50 rnA current. The coil is used to block the high frequencies amplified by
the MMIC amplifier. The bias resistance is given by the relationship Rbias = (Vdc - Vd)/Id, where Vdc =
10 V. Two additional capacitors, C1 = 15 pF and <; = 1 I1F, are used to decouple the bias circuit.

(JI.\. r
>--4--~ '---c

CU".k

Fig. G.l IF amplifier configuration.

Figure G.2 shows the IF amplifier gain for frequencies up to 5 GHz.
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Fig. G.2 IF amplifier gain for 0 to 5 GHz.
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The figures below show the IF amplifier gain and noise figure for 1.3 to 1.5 GHz, and the down
converter gain with and without the extra IF amplifier.
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After detection the diode voltage has to be amplified for recording. The measurement board does have a
gain of 360 for the Schottky diode set-up and a gain of 1000 for the tunnel diode set-up. The video
amplifiers, therefore, only need to have a small gain. Further an integrator with a time constant of 1
second is integrated in these amplifiers. Figure G.5 shows the outline of those amplifiers.

Fig. G.5 Outline of the designed video amplifiers.

Table GJ Component properties for the video amplifiers.

Component Schottky diode type tunnel diode type

RL 120 kO 100 0
RT 270 kO 180 0
Ru 100 kO 100 kO

~ 220 oF 68 I1F
Cu IOI1F IOI1F

The 10 I1F capacitor used in the integrator, is a MKL capacitor. These type of capacitors are very stable
and therefore well suited for these purposes. As operational amplifier an OPA27 is used. These
amplifiers have very small noise contributions.
Since the amplifiers operate at base band, the additional noise is very small, see Eq. (C.lO). Even for a
high load resistance for the Schottky diode type, the noise contribution is still acceptable.

In Chapter 5 an offset drift in the video amplifiers was suspected, despite measurements which proved
stable offsets within 0.1 mY. To investigate the DC offset of these amplifiers a BBC Goerz Metrawatt
SE460 chart recorder is used.
The results for 15 minute recordings of both video amplifiers, with short circuited inputs, are displayed in
Figures G.6 and G.7. The fat line is the noise signal of a 100 kO metal-film resistor for the Schottky
diode type and of a 100 0 resistor for the tunnel diode type.
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Fig. G.6 Recording Schottky diode video amplifier output with short circuited input, 10 JJV/div.
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Fig. G.7 Recording tWlIlel diode video amplifier, with short circuited input, 5 JJV/div.

A clear difference between these signals measured is the noise amplitude. For the Schottky diode type,
the noise signal is much larger than for the tunnel diode type. This is caused by the input impedance of
the Schottky diode video amplifier, which is 120 kO. While this impedance is 100 0 for the tunnel diode
video amplifier. Although 15 minutes is rather short, it is visible that the average value of the noisy signal
does vary with time. In Figure G.8 a 2 hour recording is shown of the Schottky diode type. This
recording shows deviations of 100 1.&V. top-top. This recording tends to explain the observed spread in the
radiometer output, discussed in Section 5.4.

. !

.' - -~

Fig. G.8 A 2 hour recording of the Schottky diode video amplifier offset.
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Appendix H Application Drawings

Temperature stabilizing copper plate for measurement board.
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New connector down convertor for suitable for SMA connector.
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Stainless steel waveguide coupler.

Thermocouple clamp for diode packages.
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PVC Radiometer set-up stand.
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0,01 GHz MONITOR TEES

to

12,4 GHz

The components of a capacitive coupling and an inductive unit are combined in a single unit.
These enable application of DC on low frequency over the RF line, so this can be superimposed
on the RF signal, in one direction only.

ENVI RONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS
Temperature range - 40°C to of- 85°C

50n

see table
±0.5 mm

see table
SMA male' female

see table
see table
see table
see table

100 V
250mA

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Weight

- Overall tolerances

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Impedance
Frequency
Connectors
VSWR
Insertion loss
Rejection attenuation
Maximum power
Max DC voltage
Max DC current

r

R 443 536R 443533R 443530PART NUMBER

...-
iequency IGHzl 0,01 ·1 1 . 1,5 1,5·4 4·6 6·12,4

VSWR ~1,25 ~1,30 ~1,20 ~1,35

Insertion loss ~O,25 dB ~O,2 dB ~0.4 dB ~O,5 dB

Rejection attenuation ~40dB ~35dB ~45dB ~45dB

Maximum power at 2SoC 10WCW 25WCW 25WCW

Nominal capacity 15000 pF 10 pF 3,5 pF

DC resistance of the inductance 1,50 0,150 0,150

Dimension L 1.240131,5) 1.260(32) 1.260(321

Dimension H 1.122(28,5) 1.457(371 1.063(27)

Dimension E .709(18) .61P(15,5) .610115,51

Weight 15 g 15 9 15 9

[
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MSA-0335 MODAMpTM Cascadable Silicon Bipolar
Monolithic MIcrowave Integrated Circuit Amplifiers

•••

1l

..

"
••

I ....
"

Absolute Maximum R8t1ngs Typical Performance, TA " 25°C

Absolute (unl... otherwise noted)
Per.meter " ••lmum1

Device Current SOmA
Power Dissipationu 425mW ., DEVICE CUAAlHT_ VOLTAGE -.'
RF Input Power +2OdBm 10 I r :Juncbon Temperature 200"<: ~C ••1H"C

Storage Temperature' -65"<: 10 200"C 10 G:..UOC I ,
4D e.~ac --- /[Thermal ResistancoU: 8jc.15O'CIW I 1 I

Notes: j
.. I !

1. Pennanent damage may occur if any ollhese limits are exceeded. .. J i
2. TCASE • 25·C ..
3. Derate at 6.7 mWfOC tor Tc :> 13S·C. •4. Storage above .15O°C may lamish the lucia 0' Ihis package • . • • • , ,

making it di"icult 10 solder inlD • drcuit. v,.•
5. The sman spot size 01 this technigue results In a higher, though

more aoc:urale delennination 0' 9;c than do ahemate melhod•.
See MEASUREMENTS so<lion "Thermal Resislan08"lor more
information. OUTpUT POWER. 1 dB GAIN COIIW'RES8ION

URI AND POWER GAIN ...... CASE TEMPERATURE

Typical BIasing Configuration

Avantek 35 micro-X package'
"

,. GROUND

~ RFOUTPUT I ~~ 01'"

~RF~I:N:~PUT==~:~~~A~N~0~8~1AS~=:±----f-.
'n

.501

RIO.
.-"No._-O 'Icc" 7'1

MSA-0335
MODAMpTM Cascadable Silicon BIpolar
MonolithIc MIcrowave Integrated
Circuit Amplifiers

:tJl ...U a.J ...

_.""
..,

.. •
......

cw.. ...... o.c.

~.." ,

0AVANTEK

,.
II

10

Features

• cascadable 50 () Gain Block

• 3 dB Bandwidth: DC to 2.7 GHz

• 12.0 dB typical Gain at 1.0 GHz

• 10.0 dBm typical p,.a at 1.0 GHz

• UnconditIonally Stable (k>1)

• Cost E"ectlve ceramIc Mlcrostrlp Package

DescrIption

Avantek·. MSA·0335 is e high performance .ilicon bipolar
MonolMhic Microwave Integrated CircuM (MMIC) hou.ed in a
cost .ffectlve. micro.trip package. This MODAMpr. MMIC
is d••igned lor u.e a. a genOlal purpo.e 50 () gain block.
Typical application. includ. narrow and broad band IF and
RF ampIWi.... In Indu.trial and military application•.

Th. MODAMP MSA·.erlo. i.labrlcated u.ing a 10 GHl I,.
2S GHl I... silicon bipolar MMIC proce•• which utiliz•• nl·
trid••••·alignm.nt. ion implantation and gold metallilation
10 achlev. excell.nt unWormMy. performance. and reliability.
Th. u.e 01 an external bias IOsI.lor lor temperature and cur·
rent .tability also allows bias flexibility.

Typical Sca1terlng Parameters: 20 " 50 () TA" 25°C; I." 35 mA

s" s., S'I . s..
Far: IIlg Ang dB lIeg Ang dB lIeg Ang IIlg Ang

0.1 .05 1n 12.6 4.25 175 -18.8 .118 I .17 ~

0.2 .05 170 12.5 4.24 170 -18.3 .121 2 .17 -17

0.4 .04 161 12.5 4.20 160 -18.3 .122 . 3 .17 -33

0.8 .04 158 12.4 4.15 151 -18.3 .121 5 .18 -47

0.8 .03 149 12.2 4.09 142 -17.9 .\28 8 .19 ~,

1.0 .02 154 12.1 4.02 132 -17.8 .131 9 .20 -73

1.5 .03 -104 11.8 3.79 109 -16.8 .145 13 .20 -102

2.0 .08 -136 10.9 3.49 87 -15.7 .164 11 .21 -133

2.5 .14 -157 10.0 3.16 71 -14.9 .180 13 .23 -155

3.0 .21 -178 9.0 2.81 53 -14.8 .187 8 '.24 -173

3.5 .27 170 7.9 2.49 36 -'3.9 .202 4 .25 179

4.0 .31 157 6.9 2.20 20 -13.6 .209 -I .24 In
5.0 .37 125 4.9 1.76 -10 -12.9 .228 -12 .20 165

6.0 .51 87 2.8 1.38 -38 -12.8 .230 -25 .22 130

A model b OtIs deW» Is ..,.Bbfe In Iht oeVICE MODELS aecDon.

.
Symbol '.ram..... and Tea' CondlUona: Id =- 35 rnA, 20. SO n Unit. 1I1n. Typ. U.x.

Gp POWM Gain IIS2,Pl t.0.1GHl dB 11.5 12.5 13.5
4Gp GainAatne.. '.0.110 1.6GHl dB 10.6 %1.0

"dB 3dB_idlh GHl 2.7

VSWR
InautVSWR 1.0.11D3-0GHl l.8:1
l'l"mutVSWR 1.0.110 3.0 GHl 1.7:1

P,d8 OUIput P..- @ 1 dB Gain Compression '.1.0GH. dBm 10.0
NF 50 n Nol... Fiaure !.1.0GHl dB 6.0
IP, Thlnl Order In18roool Point '.1.0GHl dBm 23.0
ID GrouoDeIav '.1.0GH. osee. 125
V. De";.. Voll8go V 4.5 5.0 5.5
dVlIff De";.. Vol18ge Temperature Coollldent mVI"C ~.O

Eledrlcal Speclflcatlonr TA" 25"<:

Nole&: t. Shon "'tided 38 P801ge .W1i1ab1e upon reqUi8,L
2. The rec:ommended operating Qmenl range IOf IhiI device I. 20 mA ID SO mAo Typleat periormanc:e III • runetiOtl 01 CU'Tentl, on Ihelollowing pag..

............ h:'.• 3175~A ~SMlII0lr.. CAt5QW • P'*-(.08)171'.07OO • FAx:14OlI)m-OS3ll • 1WJl:3to.:a71·.717Of:Uo.37HM18 • TElEX::M-e331

4-52
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EMC Technology has developed aUne
of standarc:l ronnactorlzed F\F detec
tors for signal prooesslng applications
up to 180Hz. Thraa diode types are
used. eactl offering 8 particular parlor
mance advantage. The "S" series
uses a Schottky diode where high
sensitivity in a biased configuration Is

~ulred. The "T" series have zero
biaS back diodes that offer good tern
nerature stabl~ and output flatness.

3StIy. 8 zero bias Schottky is used In
the "Z" series which provides low
OO5t and reduces external circuit
complexity.
Ead1 diode type is offered in a variety
of configurations that are oompatible
with all standard EMC c:onnectors and
a<XleSSOf1es. This modular approach
allows fMC to address special pack
aging with low NRE oost and short
lead times.

•
SPECIFICATIONS: SCHOTTKY DIODE DETECTORS

!
Output: Negative
Video Resistance: 1000 ohms typical

I
Maximum Power: 100 mW CW
Operating Temperature Range: -65°C to 125°C

j

!I Voltage I Output

I Frequency Senaltlvlty Flatne..' Tangen~8'J Capacitance Bias
Daah Range Minimum Typic.' , Senattl ty Mnlmum Typlc:a'

Number (GHz) (mV/mW) (+dB) i (dBm) (pF) (~A)

51 0.5- 1.0 1500 , .0 I -54' 500 50
S2 1.0- 2.0 '500 1.2 ! -54 100 50
53 2.0- 4.0 1500 '.25 -54 I 40 50
54 4.0· 8.0 '500 1.25 ~ -54 I '5 50
SS 8.0-'2.0 1500 '.25 - 53

I '0 50! I56 , 2.0·' B.O 1500 1.25
I

-52 I 7 50
57 , .0-18.0 1000 2.0 -5' 15 50

NOTES: 'Voltage sensitivity and flatness are for input power -20 dBm
and open load at 25°C

:lMeasured with 2MHz bandwlth and 3dB noise figure amplifier
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SPECIFICATIONS: TUNNEL DIODE DETECTORS

15
7

20

2.5
2.5
4.5

-51
-50
-46

0.5
0.5
1.5

600
500
500

Negative
40mW
±1dB over operating range 01 -65°C 10 + 100°C

85°C to l00 DC

8.012.0
12.0-1B.0

1,0-1 B.O

TS
T8
T7

u -
f

1
Voltage' I I

Output

I
Frequency SensitivIty

I Flatne••' Tangen1lal' Capacitance
Dash Range

I Minimum I Typical Sensitivity VSWR' I Maximum
Number (QHz) (mV/mW) I (±dB) I (dBm) Maximum I (pF)

1---_ I 0- I I

I
I T1 0.5· 1.0 i

800 I 0.2 , - 51 I 2.5 I 500
, T2 ! :

-51 2.5 1001.0· 2.0 800 0.2 i IT3 2.0- 4.0 800 0.2 -52
I

2.5 20,
I

,
IT4 , 4.0- B.O 800 0.4 I -51 2.5 15

,
-

'1

I
I

IOutpUI Polarity:

j Maximum Power:o Temperature Stabilily
I Temperat re Range'

NOTES: IVoltage sensitivity VSWR, video resistance and
flatne88 are for input r:'')wer ·20 dBm and open load al 25°C.

2Measured wilh 2MI1z , •.jrdwldth and 3dB noise figure amplifier

•
SPECIFICATIONS: ZERO BIAS SCHOTTKY DIODE DETECTORS

Video Resistance: 1200 ohms typIcal
Output Polarity: Negative
Temperature Range: -65 DC to 125°C
Maximum Power: 100 mW CW

I Frequency I
Voltage I T."go"~," OutputSensItivity FI.tne..1

Oaah Range Minimum Typical Sensitivity VSWR' Cap.clt.nce
I Number (QHz)

,
(mV/mW) (±dB) i (dBm) MaxImum (pF)- .. I

: Z1 0.'- 2.0 1500 1.0

!
-51 ; B.O 15

L
12 1.0-18.0 1500 1.0 -51 . 8.0 15

Note.: 'Measured at -2OdBm input power
• Measured with 2MHz bandwidth and 3dB noise figure amplifier

SEE PAGE 6 AND 7 FOR STANDARD CONFIGURATIONS



, SMA Detectors - ." _
r ."

Ii Model
7906-XX

I ,~~!
I "
~ - _.. '.-'

; Model
g07-XX

ORDERING
SMA DETECTORS
Connector exchangeable detect
should be used with any of the tral
lion pins and teflon beads shown
Pages 48 and 49.

Note: Special configurations incluc
pin (jiaIlItHt:rs "Ilu UV,",)' Slji,

are available.

, Model
. -1' 7908-XX

-a-
J··"' ..··L".U_I

,~.

Model
7901-XX

•.•n ..... !!..!_,-I ~1"1l....-

I

....
Ill.'--'

I
!
I Model:
."902-XX

ORDERING INFORMATION
Operating characteristics are to be specified by dash numbers on pages 4 and 5.

6
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Model ~,

7904-XX

~,~)
Model ,'/."

7905·XX

•
-VPICAL VSWR FOR
I JNNEL DIODE DETECTOR

-"t:~.-_..

TYPICAL OUTPUT VOLTAGE VS. FREQUENCY
FOR A TUNNEL DIODE DETECTOR
WITH +5dBm INPUT POWER

, .6

, .5

,.4

, 3

, ,
, 0

I,

I

I
\ ,f

- ..- -,
--- \ /i '-

'V'

/ '" r-....

I \
II \

\

"'"

270

260 >
E

250 W
o

240 ~
:.J

230 ~

220

2.' 4.1 6.1 a1 10.1

FREQUENCY
(GHz)

2.1 4.1 6.1 8.1 10.1 12.1

FREQUENCY
(GHz)



BURR-BROWN@

IElElI OPA27
OPA37

MILITARY & DIE
VERSIONS
AVAILABLE

Ultra-Low Noise Precision
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

FEATURES
• lOW NOISE: 100% lesled. 3.8nV/v'Hz max all~Hz

• lOW OFFSET: 25JJV max
• lOW DRIFT: 0.6JJV/oC max
• !!IGH OPEN·lOOP GAIN: 120d8 min
• HIGH COMMON-MODE REJECTION: 114dB mIn
• HIGH POWER SUPPLY REJECTION: 100d8 min
• FITS OP-D7. OP-05. AD510. AD517 SOCKETS

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATIONS
• PRECISION INSTRUMENTATION

• DATA ACQUISITION

• TEST EQUIPMENT
• PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT
• TRANSDUCER AMPLIFIER
• RADIATION HARD EQUIPMENT

u:
IX
W
[
:::l
D.
::E
<I
..J
<I
Z
o
~
IX
W
l1.
o

The OPA27/37 is an ultra-low noise, high prec~ion

monolithic operational amplifier.
Laser-trimmed thin-film resistors provide excellent
long-term voltage offset stability and allow superior
voltage offset compared to common zener-zap
techniques.
A unique !'oias current cancellation circuit allows bias
and offset current specifications to be met over the
full -5~oC to +125°C tempcrature range.

The OPA27 is internally compensated for unity
gain stability. The decompensated OPA37 requires
a closed-loop gain ~ 5.
The Burr-Brown OPA27/37 is an improved re
placement for the industry-standard OP-27/ OP-37.

T~IM

el--+---'
1 l--+--f---'

TRIM

DPA27137 SIMPlIFI£D CI1lC11fT

+Vee

-Vee

Inlltn,U...1AI,pon Ino..trili Pitt· P.D. e.J 11400· T.cson. ArlzOIII85734· ToI.I602) 74&·1111· TWI: 910-952·1111· Clble: e9RCDRP· Tlln: 1lH4lI1

PIlS_1I

Burr-Brown Ie Data Book 2-27 Vo/.33



INPUT

7.'mwrc
,7mW,-c
SJSmWt-e

TO-99 (Jl
B-Pln He""'..tic DIP l~)

(I-Pin PI.,t,c DrP {PI
a-P.n SOIC lUI

M.dmum Datal. AbOv'e
Amblenl Temp- MaKlmum AmbiMl

p.t;ll.age TVC)Cl .r'ture lor R.tlng Temperalur.

(21 To co",mon wilh tVa- - 15v
(31 The Inputs.re .prolecled by bll~k-lo-b'Ck diOdes. eu"..nllimllinv ....I,ta'.

are nOI used III order 10 eetHeve faw noise II diff".nlial Input ¥Oltage
••ceedl iO.7V.ltlf' input CUrlel'lt stlould be limiled 10 MmA.

"OTES:
(11 Me.,mum pack.ge power d,..ipelion va .mbient temperature:

~uPp'Y VolI.go ......••.••.....•.............•.... , . .. :t.22V
l~ter~~1 Power OisSipallon

lu
••••.••••.••••..•••• , ••• 500mW

Op~ o"age ••.•.•••••..••••.. , •.•.................. :l:Vuc
O~tput S~ort·CircuitDuration'" ..•••.............. Indefinite
D' fIerent••1Input VOltegel~•.••••..•..................• :l:0,7VS: ~renllallnput CurrentQt

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ±25mA
orage Temperature Renge:

o~ .Z:::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: =~;:~:~ :~~:~
peratlng Temperature Range:
~. B. C. E. F. G (J, ZI -55'C \0 • 125'C

Lo d(~' V) -25'C to ~85'C

:Ol~~perature (Soldering. 6Os1 •.••••.•...••. , +3OO'"C
ackage (3s) .•••............ , , +260·C

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

ELECTRICAL (FULL TEMPERATURE RANGE SPECIFICATIONS)
AI Vr;c ~ *ISVDC .tNI T•• T_ 10 T_ u...... othenrrllll noted

I OPA271S7", OPU7",. l OPA27m8. 01'027_ I 01'027107(;, OPU7""Q l
,.-.fll:AUtTER CO..omON. I "'N I np IIAX I "'" I

,.,,1 MAXI nPl IIAX l UNITS"'"
,...

TEMPEIlIATVRI 1'.....01
e')

SpwetliC.Uon Aenge

I
-- ~

". B. C (J.l)
-55 I +'25 -.. IE, F. G CJ. ZI

I.,.. -OS .,,. "C -:{
-25 ••• -,. .as -25

G (PJ
~as "C D-

INPU,!
° +70 "C 0

OFFSET "O\.TAOI:'"
Inpul OffNI Yon.ge

A. D.C U. ...,
E. F. G

.J.= .60
1\' .50

::t300'''' .V

Aver.ge Crlh'"
:1:33 .,140 .., t220'~

T...... 10 T..... -to 2 ~.O Ii
'V

Supply RlIIljectlCIR
,.0.3

I
i 1.3 to.4 tl.a·'· ..,.C

A, B. C ::tV", ~ 4.$10 ,av .. '30 ,.
r. F. 0 '" 86'" In .B

tVc.c "-41.!t(QU!IV " I,.--
,.
~

90"> 122 .B en
alAS CUnA!HT

--- II:
Input B••• Currenr

A, B. C

W

~.

," ~
:""22 't9~ ... ~'50'" u:

~~3

nA

.. "" _._-~- ,.,
±"

jiM'" :::;
OFfSET CU'UIoENT

nA

In;3;Jl Ollsilt Cutrenl
e..

A. e. C 23 5< I
:E

25 " 35
E. F. G " 50

135'" nA «,. .. .. 135'"

VOLTAGE RANGE 1'-t----t-.
nA

Common-Moo@' Input Aarge !
-J
«

A. S, C tlO.3 :t1t.S I !.to.3
I Z

E. F.G
=" ~, I

1:~;:::
ttl.S V

Common·MOde A_;'ct,on

:r 10.5 *'1 a

£
,.".f'l *'1.8

0
V. & ~tlVDC

V

A. S. C loe ". i=
E. F, G

mj 841· J• ,..
110 ,,. .B «

102 ". ..~ '27

OPf...·LOOP CAl". DC

.B II:

Open·loop Voltage O.ln

I
W

Ar. 2: an Er-A,B.C I
D-

E, F. G
n. I 1211 114 '20 110.... "'

0
""", 123 117 122 113 ,..

RATED OUTPuT

.B

VOII-a. Output r='Ar. E1 hn
A.B.C .", I±,3'lE.F,G "'·l I"o'~ *,3.3

t1'.7 *:13.6
V

~ CIrcUit Current
t114 ±:13.' t".O'· *'3.4

Yo'" OVDC .. V
25 25 mA

NOTES. (' Off "

'C
'C
"C
'C
'C

v
v
n

mA

VOC
mA

vee

'//pI
VI",

'"'"

","

.'.22,.,

~,,.

.as+70
.'25
.as

~----,-----"H.
MH<

I.'
11.9

""

•.,

t~3.e

t12.a
70
25

J3

.15

1.7",,.-

±12
±'O

60

<22•.,

"25

~'25

.as

,
63

".

'.t
11.'
25
."

*13.a
*'2.a

70
25

-55

-55-,.

±.

l.7

"

±12
±'O

•..

60

U2•.,

+125...

±,.

1.9
".t..
"

•..

*'3.'
1;12.'

70..

-55

..

'.7

"

±12
110

,..

10:& OmADC

R.,,2:2tln... .,..."
DC. open toop

A,," on

OPA27
OPA37

V._±1OV,
R.,,=-2tln

OPA,7. G· +1
OPA37.G" +5
OPA27,G:I +'
OP.u7.0.,.+5

T.. _loT........

I OPA271Sf", 0 ......"". I oPA27mB.OPA27ISf. I OPA271J7C. oPA27,,7Q I
CONOOT'O'" r "'N nP I IIAX -I "'" I ,.". I IIAX I II,N I np IIAX I UNI7>

3.1 5.5 3.5 5 5 :1.8 8.0'" nVl.;Hi
2.' 4.$ 3.1 45 3.3 5S'" nVl./Hl
2.7 3.' 3.0 3.8 :J.2 45" nY/.[Hi.

0.07 0,'1 001 0 'e 0.09 025-,N. pop

100'IIft I\nled.IA. £1 1.7 4.0 17 A.n 1.7 pN../Hi
,C!O'Wt lelned, lA,E) 1.0 2..3 1.0 23 1.0 pAJ.,fHi.
,oorr.. le"lt:d. ::(A::..~'I+__+--.:o~'-1r-=06:""+--1I-::'0'-.-4--:°,,':._ +__+,-o:..':.-..\-oC'::'·~----1I-'P::..AJ;...J:.:.H..:-i'-l

lOO"1't_led.(.... £)

lOO'11ft tested. {~. E}
lOO'11ft I"led. tA, E)

Speetl.atlon
A.B. C tJ.Z)
E, F.G(J.ZI
GIPIIU)

Operalmg J. Z
p.U

Riled Volt'g'
VoIt'ge R.flg@.

oer.le-d Peorlotm.nce
Current.au~t

TEMnflATURI RANO!

POW[R SUPPLY

Oul~ut Resl.tl!~

$hort CtfCUII Currelll

vol1age OulPut

RAno OUTPUT

NOT [S' (1) M..sured _,ttl ~ndu.try-I,.ndatdnoise telt circuli (FIgUre, 1 .1Id 2), Due to erfDl"llfltroduced by thl. melMd, Ih currefll noi.. specllk.lions 'hO\l'"
be used tor com~ri.on pur~s only. (2) onNI .oll'g' .pecltallonl on gradel ... alld Eat••1.0 guaran4ted Wl'tl unit' tully r",ed up. Grades S. C. F••nd G ....
mellsur<ed Wlttl aLtlomlltlc te,,' eqlJipmenl.fter .ppro.lm."ly D.$ MC:ond from po"- turn-on. (3) unnulled or nulled with 8kO to 2O\n potantiometer. (4) lOtlg
lerm ..,oll"'ge offset ..., lime "end lin. doe. nol include Wlrm-up drift. (5) Typal .pecilbiion only on pll.tlc pacuge urllt. Slew r." ....rles on "1 unitt due to
dillering le!!>l melhOds Minlmu", specifiC'Uon .pPt'- to oPen-k)Op ,..I la} Ttli. perlmeler not guarenleed .n SOlC "U' pec...ag4!

$,-. Rele ,,..

'A[QU[NCY RESPONSE

OPEN.l.Oor.~G::.:::'N::..::DC::.-_...,.. ,-_-,--.,.---,--~-r_-_,,..---r---r---.,..---r---1
O~n'lOl.lr- '/\lliagf' a81" R~ ~ 2kn 1O!G 14:'8 ,ZO 125 "i 1241

A~ ~ 1Il.n lUI'25 118 125 124

NOISE
VOlr.ge. 10 0:; 10111

'0 = 30Hz
fo':= , ..ttt
f." C.1H11O ,OHI.

CurrertL'"10 "" '(H-l.c
I~:O :)OHl

I.:'~ 11o.Hl

PAlII......fU"

omm,nnGE'"
ltlro... ' OlfHl Voll.ge
~VMrI"Qe 0'111"·
lcr.V leu'" ~tlltllilY'··

5upl:ly Rq.·o:·lU~

tIS ±~ i 12 .f,GO 125 ~ 11)0 IJV
'102 fO.1 ~03 113 to· .·,S" "woe

1Va;"'<4'o18V 100 ~~ , lDO ~2; 15 1 94 l?~ 20 JoIV~;O

~~:~~I~_n, ·+--":"'::V~:"::'.':"'::IO:";'::'V-1I---+....::~:::,:'--1I-'::"~'::'O-f--+":::'::~'::-+---':'-::l---I :,', :: '::--
O"'U CVRAtNT -4---- ---~---I---

.,n.:p-,-"'_O,-"_"_'_C_",_,._n.' ~ -1r--.-+-,--.\-..:35c-+--+-""':"----1,--"'... ...:.:- __ 7~ r.A

.r.rp[O,c.HCE -4
ComMOI'l-t.lO"'" 2.S 2 I GO

.::V.:.OL··T'-AO'-.--'.A-N-O-.----+-----+-- ~
C01"'\""(lI"."~f.'(Iel"put Re"9'" :.,',' I :t n.3 *" ±12 3 ~ 11 ~ 12 3 V
.::co::m~.::::'o:::"..::'-'::oo::e:::R:.:'J«:.-::;."::on.:...._.t.-.:.V.:.·_--:.":.:w.:..:O:.:C'-.L-..:..:----'_':.:'.:.'-'-__-L_':.:..C-"--.:'.:...2>-' .L_'-,-OO'-.J.-.._":.:2-,~ ~':-

SPECIFICATIONS
ELECTRICAL
Al Vee.:Ie ptsvDC end T.- -+WC "'n.... otherwf.. notM.
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"Va:

•J" PACKAGE TO-99_.
"ILUMEn"s

DIU Uoo .... .,. ..,
• '" .,. '5O ...
0 .... .'" 1.15 U'
C 'IS 'IS ." ..,.
D .Ot6 02' ... ."E 01' .... OJ' ,0>, ... ... ." ,0>
Q 2Q08A.SIC 50lrBASIC

" ." ... 0.71 ...
J '" .... O,lf ,,., "" - '" -
l ,11ft ,.. ". ...· ,weASlC IWB.'SIC· ... '"

,.. '"
NOTE
llJ6dt 'n true pOI;lion wittlin 0.0'·
(a,25mm) A It "'MC Ille.lin9 plane.

PI" numWI"I ItlOtI'I'n to, r~ferrfl<:oe only
"'IJ"'fNOrs IT\;Iy 1'01 tie ma,ked on plcklg

Pin maloer..1and pilling tompOSilion
conlonr.lO rr.olnO<t 2003 fliOlde,abililYI
01 I,IIll·STD-SS3 '''''Cf!Pl pat.grall J 2)

. ..:

~oo=---'--.......J...J..l..uJ,,!,-.---..l...-...:..-,:!.••
Sourt:e Re,i,lance fOj

D':-.----+-.:....--...L---~-'1k

,. ,..-.,;I.,;NPU..,;,,;T_V.;:O.;:lT;;,.:;:G:,E,;;N::;O.:.S:,E.:S;",PE:.;C:.;T.;.:R:::.L:..O;;:E::;N:::S:,:IT.:.y,....,

~
~
§' ~9;Fi' 1---7.":.E"'-......::""":::+-----+------I
> 21----.~f_----f_----l

J Packege-Top View

.00k

,," "K.lIUETERS
D'U ... .... u.. ....
• " ... 10,.
0 ... .,,' u, ."c .... .,. ,.. IS'
D .., 02' ." ...

.... ... '"~ '"• tao ....StC 2S48ASlC

" - ... - '49
J ... ." ". .>1, .,. - ,.. -
l '" 120 '" '"U .. ... .. ".· ... ... ." ."• '" '"

,,, ..
NOTE.
lNda in ',ue potlt-on .llhin 0.0'·
10.25mml R If ......C II Mating plane-_

Pin materia' .nCl plehng Corftpo,ilion
conform 10 melhod 2003 ItotdetllbilllYI
01 MIL·STO·683Iekce", parlgrlh '.2)

'II 'Ok
NolM Sand_dlh IHzl

·Z· PACKAGE. a-PIN HERMETIC

'0 'DO 'Il 'Oil:
Frequency (HzI

INPUT VOI..TAOE NOISE'll NOISE BAHOWIOTH
1O.'Hz tojnClaledr~)

INPUT CURRENT NOiSE SP(CTAAL DENSITY

~Cu~enl No... Test Circuit

]I T ."'0 '.1

~""
~O ~UT .... 1--

,
T 1.1= J,...... - ('3DnV)'

I'--.. ,..-0)('00

Wa'nInG: Thi, indu'try.stanc:s.rd ~tlon
.lnaeeu"" and thne f,gu,," lhOuld
1M ueed foI COmpllrlton purJlO'lM ontrt,

U.01 L-.J......l.J-UJJJI_.J....l...J..I..
'00

... t.4'" ·-l

'D•o
[¥ •
:? 2
~

l D6
z D6
i 0'"

j
D'

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS

l'L I
_ J

"u" PACKAGE, a-PIN SOIC

~:'~- ".,..
.1j,~ " ~

--0
G

~·-·-4
INCH!!

_AI_ .... U" U"

,.,UJ .'''-l-'
. ,n "".,

'" IO'

• '.. '"Ii. e .!' ". ,..
c Of.'

b··, .~- J 0

,'~ J-r-' G

J,.p." , - -H -.
U

N'

INCWf5 ¥IU....("TERS

~~ ..~ ".U "drI MAX

"P" PACKAGE,
a-PIN PLASTIC

NOH
Lt':lj!i ,n true- p"sIIIU" ""I"Uf 0 01
(I) 7!'~"'l P. 1" "'UAC II' Sl:.ll!<;Q tll~fllt

... i.. ...

NOTE. ft) Plcklge. and p4'lc".'or OPA37 Ire the ume II '0' OPA21
(2) Or equi.vAlen' COMbination 01 time and lempeflllJ'e.

T.,.,,.,.IUN OftMt'-,
Model'" PM:b,. ...... tN. Cl,Nl,Z·C

OPA27AJ TO-" ~5·CICI""'25"C .:IS

OPA27BJ TO-99 ~5"C to ""2'-C .OO

~A27CJ TO·99 -~5"C to +125"C .,00

OP~7EJ TO-99 2S·C to +85"C .:IS

QPA27FJ TO·99 -",S"'C \0 +8Sec .oo
OPA21GJ TO·99 -2S·C to "-8S"C .,00

OPA27AZ Cereml£: ·~5"C to .. 12S·C .2'
QPA27Bl Cer'true ~5~tO"~~·C .ea
OPAl7CZ Cerlmic ..s"'e 10 .. 125·C .,00

OPA21EZ Cerlmie -25·C 10 1'8SDC .:IS

OPA27FZ Cer.mlt -2S"C 10 .. 85-<: tea
OPA27Gl Ceramic .2S"'C to +8S-C .,00

OPAZ7GP PtKlic o-c 10 +7ere "00
OPA270U SO'C o-c to +1CrC .,00

BURN.I" ICRI!EHIHG OPTJOH

T.mp"""" Sum-In

ModeIlII ,.clc... Rlne- TMIP- ('tIOh.1It

OPAf7AJ·Bl TO·99 -5!l·C \0 .. ':,s-c +12S-c

OPA.21EJ·BI TO-" ·2S·C 10 +es-c +12S-C

OPA.21QJ·BI TO-19 -2S-C 10 +85·C ""25-C

OPA27A.l·BI Ceramic ~-c to 1"'2!l·C .'25·C

OPA27EZ·BI C~,amIC -25-c to +-8S-c +t25·C

OPA21GP·BI PlashC O·C 10 "10·C ...·C

OPA21GU·81 SOIC O·C to +1Q"'C ."'0

ORDERING INFORMATION

r

MECHANICAL
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±20

'0"".,...100 ,... 10k

rll:I.l\)cncy IHO:I

POWER sUPPL' REJECflON .. FAEQU£NC'

1-...L..Hi.,._l-"',.,'.•'....• :.....,., .:.-Il-.;.::~:.+-,-._.-;:,~........~!'-;~:-...,
·!i i ,''1'......''.:

'30 I---'f---\---l--··-:l---:::-:--
~
<
~ 1251-~c-----1----+

f
''''

SUPPlY CURRENl .,. SUPP:.Y VOLTAGE

'U ±-10 ~1!l
Supply von. (Vee)

i ..
• eo
I 20

• 1-'
, '0
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oL,_...l.'o..:....:-l'oo-....J,L..---'-:,o:-.--:t:::"":-~.,;-. -;;:'OM
r.':flU":"':" (H/I

_,. L __...l. ...L -':''''O>'''O>..~~20
o ~!5 ,10 :i1!l ...

Supply VclTaqe (Vccl

C0MMnN."'lOnt INPuT VOLT"Clt. FlANGE

_" ~__...,.--"":'::"':S~lJP:..:r.:";..' ;:VO::"L."::;G::,':....-c::??--'

l1~,.L, ..i.'o__-...J··~.·,--~·:':,::-o---.:-:..'
~.,~r.r.I~- "'('II:'1.Q~ IVc~1

~ -t10

~ +5
~

~
~~ .• I-.-----+:-:;;::;s;E-~-:"i
E
{j -10

"

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
f."'1o i~·C. iVct '" :tt5vDC 11ft.... 01"-"_ -.oled.

COMMON-MODE REJECTION til FAEOUENC'
leo,_..;::::;::;::~;::;:.:;;.;i=;.;,;;.,.,i.,'"'T":,":':~•.r-,

i

l

.- _. -- . --- --~ ..:....:. .:...~--.

''''PUT OffSeT VOLTAGE CfolANGL
OU(: r() T1f(RMAL SHOCK.>ar--...,..--,......-..,..--,.----.......

OPA37 CLOSEO~LOOP VOLTAQE GAIN AND
PHASE SHIFT til FREQUENCY (Q ~ 100)

"" '--T"''''''j,"".r--;"'~:"--""-"'J!"'.;"".-:-,.,.;....-.

'01--+,-+::..I.,I--.:....+-'--....J.t".....~...-'I,f-;"7":.L::-1--1
~ 3Ot--+----'+-+--I---"\.41\i......~....-1-·5 .~- :'d,:-",. -

75 .~ ·'5 0 -2'5 +50 .75 -t100 t12':>
AI'lILufml Tflmpe'llure (·C)

VOlTAGE NOiSE SPECTRAL DE~81f1t
V'I TEMPERATuRE

Vol. 33

20

-1:.:. ..
':,~.-_~..~-_J...""·.....0L.--•.J2"".-+..l..~-+J,,..:..:.•..:,J.OOi..:.+~'.:

Ambienl Temper'lure (·C)

-'o'-_....__l-_..J.__l-_...I._.......
-, -t 2 -+3 +4 +5

T,me Fr".... r"'erm.' Sttoc, Imml

j 3 -- __=-_- .....H.

i
~ Z

<'
E.l!l

I
u
• '0•..
:;;
~ .
<

2 3 •
T;rne Fro", pa-oor Turn-ol'l (rr"I'l!

-
... ---.....J..,'0'.....

1---4----}--- -- ----

OPAZ7 CLOSED-tOOP VOLTAGE GAIN AND

"" r-_'TP_H._S_•.,._H_'fT-,.;...;..•.,.A..:•.:;OU~.:,N..:C;..Y~(G::-~_'.:;OO;:.'_...,
.~. ~ .'. ...... ~

··20t(J.l:--,'oo~-~..--I'oL..--,...L_,J...--'JOM:-..-'.JOO..
Frequency 'HI)

'0~-~_..l'_':--"';"';""'-'!:"O":""_-.~,:-,-_-Jt:l'O
S....pcly VolliJglI.' jVcd

VOLTAQE HOiSt: SPECTRAl OENS'Tl
til SUPPlY VOlTAQE

,or-t--t--~--.;:+--+--+----J
-·K!\;.i 30I--+--+-+-'~I'..~,--+--Ik.f-----I-..

- 1'- /1 V ~
~20 1\ \ -90~
fro l~~

~ G~~\ 0
> 0 -180-

~
-10r-+--+-+--+----j--1-~-2,.

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
f .. "" +J6·C, iVGI:'" .tt5VDC "'"".1 olherwtM not.cl
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FIGURE 10. NAB Tape Head Preamplifier.

FIGURE 9. High Slew Rate Unity-Gain Inverting
Amplifier.

APPLICATIONS CIRCUITS

FIGURE 7. low-:"oi.. RIAA Preamplifier.

FIGURE ~. Unill-Gain Invening Amplifier.

>-",--0 aUTPUT

FIGURE 6. Pul>ed Operalion.

INPUT PROTECTION

Bad-In·baek. dioclC's Mt: u~cd for input pf\)tt:etion on
Ihe O:,'~7t3" [AC'eedin~ a fcw hundred milli\'olt5 dif
fe~enllal Input 5i~n:!1 \dl! cause currcnl II) flo",' and
""lthout extern",1 cunen( limili"g rr'sish:I:'lh~ ilipul \\iU
be J~~lroyed.

Accidl'nlal M:uic di'x!Jilr!'c ~~ wcll a!ll hi~h current can
dama~~ the amplifier'5 inrult cir..~lIit. Afthou!!!, Ihl' unit
~a} sull be funclinnal. impnrtanl puramelen 5uch a!ll
IOput offset volt.age, drift. atld r.Oi5C may be perma~

nen~!)' dama~ed If any I"r('ei~inn op~ratin:1O\I.~mf'll:ficri.~

subJrcted to abuse.

Tran~i~nl.cn.n~iliom can Cituc;e f~e{ht;HJu~h due to the:
am.phfle~ s flnlle slew·rate. When usin1= fhe OP~27 a~ a
unlt)'~g:lIn buffer (follower) a feed bad: r~si&IOr of IkO is
reeonlmended (sec Fi,ure 6).

n(iliIU' 5. Voltage ",,"" ~peClr,,1 DCl1sll\, V"rsus
Source Rcsi~1drll:C. .'

!IIPur

BURN-IN SCREENING

~u~n~in sc~eening is an option aV.1i1able for the models
mdlc~ted .1n the Ordering Information table. Burn~in

durall~n IS 160 hours at che maximum specified grade
~peratmg temperature (or equivalent combination of
lime and temperacure).

All ?nits. arc tested after bUTn~in to ensure that grade
speclficallons arc mct. To order burn-in. add oo-BI" to the
base model number.

NOISE: BIPOLAR VERSUS FET
I.owa noise circuit design requires careful analysis of all
noise sourCeS. E~ternal noise sources can dominate in
many cases, 50 con~ider the effect of source resistance on
overall operational amplifier noise performance. At low
source impedances, the lower voltage noise of a bipolar
operational amplifier is superior, but at higher impe~
dances the high current noise of a bipolar amplifier
becomes a serious liability. Above about ISkn the Burr·
Brown OPAIII low~noise FE'T operational amplifier is
recommended for lower lotal noise than the OPA27 (sec

Figure S).

COMPENSATION
Although internally compensated for unityagain stabil·
ily, the OPA27 may requlre a small capacitor in parallel
with a fcedbaek. resistor (R() which is greater than 2kO.
This car ..citor will compensate the pole generated by R,
and en. and eliminO\te peaking or 05cillation.

THERMOELECTRIC FOTENTIALS
Tb: ()!' ,;\27,' ,n I~ tJ.!\oeralrimrned 10 microvolt-level inpul
o:::"et \.·ll!ta~c: ~:1d for vcryalow input offset voltage drift.

C;,rdul layout ~nd rircuit desi~n techniques are nccesa

sar)' 10 prevent off!let and drift errors from e~ternal
thermoc!C(:lric potenti:i15. Di~similar nlelal junctions
can generatc ~mall EMF's if care is flot taken to elimi
n:llc either their source~ (Iead-to-PC, wiring, etc.) or
their tcmpcr:l.ture difference. Sec Figure fl.

Short, dllect mounling of the OPA27137 with clo!rle
spacing of the input pins is highly recommended. poor
layout can result in circuit drifts and offsets which are an
order of magnitude greater than the operational amplia

fier alonC'.

C;'~ll "c nul1t'd .....ithout drift dcgr;ldation by inrvt

!:.umming.
TIll" ('.H~wr.'~,)rl;lt orrsC't \;()!t~gc trim circuit is 5ho¥.'n in
ri!'un .'t rn: nimming \'Crya!'lmalt offSC'~!Io. the hi~her
H'~,)~Ulioli (:i"cuit liho""n in FilJ.ure 4 is rl'cOmmcndl-d.

TI.< 01' I,~i: ~,7 G\II rq,hH'l" 74:-!ype operational amrJi 
fif!"!': by rcmCl' in~' or modijyini; the trim circuit.

-un TIl.
POnlTlll.nu

±lIl\o'TTPICIL
111M lallif

*-4I1V"'ICIL
TIl. ""lSi

en.oII I.n
Tit. POnITIG.mw
"OlIn Mea••tlIltDI

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION

FIGURE 4. High Resolution Offset Voltage Trim.

FIGURE 3. Offset Voltage Trim.

OFFSET VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT

lhe OPA27,l] ofi!-Cl \'ohage is laser-trimmed And...,ilJ
require nO furth~r trim for most applications. Off'cl \"011·
iI(:C drift wilt not be degraded when the inru' off!ooct i~
m:llrd with a IOkfl trim potentiometer. Olhcr potcnti~
omeler value,; rrnn~ Ikfl to IMn can be u"icd but Vu~
drift will be dc~nd,d by an addi.ional 0.1 to O.2~\' jOe.

Nulllng large sy!.lcm offselJ by use of the Oftlict trim
adjust will degrade drift performance by approximately
~.3~VloC per mil!i\'olt of offset. Large system offsetS

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
t. c ....s·c. tY•• itlVDC un.... otMrwHlil ....
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PClS-700 PC-labDAS
Data Acquisition Software

PC·LabC.
SER

************ •••••• ** •••••••••••

INTRODUCTION

• I/O capacity:
- DCV measurement: 1 - 32 channels
- D/A output: Maximum 4 channels
- Digital output (write): Four 16 bit % ports
- Digital input (read): Four 16 bit 011 ports
- Counter: 3 channels maximum

• Computer requirement: IBM PC/XTIAT or
compatibles with 640K user memory. 2 discs
(2 FD or 1 FD + 1 HD), real time clock and
DOS 2.0 or higher

• Display card requirement: Color graphic adapte
or Hercules monographic adapter or equivalent

• Programming language: Microsoft Quick-BASIC
2.0

ORDERING INFORMATION

:J PCLS-700-1: PC-LabDAS Level 1
Compiled execution file only

D PCLS-700-2: PC-LabDAS Level 1 + 2
Source programs (Q-BASIC language) provide,
for user modification

APPLICATIONS

• Data logging
• Process control and monitoring
• Product test
• Scientific research
• Energy management

SPECIFICAT IONS

• Support anyone or combinations of the
following PC-LabCards:

- PCL-712 - PCL-714 - PCL-720
- PCL-725 - PCL-738

• Features menu driven functions for setup,
acquisition, control, analysis and report output

• Time-of-day or Time-in-Experiment recording
• Continuous storing of data to disc during

data acquisition
• Highllow limit check (pass/fail) function for

each measurement group
• Built-in control functions like D/A output, digit.

output and stepping motor control
• Built-in report functions:

- Data Statu~ Report
- Data Table Report
- Channel vs Time (X-T) Graph
- Channel vs Channel (X-V) Graph
- Statistic Report and Bar Graph

• Acquired data can be converted into Lotus 1-2
format for further analysis

FEATURES
'"}", "

.,.- :I.'"

~~~
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Postbus 258 *
4700 AG •
Roosendaal •

•
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* Computer
* Engineering
* Roosendaal
*
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Under the power-on auto-executed main
program of PC-LabDAS, there are three major
Sub-programs: ' .

Setup: The setup sub-program is where you
configure the channel setup and timing setup for a
specific application. In channel setup, select the
channels, function and limits for a "group" of
channels. The timing setup specifies when to start
the scan of a "group" of channels, how often to'
repeat the scan and for how many iterations.
Send the data gathered to the display, printer
and/or disc drive.

Log: The log sub-program can either execute
the group channel and timing setups just entered.
Qr recall and execute a setup stored on the
personal computer's disc drive.

Analysis: The PC-LabDAS gives you routines
like channel vs channel, channel vs time,
histogram and statistics for analyzing the data
you have gathered. Eliminating manual data
reduction and using graphical displays enable vou

The PC-LabDAS is a turn-key application
software which supports PCL-712, 714, 720, 725
and 738 to form a powerful, easy-to-use data
acquisition & control system. You can use the
PC-LabDAS's menu operation to quickly set-up
your experiment, acquire data, store and analyze
the results with minimum efforts.

•

•* Tel: 01650-57417
* ••• *.** •••••••••••••••••••••••
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/ PCL-714 Super-Lab Card
(14 bit)A/D+D/A+D/O+Counter

PC-LabCard
SERIES

INTRODUCTION

The PCL-714 Super-Lab Card is a high
performance analog/digital I/O card which offers 5
most desirable measurement and control functions
on a single PC add-on board. Its versatile
functions include 16 analog input channels, 2
analog output channels, 16 digital inputs, 16
digital outputs and a programmable counter/timer.

Designed with engineering advancement and
user satisfaction in mind, this full size card offers
14 bit resolution for both D/A and A/D conversion
and turns the PC into a high precision voltage
measurement and signal analysis instrument. In
addition to its highly condensed features, the
versatility of the card can be further enhanced
with the use of optional daughter cards such as
the PCLD-780 screw terminal board, the PCLD-782
opto-isolated digital input board and the PCLD-785
relay output board.

For years, the heritage we are proudest of is
the experience and professionalism we have had in
the data acquisition field. With all the features
and supports altogether, we believe the PCL-714
truly provides a complete and cost effective
solution for your application need.

FEATURES

• 16 differential analog input with 14 bit
resolution

• 2 analog output with 14 bit resolution
• Hardware successive approximation for faster

conversion time and higher throughput
• A/D conversion time less than 40 microseconds
• Built-in programmable pacer for A/D converter

triggering
• 16 digital input channels
• 16 digital output channels
• All digital input and output channels are

buffered for high driving capacity and low
loading.

• Programmable counter/timer

APPLICATIONS

A/D Converter
• DC voltage measurement
• Transducer output measurement
• Process monitoring
• Waveform recording
• Signal analysis

D/A Converter
• Process control
• Voltage source simulation
• Programmable signal source



Digital Input
• Contact closure monitoring
• Read digital signal lines
• Read BCD interface

Digital Output
• Industrial ON/OFF control
• Control external relays
• Digital signal driver
• Drive BCD interface

Countermmer
• Period and pulse width measurement
• Event and frequency counting
• Programmable pace generator

SPECIFICATIONS

A/D Converter
• Input range: + 5V to - 5V
• Input channels: 16 differential
• Accuracy: ± 0.15% max. at 25 Deg. C.
• Input impedance: > 10 mega ohms
• Conversion time: < 40 microseconds
• Resolution: 14 bits
• Common mode rejection ration: 60 dB min.
• Trigger mode: Software trigger or pacer trigger
• Pacer trigger: Programmable pacer period 30

microseconds to 536 sec with 0.5 microsecond
step

D/A Converter
• Output range: Bipolar + 5V to - 5V
• Output channels: one standard channel, the

second channel is optional.
• Accuracy: ± 0.1 % max. at 25 Deg. C
• Resolution: 14 bits
• Settling time: < 30 microseconds for 5V step

Digital Input
• Input low level: Min. - 0.5V, max. 0.8V
• Input high level: Min. 2.0V, max. 5.0V
• Input loading: 0.2 mA at OAV
• Input hysteresis: Typical 0.4V, min. 0.2V

Digital Output
• Output low level (sink): Max. 0.5V at 24 mA,

max. OAV at 12 mA
• Output high level (source): Min. 2.0V at

15mA, min. 2AV at 3 mA
• Driving capacity: 15 TTL's at least

Programmable Counter/Timer
• Frequency range: DC to 2.6 MHz
• Counter: 16 bit counter
• Modes: 6 programmable counter modes
• Usable pins: Clock, out and gate
• Circuit: Intel 8253

General
• Bus: IBM PC bus
• Slot: One 62-pin slot
• I/O port address: Hex 200 - hex 3FO
• Power consumption: < 800 mA at 5V,

< 50 mA at + 12V, < 50 mA at - 12V
• Dimensions: 13 3/8" x 3 3/4" (34 cm

x 9.5 cm)

ORDERING INFORMATION

o PCl-714: Super-lab Card
Opt 001 Add second D/A output channel

Accessories Furnished: User's Manual
Accessories Available:
o PClD-7l:l0: Screw Terminal Board
o PClD-781: Quick-Con Screw Terminal

Assembly
o PClD-782: Opto-Isolated Digital Input Board
o PClD-785: Relay Actuator Output Board
o PCl-1 0420-1: 20 pin flat cable assembly, 1 m
o PCl-1 0420-2:. 20 pin flat cable assembly, 2 m
o PCl-1 0420-0.7: 20 pin flat cable assembly,

0.7 m
[] PClS-700-1: PC-labDAS, data acquisition

software, level 1
o PClS-700-2: PC-labDAS, data acquisition

software, level 1 and 2
o PClS-705-1: UnkelScope, waveform analysis

software, level 1
C PClS-705-2: UnkelScope, waveform analysis

software, level 1 and 2

/>' Computer
* Engineering
'k Roosendaa 1
*

Postbus 258 *
4700 AG *
Roosendaal *

*
k Tel: 01650-57417 *
****************** •• k** •••• *···



PC-l.abCard

PCLD-789
Amplifier & Multiplexer Board

Computer Engineering Roosendaal BV
Postbus 258 4700 AG Roosendaal

Tel: 01650·57417
Fax: 01650 - 62151

::'E,~,'ES'

APPLICATIONS

PClD 789 is a front-end signal conditioning and
channel multiplexing daughter board for the analog input
port of PCl-712, 714 and 718. It multiplexes 16
differential input channels into one channel of the AiD
converter input. Up to 10 PClD-789's can be cascaded
to expand the analog inputs of single data acquisition card
to 160 channels.

• Channel expansion
• low level signal measurement
• Thermocouple measurement
• Signal amplification anti conditioning

FEATURES

• Multiplexing 16 differential inputs to one AiD input
channel

• Expands the analog input of PCl-712, 714 or 718 to
up to 160 channels

• High grade instrumentation amplifier provides switch
selectable gains of 0.5, 1, 2, 10, 50, 100, 200, 1000
or user definable gain

• On board cold junction compensation circuits for direct
thermocouple measurement

• Built-in signal conditioning functions like filter,
attenuator and current shunt

• On board second connectors allow daisy chaining
• Screw clamp terminal blocks permit easy and reliable

connection of signals
• Table-top mounting using nylon standoffs. Screws

provided for panel or wall mounting

The board has a high grade instrumentation amplifier
to provide switch selectable gains of 0.5, 1, 2, 10, 50,
100, 200, 1000 or user definable gain. It enables accurate
measurement of low level signals with AID converter of
PC-labCards. Signal conditioning functions like filtering,
attenuation, current shunt are also covered by the on
board passive circuitry.

SPECIFICATIONS

• Input Channel: 16 differential channels _
• Input Range: ± 10V maximum, depends on the gain

selected
• Output Range: ± 5V maximum
• Input Conditions:

PClD-789 also contains cold junction sensing circuit

I to allow direct measurement of thermocouple transducer.
All types of thermocouple can be handled with software
compensation and linearization.

Common Mode Settling
Gains Rejection Nonlinearity Time

1000 125 dB 0.005 50 lIS
100 125 dB 0.005 15 lIS

10 110 dB 0.007 13 lIS
1 90 dB 0.015 12 lIS

• Output current: 20mA maximum
• Common mode voltage: ± 10V. maximum
• Overvoltage protection: ± 30V continuous
• Cold junction compensation: + 24.4mV/Deg. C, O.OV

at 0.0 Deg. C
• Power consumption: + 5V - 10mA maximum,

+ 12V - 80mA maximum
• Connectors for digital and analog buses:

20 pin flat cable connectors. Second connectors in
parallel for daisy chaining

• Size: 20.5cm (l) x 11.43 cm (W) or 8.07" (l) x
4.5" (W)
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Functional Block Diagram of PCLO· 789

4 ~'1S

Channel
Selecl

ORDERING INFORMATION

PClO-789: Amplifier and Multiplexer Board
Opt 712: Includes wiring adapter for use ~ith PCl-712
Accessories Furnished: Two 1 meter 20 pin flat cable
assemblies (PiN PCl-l 0120-11
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The LM13S operates over a -SS'C 10 + 15O'C temperature
range while the lM23S operates over a -40'C to + 12S'C
temperature range. The LM33S operates from -40'C to
+100'C. The lM13S/lM23S/LM33S are available pack
aged in hermetic T0-46 transistor packages while the
lM335 is also avaUable in plastic rQ-92 packages.

Features
• Directly calibrated in 'Kelvin
• 1'C initial accuracy available
• Operales from 400 ,.A to S rnA
• less than 10 dynamic impedance
• Easily calibrated
• Wide operating temperature range

• 200'C overrange

• Low cost

~National
~ semiconductor

LM135/LM235/LM335, LM 135A/LM235A/LM335A
Precision Temperature Sensors

General Description
The LM135 98MS are precision, easily-calibrated, integrat.
ed circuit temperature sensors. Operating as a 2·terminal
zener, the lM135 has a braakdown voltage directly propor
tional to absolute temperature at + 10 mVI"K. With less
lhan 1n dynamic impedance the device operates over a
CtJrrent range 01 400 p.A to 5 rnA with virtually no change in
performance. When calibrated at2S'C the LM13S has typi.
cally less than 1'C error over a 100'C temperature range.
Unlike other sensors the LM135 has a linear output.

Applications lor the LM13S include almost any type 01 tem
perature 98nsing over a - SS'C to + 1SO'C temperature
range. The low impedance and linear output make interfac
ing to readout or controt circuitry especially easy.
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Schematic Diagram

TlIH/5698- ,

Connection Diagrams
TD-92

PlaatIC Package
TD-46

Metal Can Package'

IOTT.VlRI'TTOIIV.IW

Order Number LM335Z or LM335AZ
See NS Package Number Z03A

TVHJ_-e
-Case is connected to negative pin

Order Number LM135H, LM235H,
LM335H, LM 135AH, LM235AH or LM335AH

see NS Package Number H03H
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Typical Performance CharacteristicsAbsolute Maximum Ratings
If MllltarylAeroapace apeclfled devlcea are required, Specified Operating Temp. Range
ple..a contact the National Semiconductor Salea Intermittent
Offlce/Dlatrlbutora for availability and apeclflcatlona. Contlnuoua (Note 2)
(Note 4) LM135, LM135A - 55'C to + 1500C 1500C to 200"C
Reverse Current 15mA LM235, LM235A - 400C to + 125'C 125'C to 150"C

Forward Current 10mA LM335. LM335A -40"C to + 1000C 100"C to 125'C

Storage Temperature Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 seconds)

TO-46 Packaga - 600C to + 1800C
TQ-92 Package: 260"C
TQ-46 Package: 300"C

TO-92 Package - 6O'C to + 1500C

Temperature Accuracy LM135/LM235, LM135A1LM235A (Note 1)

Parameter Condltlona
LM135A/LM235A LM135/LM235

Units

I
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max

Operating Output Voltage TC = 25'C, 'R = 1 mA 2.97 2.98 2.99 2.95 2.98 3.01 V
I

Uncalibrated Temperature Error Tc = 25'C,IR = 1 mA 0.5 1 1 3 'C

Uncalibrated Temperature Error TMIN ,:; Tc ,:; TMAX,IR = 1 mA 1.3 2.7 2 5 'C

Temperature Error with 25'C TMIN ,:; Tc ,:; TMAX. IR = 1 mA 0.3 1 0.5 1.5 'C
Calibration

Calibrated Error at Extended Tc = TMAX (Interminent) 2 2 'C
Temperatures

Non-Linearity fR = 1 mA 0.3 O.S 0.3 1 'C

Temperature Accuracy LM33S, LM33SA (Note 1)

Parameter Condltlona
LM335A LM335

Units
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max

Operating Output Voltage TC = 2S'C, IR = 1 mA 2.95 2.98 3.01 2.92 2.98 3.04 V

Uncalibrated Temperature Error TC = 2S'C. IR = 1 mA 1 3 2 6 'C

Uncalibrated Temperature Error TMIN ,:; Tc':; TMAX,IR = 1 mA 2 5 4 9 'C

Temperature Error with 2S'C TMIN ,:; Tc':; TMAX,IR = 1 mA 0.5 1 1 2 'C
Calibration

Calibrated Error at Extended TC = TMAX (Interminent) 2 2 'C
Temperatures

Non-Linearity IR = 1 mA 0.3 1.5 0.3 1.5 'C

Electrical Characteristics (Note 1)

LM135/LM235 LM335
Paramater Condltlona LM135A/LM235A LM335A Unltl

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max

Operating Output Voltage 400 ",A':; IR':; 5 rnA 2.S 10 3 14 mV
Change with Current At Constant Temperature

Dynamic Impedance IR=1 mA 0.5 0.6 /I

Output Voltage Temperature +10 +10 mV/'C
Coefficient

Time Constant Still Air 80 80 sec
100 filM in Air 10 10 sec
Stirred Oil 1 1 sec

~
Time Stability Tc= 125'C 0.2 0.2 'C/W

Note 1: AccuraCy mea8urements 8,a made in 8 well·stirred oil bath. For other conditions. sell heating must be considered.
Note 2: Continuous operation at theBe temperatures for 10,000 hours tor H package and 5,000 hours for Z package may decrease life expectancy 01 the da",e!?

Note 3: Thermal ReSistance TO·92 TO·46. .. ---~'-- .- --"'--"' ...1"\ ....,../1•• .1""""''''''
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LM129/LM329 Precision Reference

simplifies biaSing and the wide operating current allows the
replacement of many zener types.

The LM129 is packaged in a 2·lead T0-46 package and Is
rated for operation over a - 55°C to + 125°C temperature
range. The LM329 for operation over O"C to 70"C is avail·
able in both a harmetic TO-46 package and a TO-92 epoxy
package.

Features
• 0.6 rnA to 15 rnA operating current
• 0.6n dynamic impedance at any current
• Available with temperature coefficients of 0.001 %re
• 71'-\1 wideband noise
• 5% initial tolerance
• 0.002% long term stability

• Low cost
• Subsurface zener

Connection Diagrams

'?'A National
~ semiconductor

General Description
The LM129 and LM329 family are precision multi-current
temperature-eompensated 6.9\1 zener references with dy·

! namic impedances a factor of 10 to 100 leSs than discrete
I diodes. Constructed in a Single silicon chip, the LM129 uses
, active circuitry to buffer the internal zener allowing the de
i vice to operate over a 0.5 rnA to 15 rnA range with virtually
, no change in perlormance. The LM129 and LM329 are

available with selected temperature coefficients of 0.001,
0.002, 0.005 and O.Ol%/"C. These n_ references also
have excellent long term stability and low noise.

A new subsurface breakdown zener used in the LM129
gives lower noise and better long-term stability than conven·
tional IC zeners. Further the zener and temperature com·
pensating transistor are made by a planar process so they
are immune to problems that plague ordinary zeners. For
example, there is virtually no voltage Shill in zener voltage
due to temperature cycling and the device is insensitive to
stress on the leads.

The LM129 can be used in place of conventional zeners
w~h improved performance. The low dynamic impedance

'Tl - ~.

.. to' to' ,i, to'
t.uAtIT..MCII"1

MaxImum ShUnt Capacitance

tI ,. '11; ".. ,.

ffUQ.UItU:Y(NII

Nol.. Voltage

--------------.

Metal Can Package Plastic Package

rent Source

__ .1'"

TL/H/57U-8

Bottom View
:" 215 electrteaUy connected to case

Order Number LM129AH, LM129BH, LM129CH.
LM329AH. LM329BH, LM329CH or LM329DH

See NS Package H02A

TLJH/571.(-,(

Bottom View

Order Number LM329Bl,
LM329CZ or LM329DZ
See NS Peckage Z03A

Typical Applications
Simple Reference

IV TO .ov

lM1Z1
&.IV

TL(Hf57'~ TL/H/57'.-1
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please contact the National Semiconductor Seles Soldering Information
LOW ,",OSt-,,~i/:lY-H.-guliiior

AdJustable Bipolar Output Reference
Office/Distributors for availability and specification.. TO-92 package: 10 sec. 26O'C VIN ....~ IMll1 lOUT 15V 50.(Note 2) TO-46 package: 10 sec. 300'C l!Y I \~UT

Reverse Breakdown Current 30mA AOJI 241
Forward Current 2mA .7.••

.~
Operating Temperature Range =~IM 5D1e

lM129 - S5'C to + 125'C
~

- 7
lM329 O"C to +70"C /.

IMINA 8 OUTPUT

~ I-t ~

'~'
-8.1 $ Vour $ 8.1

Electrical Characteristics (Note 1)
IMIlt ':;j sa

+ 4 8 r141 UV ~ 10 TURN

lMll. ~ rJ
OUTPUT
ADJUST

LM129A,B,C LM329A, B. C, D .. -Parameter Conditions Units -ISV 30 pF
510

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max

Reverse Breakdown Voltage TA = 2S'C, '=..
0.6mA';: 'R';: lSmA 6.7 6.9 7.2 6.6 6.9 7.25 V

•
150

Reverse Breakdown Change TA = 2S'C. TL/H/5714_

with Current (Note 3) 0.6 mA ,;: IA ,. 15 mA 9 14 9 20 mV -IIV Tl/H/5114-1

Reverse Dynamic Impedance TA = 25'C,IA = 1 rnA 0.6 1 0.8 2 II
(Note 3)

lSv TO 40V
OV to 20V Power Reference

RMSNoise TA = 25'C. )
10Hz,. F,. 10kHz 7 20 7 100 "V 6k

long Term Stability TA = 45'C ± O.l'C,
r---!-~ 7(1000 hours) IR = 1 mA ± 0.3% 20 20 ppm

Temperature CoeNicient IA = 1 mA
IMIORA 8

lM129A.lM329A 6 10 6 to ppml'C
~

I. 11
3 +/1' ~

IMIIS.
lM129B. lM329B 15 20 15 20 ppml'C IMIll r. 10. Il110

UV AI ~ ,":1.-lM129C,lM329C 30 50 30 50 ppml'C ,/4
lM3290 50 100 ppml'C 311

ppml'C
lIYlAfl-r- OV TO zavChange In Reverse Breakdown 1 mA ,. IA " 15 mA 1 1 IA

Temperature CoeNicient 101 T 'DD
,fmV

II
Reverse Breakdown Change 1 mA " IA " 15 mA 12 12

with Current -t
Reverse Dynamic Impedance 1 mA " IR " 15 mA 0.8 1 II

NOl. 1: The88 spedicationa .pply '''' -55'C " T." +125'C r", lhe lM129.nd D'C " T. " +7D'C 10< the lM329 un_ otharwi88 specNied. Tho msximum

junction ~emperature'Ofan lMf29 ie 15CrC and LM329 is tOO"C. For operating at elevated temperature. device. in T~8 package mult b8 derated based on I
-5Vlhermal ,esislance 01 44D'C/W )unctiOn 10 smbienl '" /J(1'C/W junction to ca88. F", the TO-92 pactcage. the d••ting Is baaed on 1/J(1'C/W )unctiOn 10 .rnbiont ....,

04' leads from. PC board.nd 'WC/W junction 10 .mbient witl1 0.'25' lead Iengtllio. PC boerd.

Not. 2: Aefe, to RETS129H r", LM129 f.miIy rnifilaly specification•. Externa' Reference for Temperature Transducer
TL/H/57'~_8

Not. 3: These changes .'e teslad on. pulsed b.sis with. low duty-cycle. F'" ch.nges -sus temper.....e. compute In lerm. 01 temp<:o. IIV.,.
3 J OUTruT
OUTPUT

t!-< __
IO.,VI"K

IMU9 ,. ,J
6.IV ~ .. IM3111"

INPUT ,L
4

~ ~ IN451

-::-
TL/H/5714-2
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Forward Chsracterlstlcs
IJr--,..-....,..---,---,

E .. I---t--+---t-~

! ... t---t--':t;>.....q~A

i u I---+---=r-""'--+--:.,L-!
II 1.4

OJ l--9-----j--+---j

Response Time

I OUTPUT

• r

• V'I'\"C-t-
J /t1t-
I t-,

I--
I l"""-
I t-
I '.hI,-I--
It--1--

1.11 us 1.1' I,n III 1.11

RIVUSI VDl TAGE IVI

Reverse Characteristics
11-' ,-,--,-,-,-,--,

!5 ..-' f---t-+-t--t--t+-1
!
~ 1I-~ I--t--i-

~
~ ,,-. f---t-/-'+:""'F-c71"-+-1

lM1Z'
UV

III
'.111

l1Il
'.111

Positive Current SOurce

IIVTOC.V'-...---.------.,.-----,

,..•• " 'Ill
'R(Gulley 1M,)

I~·t -
TL/H/5114-12

Zener Noise Voltsge

II
II

TL/H/5114-5

""

~
! ,.
:II
;;.

..

I."HISISI",

I I I

R(VEASI CURRII' I_A.,

T1MIIMINUTUI

..

Reverse Voltage Change

Low Frequency Noise Voltsge

,.
.!

,..'DO

fREQUENCY Ubi

la, til

Dynamic Impedance

,.I~~~

TL/H/5114-11

Tl/H/5714-3

loa "

> ......_-IOV

03
'.3V

..

I.
30,F

7."

lMIH
&.IV

Buffered Reference with Single Supply

u.

+IIV'-..---------,

Schematic Diagram
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